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EXTRACT FROM DR. BENTLEY’S

PHILELEUTHERUS XIPSIENSIS



An apprehension that the application of the principles of

criticism to the New Testament and the multiplication of va-

rious Readings, would unsettle the sacred Text, and thus

prove injurious to religion, has at different periods been

very generally entertained. "U hen Dr. Mill’s edition of

the New Testament with 30,000 various readings was pub-

lished it produced the greatest alarm
;
and Dr. Whitby was

so impressed with the conviction of the dangerous tenden-

cy of such collections, that he published a laborious exami-

nation of the work of Dr. Mill and endeavoured not only

to support the received text in every particular, but to

evince the danger of submitting the sacred voiume to such

a rigid process of critical correction. As might be expec-

ted, the enemies of religion availed themselves of this ap-

prehension, and made the uncertainty of the Text one

ground of their attack upon the Scriptures. Collins in his

Discourse on FreeThinking,among various other objections

urges this with much force. Dr. Richard Bentley, whose

character is so distinguished as a classical scholar, publish-

ed a reply to this Discourse under the name of “Phileleuthe-

rus Lipsiensis.” It professes to be the communication of a

scholar at Leipzig to a friend in England which will ac-

count for the mode of expression so often visible even in

the following extract. The portion of the work which is

here printed, is that in which the author considers the ob-

jection derived from the number of Readings and answers

the arguments urged by Whitby against Dr. Mill.



EXTRACT FROM

DR.BENTLEY’S PHILELEUTHERUS XJPSEEtfSIS.

Yes ! but poor Dr. Mill has still more to answer for :

and meets with a sorry recompence for his long labour of

thirty years. For if we are to believe not only this wise

author, but a wiser doctor of your own, he was* labouring

all that while, to prove the text of the Scripture preca-

rious
;
having scraped together such an immense collection

of Various Readings, as amount in the whole, by a late au-

thor’s computation, to above thirty thousand. Now this is

a matter of some consequence, and will well deserve a few

reflections.

I am forced to confess with grief, that several well-mean-

ing priests, of greater zeal than knowledge, have often by

their own false alarms and panic both frighted others of

their own side, and given advantage to their enemies.

What an uproar once was there, as if all were ruined and

undone, when Capellus wrote one book against the anti-

quity of the Hebrew points, and another for various Lec-

tions in the Hebrew text itself? And yet time and expe-

rience has cured them of those imaginary fears : and the

great author in his grave has now that honour universally,

which the few only of his own age paid him, when alive.

The case is and will be the same with your learned coun-

try man Dr. Mill ;
whose friendship (while I staid at Ox-

ford) and memory will beever dear to me. For what isit,

that your Whitbyus so inveighs and exclaims at? The

* Page 88.
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doctor’s labours, says he, make the whole text precarious
;

and expose both the reformation to the papists, and religion

itself to the Atheists. God forbid ! we will still hope bet-

ter things. For surely those Varions Readings existed be-

fore in the several Exemplars
;
Dr. Mill did not make and

coin them, he only exhibited them to our view. If reli-

gion therefore was true before, though such Various Read-

ings were in being
;

it will be as true, and consequently

as safe still, though every body sees them. Depend on

it ; no truth, no matter of fact fairly laid open, can ever

subvert true religion.

The 30,000 Various Lections are allowed then and con-

fessed : and, if more copies yet are collated, the sum will

still amount higher. And what is the Inference from this?

why, one Gregory, here quoted infers* that no profane au-

thor whatever has suffered so much by the hand of time,

as the New Testament has done. Now if this shall be

found utterly false ; and if the Scriptural text has no more

variations than w hat must necessarily have happened from

the nature of things, and what are common and in equal

proportion in all classics whatever
;

I hope this panic will

be removed, and the text be thought as firm as before.

If there had been but one Manuscript of the Greek Tes-

tament at the restoration of learning about two centuries

ago ;
then we had no various readings at all. And would

the text be in a better condition then, than now we have

30,000? So far from that, that in the best single copy ex-

tant we should have had hundreds of faults, and some omis-

sions irreparable. Besides that the suspicions of fraud and

foul play would have been increased immensely.

It is good therefore, you will allow, to have more an-

chors than one
;
and another MS. to join with the first

would give more authority, as well as security. Now'

chuse that second where you will, there shall be a thou-

* Page 88.
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sand variations from the first
;

and yet half or more of

the faults shall still remain in them both.

A third therefore, and so a fourth, and still on, are desi-

rable ; that by a joint and mutual help all the faults may

be mended : some copy preserving the true reading in

one place, and some in another. And yet the more copies

you call to assistance, the more do the Various Readings

multiply upon you : every copy having its peculiar slips,

though in a principal passage or two it do singular service.

And this is a fact, not only in the New Testament, but

in all ancient books whatever.

It is a good providence and a great blessing, that so

many Manuscripts of the New Testament are still among

us
;
some procured from Egypt, others from Asia, others

found in the Western Churches. For the very distances

of places as well as Numbers of the books demonstrate,

that there could be no collusion, no altering nor interpola-

ting one copy by another, nor all by any of them.

In profane authors (as they are called)whereof one MS.
only had the luck to be preserved, as Velleius Paterculus

among the Latias, and Hesychius among the Greeks
;

the faults of the scribes are found so numerous, and the

defects so beyond all redress
;
that notwithstanding the

pains of the learnedest and acutest critics for two whole

centuries, those books still are and are like to continue a

mere heap of errors. On the contrary, where the copies

of any author are numerous, though the Various Readings

always increase in proportion
;

there the text, by an ac-

curate Collation of them made by skilful and judicious

hands, is ever the more correct, and comes nearer to the

true words of the author.

Were the very originals of ancient books still in being,

those alone would supercede the use of all other copies;

but since that was impossible from the nature of things,

sjnce time and casualties must consume and devour all

;
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the subsidiary help is from the various transcripts conveyed

down to us, when examined and compared together.

Terence is now in one of the best conditions of any of

the classic writers ;
the oldest and best copy of him is now

in the Vatican Library, which comes nearest to the poet’s

own hand : but even that has hundreds of errors, most of

which may be mended out of other exemplars, that are

otherwise more recent and of inferior value. I myself

have collated several ; and do affirm that I have seen 20,-

000 Various Lections in that little author, not near so big

as the whole New Testament : and am morally sure, that

if half the number of Manuscripts were collated for Terence,

with that niceness and minuteness which has been used in

twice as many for the New Testament, the number of the

variations would amount to above 50
,
000 .

In the Manuscripts of the New Testament the variations

have been noted with a religious, not to say superstitious

exactness. Every difference, in spelling, in the smallest

particle or article of speech in the very order or colloca-

tion of words without real change, has been studiously re-

gistred. Nor has the text only been ransacked, but all the

Ancient Versions, the Latin Vulgate, Italic, Syriac, iEthi-

opic, Arabic, Coptic, Armenian, Gothic, and Saxon j nor

these only, but all the dispersed citations of the Greek and

Latin Fathers in a course of 500 years. What wonder

then, if with all this scrupulous search in every hole and

corner, the Varieties rise to 39,000 ? when in all Ancient

Books of the same bulk, whereof the MSS. are numerous,

the variations are as many or more
;
and yet no versions to

swell the reckoning.

The editors of profane authors do not use to trouble their

readers, or risk their own reputation, by an useless list of

every small slip committed by a lazy or ignorant scribe.

What is thought commendable in an edition of Scripture,
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and has the name of fairness and fidelity, would in them be

deemed impertinent and trifling. Hence the reader not

versed in ancient MSS. is deceived into an opinion, that

there were no more variations in the copies, than what the

editor has communicated. Whereas, if the like scrupu-

lousness was observed in l egistring the smallest changes in

profane authors, as is allowed, nay required in sacred
;
the

now formidable number of 30,000 would appear a very

trifle.

It is manifest that books in verse are not near so obnox-

ious to variations as those in prose: the transcriber, if he is

not wholly ignorant and stupid, being guided by the meas-

ures, and hindered from such alterations, as do not fall in

with the laws of numbers. And yet even in poets the va-

riations are so very many as can hardly be conceived with-

out use and experience. In the late edition of Tibulus by

the learned Mr. Broukhuise you have a register of Various

Lections in the close of that book
;
where you may see at

the first view that they are as many as the lines. The
same is visible in Plautus set out by Pareus. I myself,

during my travels have had the opportunity to examine se-

veral MSS. of the poet Manilius ; and can assure you that

the variations I have met with are twice as many as all the

lines of the book. Our discourser here has quoted nine

verses out of it, p. 151 : in which, though one of the easi-

est places, I can show him 14. Various Lections. Add
likewise, that the MSS. here used were few in comparison :

and then do you imagine, what the Lections would amount

to, if ten times as many (the case of Dr. Mill) were accurate-

ly examined. And yet in these and all other books, the

text is not made more precarious on that account, but more
certain and authentic. So that if I may advise you, when
you hear more of this Scarecrow of 30,000, be neither as-

tonished at the sum, nor in any pain for the text.

It is plain to me, that your learned Whitbyus, in his in-

vective against my dead friend, was suddenly surprised
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with a panic
;
and under his deep concern for the text, did

not reflect at all what that word really means. The pre-

sent text was first, settled almost 200 years'ago out of seve-

ral MSS. by Robert Stephens, a Printer and Bookseller at

Paris: whose beautiful and (generally speaking) accurate

edition has been ever since counted the Standard, and fol-

lowed by all the rest. Now this specific text in your Doc-

tor’s notion, seems taken for the sacred original in every

word and syllable
;
and if the conceit is but spread and

propagated, within a few years that Printer’s Infalibility

will be as zealously maintained as an Evangelist’s or Apos-

tle’s.

Dr. Mill, were he alive, would confess to your Doctor,

that this text, fixed by a Printer is sometimes by the Va-

rious Readings rendered uncertain, nay is proved certainly

wrong. But then he would subjoin, that the real text of

the Sacred writer does not now (since the originals have

been so long lost) lie in any single MS. or edition, but is

dispersed in them all. It is competently exact indeed,

even in the worst MS. now extant : nor is one Article of

faith or moral precept either perverted or lost in them
;

chuse as awkwardly as you can, chuse the worst by design,

out of the whole lump of Readings. But the lesser Mat-

ters of Diction, and among several synonymous expres-

sions, the very words of the writer must be found out by

the same industry and sagacity that is used in other books
;

must not be risked upon the credit of any particular MS.
or edition, but be sought, acknowledged and challenged,

wherever they are met with.

Stephens followed what he found in the king of France’s

copies, Acts, xxvii. 14. "Avsju.o; Tu<pwvrxos, o xaXwfrsvog ET-

POKAYAfiN' and he is followed by your translators, There

arose against it a tempcstious wind, called euroclydon.

This reading perhaps your learned doctor would not have

now be made precarious : hut if that printer had the use of

your Alexandrian MS. which exhibits here ETPAKTAfilV

;
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it is very likely he would have given it the preference in

his text: and then the Doctor upon his own principle must

have stickled for this.

The wind Euroclydon was never heard of but here : it

is compounded of svgos and xXudwv, the wind and the wa-

ves ; and it seems plain a priori from the disparity of those

two ideas, that they could not be joined in one compound :

nor is there any other example of the like composition.

But Eu^ax’jXwv, or as the vulgar Latin here has it, Euroa-

quilo (approved by Grotius and others) is so apposite to

the context, and to all the circumstances of the place
;
that

it may fairly challenge admittance, as the word of St. Luke.

It is true, according to Vitruvius, Seneca, and Pliny, who

make Eurus to blow from the winter solstice, and Aquilo

between the summer solstice and the North point
;
there

can be no such wind nor word as Euroaquilo : because the

Solanus or Apheliotes from the cardinal point of East

comes between them. But Eurus is here to be taken, as

Gellius, II. 22, and the Latin poets use it, for the middle

^Equinoctial east, the same as Solanus : and then in the

table of the 12 winds according to the ancients, between

the two cardinal winds Septentrio and Eurus, there are

two at stated distances Aquilo and Kaixias. The Latins had

no known name for Kaixias : Qem ab Oriente Solsti tiali ex-

citatum Graeci Kaixiav vocant ; apud nos sine nomine est,

says Seneca, Nat. Quest. V. 16. Kaixias therefore blowing

between Aquilo and Eurus, the Roman Seamen (for want

of a specific word) might express the same wind by the

compound name Euroaquilo ; in the same analogy as the

Greeks call E0^ovo']@j the middle wind between Eurus and

Notus
;

and as you say now South East and North East

Since therefore we have now found, that Euroaquilo was

the Roman Mariner’s word for the Greek Kaixias
; there

will soon appear a just reason why St. Luke calls itavs/i.©-

Tixpwvixoj, a tempestuous wind, Vorticosus, a whirling wind;

for that is the peculiar character of Kaixias in those cli-

c
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mates
;

as appears from several Authors and from that

known Proverbial verse,

'EXxwv sip' avrov us o Kaix/as veqwj.

So that with submission I think our Luther's and the Dan-

ish Version have done more right than your English to

the Sacred Text, by translating it Nord-ost, North East

:

though according to the present compass divided into 32,

Euroaquilo answers nearest to Ost Nord Ost, East North

East : which is the very wind that would directly drive

the ship from Crete to the Africaa Syrtis, according to

the pilots fears, in the 17th verse.

The Alexandrian copy then, though it has vastly in-

creased the number of Readings, as you see in your Poly-

glott and Dr. Mill’s Edition, has been of excellent use

here ; and so in many other places : retrieving to us the

true original, where other copies failed. And what dam-

age if all the other copies of near the same antiquity,

which Mr. Montfaulcon has discovered and Dr. Mill ne-

ver saw, were some.time collated as exactly, and all the

varieties published
;

let the thousands grow never so

many ?

When the doctor is so alarmed at the vast sum of 30,000,

he seems to take it for granted, that within that number

the very original is every where found
;

and the only

complaint is, that true are so blended with false, that they

can hardly be discovered. If that were the only difficulty,

some abler heads than ours would soon find a remedy :

in the mean time I can assure him, that if that be the case,

the New Testament has suffered less injury by the hand

of time than any profane author
;

there being not one

antient book besides it in the world, that with all the help

of Various Lections (be they 50,000 if you will) does not

stand in further want of emendation by true criticism : nor

is there one good edition of any that has not inserted into
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die text (though every reader knows it not) what no man-

uscript vouches.

It is plain indeed, that if emendations are true they

must have onee been in some manuscripts
;

at least in the

author’s original : but it does not follow, that because no

manuscript now exhibits them, none more antient ever

did. Slips and errors (while the art of Printing was un-

known) grew presently and apace
;
even while the author

was alive. Martial tells us himself, how one of his ad-

mirers was so curious, that he sent a copy of his Poems
which he. had bought to be* emended by his own hand.

And we certainly know from Gellius,t that even so early

as Hadrian’s time and before, the common copies of Virgil

had several mistakes

Not frightened therefore with the present 30,000, I for

my part, and (as I believe) many others would not lament,

if out of the old manuscripts yet untouched 10,000 more

were faithfully collected : some of which without question

would render the Text more beautiful, just and exact
;

though of no consequence to the main of religion, nay

perhaps wholly synonymous in the view of common read-

ers, and quite insensible in any modern version.

If all those remaining manuscripts were diligently peru-

sed, perhaps one might find in some or one of them a new
various lection in 1 Tim. vi. 3. El' <ns $rsgo8i5a.(Sxa.'\ei, xj juujJ

IIPOl'EPXETAI uyiai'vao'i Xoyois toi'j ts gug'u -JjfJ-iv Irjifis XgtSts.

For though the sense of JJgoitsgxslai is so fixed by the adja-

cent words that no version jias mistaken it, consents not

to, acquiesces not in, the wholesome words of our Saviour;

yet the propriety does not appear in the original, no ex-

ample of that phrase having yet been given. IT some

Manuscript then should have it or

cleaves and adheres to the wholesome words
;
who has

reason to be angry at that variation ? Put I should sooner

* Martial vii. 10. f Gellius i. 21, ix. 14.
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expect to find 'llP02EXEI ;
because ireofffysn Xoyoi;, to give

heed, attend, observe, listen, obe}', is a known phrase,

as well in sacred as in profane authors. So 2 Peter i. 19,

cl, A6yuj xocXw?, irgoai^ovlss' Prov. i. 24, ’EgsVeivov Xoyss Xj s’

*(>odei'X'Sls. Jer. vi. 19, Tois Xoyois fws 2
;’ •ir^offgff^ov. So in other

places of the LXX. n?orf£p(Slv p^£b H vof*w, evtoXccis. So

to the same effect, Acts viii. 6, trgotffyeiv t015 Xsyo/xevois. xvi.

14, tois XaXafxsv 01s. IIeb. i. 1, tois axsotteio'i. Tit. i. 14, fiv-

6015. And lastly it is joined with the same word ksgo6i6u-

tfxaXeiv, 1 Tim. i. 4. Mo) IregoSiSatfxctXsiv, ixrjds IIP02EXEIN

(aWois >9 yevsaXoyiai?. If a search therefore was made in the

Manuscripts abroad, and this Lection should chance to be

found there, what detriment would it bring either to the

authority or beauty of the text ?

In the Epistle of Jude, ver. 1.*, the general sense is

clear and palpable ; mockers in the last time, xara rds §av-

7ojv stfidu/ilas vogevofj-svoi ruv afsGsiuv, who walk after their own
ungodly lusts. But if one of those Manuscripts instead of

atfcSsiwv should exhibit ASEAFEIflN, lascivious, wanton,

filthy lusts : as those two words are joined, 1 Pet. iv. 3,

w£ffop£u(xevnj dgB’kysmg, sk iDvfilais, who walked in lascivious-

ness and lusts
;

and 2 Pet. ii. IS, sv Jirdiu/x/ais tfapxo's,

aff£Xy£i'ais, the lusts of the flesh and wantonness
;
though the

sense of both may perhaps be equivalent, yet. it is not no-

thing, to add a justness and propriety of expression.

Once more; in a passage of St. James v. 6, where, af-

ter he had denounced wrath and judgment against the rich

and proud, he thus concludes, KuleStxdoals, t
,
(pov£ufl

,

aT£ tov 61-

jcaiov xx uvhluffdBlui v/j-iv, ye have condemned and killed the

just: he doth not resist you : if instead of OTK some Ma-
nuscript, by the change of some letter should represent

OKS, which in the ancient books is always so abreviated

for O Kugi@-’ the Lord
;
some persons would not be sorry,

if what has hitherto appeared to all interpreters abrupt, in-

coherent and forced, should with so slight a change be

made pertinent and proper: The Lord resists, opposes, sets
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himself against you. For so St. James speaks before, iv.

6, and St. Pet. 1 Ep. v. 5, out of Prov. lii. 34. O ©E-

02 iiirs£»]<pavois dvhlaff/jilcu, God opposeth the proud. And
then the connexion is apt and just in the following verse;

MaxPo3vfj.t}<jale OTN, Be patient therefore, brethren, unto

the coming ts KT of the Lord ; exactly as St Peter’s is in

the place already cited: For God resistcth the proud; hum-

ble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God.

But to return to our discourser, and to close up this

long remark
;

it is fact undeniable, that the sacred books

have suffered no more alterations than common and classic

authors
;

it has been the common sense of men of letters,

that numbers of manuscripts do not make a text precari-

ous, but are useful, nay necessary to its establishment and

certainty. And as Scaliger, Casaubon, Heinsius, &c.

when they designed to publish a correct edition of an au-

thor first laboured to procure all the manuscripts they

could hear of, as the only means that promised laudable

success: so Stephanus, Junius, Curcellaeus, Walton, Fell,

and Mill proceeded in the same method. All these, ex-

cept Stephens, the Printer, were Christian Priests : and

what, pray, were they doing with all this pains and la-

bour ? Why, according to our wise author, they were

confounding their own scheme. Very magisterial and

decisive ! And yet the comfort is, that in his courteous

distribution of all mankind into knaves and fools, he can

neither accuse the clergy here as playing their priestcraft

;

nor, without involving with them the most learned of the

layety, turn them over to his second row of crack-brained

and idiots.

The result of the whole is, that either a posteriori all

antient books, as well as the sacred, must now be laid

aside as uncertain and precarious
;
or else to say a priori,

that all the transcripts of sacred books should have been

privileged against the common fate, and exempted from

all slips and errors whatever. Which of these our writer
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and his new sect will close with, I cannot foresee : there is

in each of them such a gust of the paradox and perverse,

that they equally suit with a modern Free Thinker’s pa-

late : and therefore I shall here bestow a short reflection

on both.

If all the old authors are abandoned by him, there is

one compendious answer to this discourse of Free Think-

ing. For what becomes of his boasted passages out of

Cicero, Plutarch, and his long list of antient Free Think-

ers, if the text of each is precarious ? Those passages, as

they came from the author’s hands, might be for supersti-

tion, which are now cited against it. Thus our writer

will be found Felo de se ; unless the coroner to save his

effects favours him with his own titles of fool and mad-

man.

But I have too much value for the antients to play boo-

ty about their works and monuments, for the sake of a

short answer to a fool according to his folly. All those

passages, and all the rest of their remains are sufficiently

pure and genuine, to make us sure of the writer’s design.

If a corrupt line or dubious reading chances to intervene,

it does not darken the whole context, nor make an au-

thor’s opinion or his purpose precarious. Terence, for

instance, has as many variations as any book whatever,

in proportion to its bulk
; and yet with all its interpola-

tions, omissions, additions, or glosses (chuse the worst of

them on purpose) you cannot deface the contrivance and

plot of one play
;

no not of one single scene
; but its

sense, design, and subserviency to the last issue and con-

clusion, shall be visible and plain through all the mist of

various lections. And so it is with the sacred text
; make

your 30,000 as many more, if numbers of copies can ever

reach that sum : all the better to a knowing and serious

reader, w’ho is thereby more richly furnished to select

what he sees genuine. But even put them into the hands

of a knave or a fool
; and yet with the most sinistrous and
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absurd choice he shall not extinguish the light of any one

chapter; nor so disguise Christianity but that every fea-

ture of it will still be the same.

And this has already prevented the last shift and objec-

tion ; that sacred books at least, books imposed upon the

world as divine laws and revelations, should have been

exempted from the injuries of time, and secured from the

least change. For what need of that perpetual miracle,

if with all the present changes the whole Scripture is per-

fect and sufficient to all the great ends and purposes of its

first writing ? What a scheme would these men make?
What worthy rules would they prescribe to providence ?

That in millions of copies transcribed in so many ages

and nations, all the notaries and writers, who made it their

trade and livelyhood, 'should be infallible and impeccable?

That their pens should spontaneously write true, or be

supernaturally guided
;

though the scribes were nodding

or dreaming? Would not this exceed all the miracles of

both Old and New Testament ? And pray, to what

great use or design ? To give satisfaction to a few

obstinate and untractable wretches
;

to those who are

not convinced by Moses and the Prophets, but want one

from the dead to come and convert them. Such men mis-

take the methods of providence, and the very fundament-

als of religion : which draws its votaries by the cords of

a man, by rational, ingenuous, and moral motives
;
not by

conviction mathematical
; not by new evidence miracu-

lous, to silence every doubt and whim that impiety and

folly can suggest. And yet all this would have no effect

upon such spirits and dispositions : if they now believe

not Christ and his Apostles, neither would they believe if

their own schemes were complied with.

But Dr. Mill is not yet dismissed: for he has discovered

a passage very little known before ;* with which this au-

* Page 90.

0
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thor hopes, not to do any good, but a great deal of mis-

chief. But why, I pray, discovered ? And why very little

known ? Has not the passage been twice printed in Victor

above a hundred years ? And a third time above half a

hundred ? And over and over in Isidorus’s Chronicon ?

We will allow it was very little known to this author and

his sect before : but let them not measure all others by

their own narrow and partial inquiries.

Nay, but even father Simon,* who has laboured so much

to prove the uncertainty of the Text of Scripture, did not

light on this passage. Our writer has found out, you see,

father Simon’s covered design
; a true piece of Popish

priestcraft, to confound the Reformation by labouring to

prove the Sacred Text precarious : and this avowed ene-

my to all priests and Priestcraft concurs openly with that

papist in his pious intention. Now what shall we say or

think of this conduct? you that live upon the spot, pray

inquire into the men. Was not one of the heads of them

a papist, in the time of your late king James? Such a sto-

ry goes here at Leipsic: and really a stranger would be

tempted to think that popery rather than Atheism is the

secret Cabbala of this new sect. For why such zeal for

bare Atheism, if nothing more was behind the scene?

there is no principle, no spur in mere Atheism, to make any

man act as they do. They confess that the modern* Free-

thinkers are sure to be hated by 999 out of a 1000. Why
then must this universal hatred be voluntarily iucurred by

an Atheist? why must he expose himself by his talking

and printing ? to do himself good? the very coutrary : for

if your Priests were really such as this writer has describ-

ed them, his very life would not be worth a month’s pur-

chase. Or to do others good ? nothing less : for tvhat

harm in his scheme if men live and die Christians ? he

cannot tell them they will be damned for it after death :

* Pag. 90. f Pag. 120.
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he can only aim, if men live not wickedly enough already,

to invite and encourage them to live worse. A mighty

friend this to himself and to human society.

But take now a mixture of Popery into the scheme of

this new sect, and all their odd steps may be accounted for.

It is most certain in fact, that to propagate Atheism in Pro-

testant countries has been a method prescribed and made

use of by Popish emissaries. For they do no evil by it in

their notion ; the men that would have been damned for

Heresy, are no worse damned for Atheism : but the good

of the thing lies open to full view
; when infidelity and an

indifference to all religion (and some there must and ever

will be) must needs pave a plain way for the return of Po-

pery
;
while zeal and flame are all on one side, and cold-

ness and mere ice on the other. Let these authors look to

it then; and let your government look to them. They may
take their option of one of their own epithets ; if Pop-

ery is the drift of their sect, (as they really serve its inter-

ests) they may claim the favour to be placed among the de-

signing and artificial knaves
; but if naked Atheism is all

they aim at, they are certainly turned over without benefit

of clergy to the crazy, crack-brained and idiots.

And now for the passage in Victor’s Chronicon with our

author’s faithful translation :

—

Messalla V. C. Coss. Constantinopoli, jubente Anasta-

sio Imperatore, Sancta Evangelia, tamquam ab idiotis

Evangelistis composita, reprehenduntur et emendantur.

In the consulship of Messalla, at the command of

the Emperor Anastasius, the Holy Gospels, as written

by Idiot Evangelists, are corrected and amended.

Our writer introduces this passage with a triumphant

remark ; that it was done in the 6th century, and record-

ed by one who flourished in that very age. Now this is

to possess the unwary reader that Victor reports this mat-

ter, as within his own knowledge and memory. But
Messalla was Consul in the West, A. D. 506

;
and this

T>
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little Chronicon of a dozen pages, which might be written

in as short a time as my letter here, ends A. D. 566. So

that this might be nothing but a hear-sav about a business

supposed to be done three score years before.

Ab Idiotis Evangelistis, by Idiot Evangelists, says our

author ; who, if he is sincere in this version, proves him-

self a very Idiot in the Greek and Latin acceptation of

that word.* ’I<5iwtt)?, Idiota, il literatus, indoctus, rudis.

See Du Fresne in his Glossaries; who takes notice, that

Idiota, for an Idiot or natural fool, is peculiar to your En-

glish law ; for which he cites Rastal. Did Victor there-

fore mean Idiot Evangelists in your English sense ? No :

but illiterate, unlearned. What then must we think of

our author for his scandalous translation here ? Whether

imputation will he chuse to lie under
;

that he knew the

meaning of Victor, or that he knew it not?

As for the fact itself, a general alteration of the four

Gospels in the 6th century ;* though I have no high opin-

ion of our author’s penetration, I dare venture to say, he

himself does not believe it. Dr. Mill has taught him

better ; whose words he has honestly suppressed here, he

that makes it one article against your clergy, their stifling

of passages, and mangling of books. f It is as certain,

says tlm doctor, ascertain can be, that no such altered

gospels were ever made public. What tumults, what tra-

gedies would they have raised? They would have cost

that hated Emperor his crown and his life. The fact

would have been spoken of and detested by all the Histori-

ans, and not to be found only (as it is : for Isidore profes-

ses to take it from Victor) in one blind passage of a puny

Chronicle, j

Add to these reasons of my dead friend
;
that we have

plain demonstration no such altered Gospels obtained in

the world: as this writer would insinuate. For we have

the fathers of four whole centuries before that time, both

* Pag. 90. f Pag. 95, 96. J Millii Proleg. p. 98.
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in the Greek and Latin church
;
among all whom there is

scarce a verse in the New Testament uncited : the agree-

ment of which with the MSS. yet extant does fully evince,

that the copies continued the same after Anastasius’s time

as before. Add the intire commentaries of Austin, Jerom>

Chrysostom, Cyril 1, Theodoret and More, all dead before

the 6th century commenced : and yet their Text is the

same as now
;
and their explications so confirm and fixed,

that That could not be altered in their books (as is suppos-

ed in the naked Scripture) without making the commen-

taries anew. Add again the Latin Italic and Jerom’s Ver-

sions ; add others in the East, all before the date of this

pretended general alteration ;
and he must be a mere Idiot

indeed, that can believe that story $ when he sees all those

antecedent books so exactly agree with the subsequent.

That this general alteration is a mere dream and chime-

ra, may be known even a priori by any man of common
sense. For if the thing was really effected, and the very

Bibles of Victor and Isidore (with all the rest) were so

altered and corrupted beyond retrieve
; what could those

men mean to transmit that fact to posterity ? Or what, co-

pyer would not have stifled those passages in them both ?

Suppose, in our Free Thinker’s scheme, that all the world

at that time were knaves and fools enough to comply with

it
:
yet surely they would not have told it us

j
they would

not have branded themselves to all ages ; not so have

abused the Evangelists, whom they looked upon as inspir-

ed
;
not rooted up and destroyed that religion, which this

very pretended fact designed to recommend.

Our modest writer, who affirms of himself that he must

be one of the most understanding and virtuous men alive,*

has given no good instance of either in his management

of this passage: for he has left out a principal word, both

in his Latin and English, and which Mill as well as Vic-

tor layed before his eyes, that will clear up this whole af-
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fair. Constantinopoli, at Constantinople, says Victor, the

Gospels were amended. Was this a general alteration ?

Did this involve the whole Christian world ? Would

TJieodoric, then reigning in the West, have submit-

ted to this order of Anastasius
; a weak and unpopular

Prince, that was scarce obeyed by bis own guards ? But

the story itself pretends to no more, than the city of the

Emperor’s residence : and if our author did not see this,

where was his understanding? If he did, and stifled the

word by design, where was his virtue?

You see the matter dwindles to nothing
;

even allow-

ing the whole fact in Victor’s meaning to be true. But

I can never believe so wicked and senseless a thought, of

that EnVperor or any Christian whatever. He was hated

indeed universally, for adhering to heretics, and for his

ill conduct in civil government: and so any story was

entertained with joy, that would make him still more odi-

ous, and blacken his character. But I fancy I can give

you a clear account of the occasion and i se of this scan-

dal out of Liberatus, the deacon, of the same age and coun-

try with Victor, in the 19th Chapter of his Breviarium.

Hoc tempore ? ’ acedonius Constantinopolitanus Episco-

pus ab Imperatore Anastasio dicitur expulsus, tamquam

Evangelia falsasset, et maxime illud Apostoli dictum,

qui apparuit in came, justijicatus est in Spiritu. Hune
enim irnmutasse, ubi habet 02, id est qui, monosyllabum

Grsecum ;
litera mutata o in © vertisse, et fecisse ©2, id

est ut esset, Deus apparuit per carnem. Tamquam Nes-

torianus ergo culpatus expellitur per Severum Monachum.

The editions of Liberatus, instead of © and ©2,

have Cl and CIO : but it appears from Baronius, that the

Manuscript had no Greek letters here at all
;

and that

they were supplied by the first editor. I have not scru-

pled therefore to correct the place, as the Latin clearly

requires ; for deus answers ©E02, and the Greek mon-

osylable 02 is in opposition to that dissylable. And so
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H'ncmarus in his Opusculum, chap, xviii. where he recites

the same story (without doubt out of Liberatus) has it

plainly, as I have put it, 0 in © vertit et fecit ©2.

The account is this : Macedonius Patriarch of Constan-

tinople was charged by the Emperor Anastasius as a falsary,

that had altered and interpolated several passages of the

New Testament in the copies used in that city
;
and par-

ticularly that in the I Tim. iii. 16. he had ordered ©2 to

be written instead of 02 : aud for that crime of falsifica-

tion he was deprived and banished.

Macedonius might really do this
; and where any copies

had it 02, he might order to correct it ©2 by a small

stroke of the pen. That the copies did vary here of old

is most certain : and there is one in the Colbertin Library

that has it 02 at this day. But it is as certain that Mace-

donius was not the first introducer of that reading
;
many

ancient fathers citing and explaining it 02, before he was

born.

Now any reader, I presume, even our author himself

will grant me ;
that if Macedonius was banished for falsi-

fying those copies, Anastasius would give orders, to have

the. true readings (in his opinion) restored
;
and that all

the copies in Constantinople should be sought for and

amended.

And here, if I mistake not, is the whole ground and

rise of the story in Victor. For the true fact being no

more than this, that Anastasius ordered the copies to be

amended,Tamquam ab Idiotis Librariis conscripta, as writ-

ten by ignorant Scribes ; the story grew in the telling,

when it was got as far as Africa, on purpose to blacken

him, that he ordered the originals to be amended, Tam-
quam ab idiotis Evangelistis composita, as made by igno-

rant Evangelists.

It does not lessen the probabilty of this, that Vic-

tor speaks only of Evangelia, the Gospels; for that is the

word both in Liberatus and Hincmare, Evangelia falsasset,
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even where they specify the Epistle to Timothy. So that

Gospels, in the common acceptations of those times, were

meant of the whole New Testament. But I think the

probability is much increased by this obvious reflection

:

that no one Author tells both these stories
;
Victor, who

has transmitted down the greater reproach, says not a word

of the less : and Libera’us, who has published the fairer

story, is silent about the blasphemous one So that in their

first original, they were but one and the same.
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GRIESBACIPS CLASSIFICATION of MANUSCRIPTS.

CHAP. I.

Griesbach’s Edition of the New Testament—Effect

produced by it.

No question, it is presumed, relative to the criticism

of the Greek Text in the New Testament, the original lan-

guage of that inspired volume,upon which our faith is found-

ed can be considered by Christians of any denomination

as wholly unimportant. The doctrine indeed of its miracu-

lous identity seems now completely exploded
; for to sup-

pose that a superintending Providence presided over the

pen of every transcriber from the first to the fifteenth cen-

tury, preventing the occurrence of those little lapses to

which human transcripts are liable, is surely to suppose

the existence of a miracle, not only against direct proof,

but without an adequate necessity.

Of all the critical editions of the Greek Text, the most

celebrated is that of Griesbach. The peculiar feature of his

system, it is well known, consists in the arrangement of

manuscripts under certain heads or classes. The accuracy

of this arrangement it is the object of the following pages

to examine.

But before I enter upon the investigation, I must be

E
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permitted to make a few preliminary observations upon

the effects which have been produced by his repeated la-

bours to critical correction.

As it is an incontrovertible truth, that opinion must be

regulated by the text, and not the text by opinion ;

when it was known that an author, so highly respected as

Griesbach, was preparing a second edition of his New
Testament, expectation was upon the tiptoe among those,

who, conscious that the received text will not “ without a

little straining” satisfactorily entwine with their favourite

tenets, are always anxiously anticipating the probable chan-

ces of relief, attainable by an unreserved use of the cri-

tical pruning knife. The Unitarians not only applauded

and patronised his undertaking, but exerted every means

in their power to carry the work with credit through the

press, and to give it publicity in this country. But what

has been the result ? As far as relates to doctrinal points,

the great object of their contemplation, their hopes have

been completely frustrated ; for nothing more was omitted

in the second, than what had been exposed as illigitimate

in the first, edition. If it lie asked, what were the passages

rejected, and what was the impression made upon the

mind of him who rejected them ; a better answer cannot

be given than in the words of Griesbach himself, which

occur in his preface to the Apostolical Writings, published

in the year 1775. “ Interim uni tainen dogmati eique

palmario, doctrinae scilicet de vera Jesu Christi divini-

tate, nonnihil a me detractum esse videri posset nonnul-

lis, qui non solum locum istum celebratissimum I Joh.

v, 7, e textu ejectum, verum etiam lectionem vulgarum

loci 1 Tim. iii. 16. (ut et Act. xx. 28,) dubitationi sub-

jectam et Iectorum arbitrio permissam, invenient. Quare

ut iniquas suspiciones omnes, quantum in me est, amo-

liar, et hominibus malevolrs calumniandi ansam praeripi-

am, primum publice profitcor atque Drum tesior,

neutiquam me de veritate istius dogmalis dubitare. Atque
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sunt profecto tarn mulfa ct luculentu argumenta etScrip-

ture loca, quibus vera Deitas Christo vindicatin', ut ego

quidem intelligere vix possem, quomodo, concessa

Scripturae sacrae divina auctoritate, et ad missis justis in-

terpretandi regulis, dogma hoc in dubium a quoquam

vocari possit. In primis locus i He Job. i. 1, 2, 3, tam

perspicuus est atque omnibus exceplionibus major ut

neque interpretom nequc criticorum audacibns co-

natibus unquam everti aique veritatis defensoribus eripi

possit.”

From the preceding quotation therefore it appears, that

Gricsbach felt it necessary to apologize in his first edition

for only three peculiar readings as affecting opinion, out

of the immense number which he had collected
;

viz. the

omission of 1 John v. 7, and the substitution of og for 6sos

in L Tim. iii. Id, as well as of xugiov for 6?ou in Acts xx. 2S
;

readings, he might have added, which had been again and

again controverted before he himself was born. And what

did he effect in his second edilion ? Nothing more than

subsequently to extirpate that which he had previously

marked for extirpation. Whether indeed the decision of

his judgement in the three instances alluded to be correct

or not, is a question which 1 do not undertake to investi-

gate.

It seems then than no new weapon of Unitarian warfare

has been obtained from the critical armoury of Gricsbach,

which once glittered in the latitudinarian eye with so much

promise; but that Ihe integrity of the Trinitarian text, in

every undisputed passage of Scripture, remains preisely in

its former state unattacked, and perhaps we must now
presume unattackable. The ancient weapons however of

the party, it may he remarked, have at least received a

sharper edge : but those who may thus boast should recol-

lect, that, in defence of the same hostile ground, which

was originally assumed by Clark, Whiston, Wetstein, and

others, they have merely acquired the additional support of
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another individual : of one whom they hold in equal admi-

ration and contempt; admiral ion for his critical, and con-

tempt for his theological, talents.

All men indisputably are not critics ; but all men, who

feel a real attachment to the religion which they profess,

are alike interested in the result of critical investigation,

when applied to an object so important as the adjustment

of scriptural readings. It is natural therefore to expect, that

every novel mode of ascertaining the validity of a reading

will be at first received with caution, and long watched

with jealousy. And notwithstanding the ability which

has been displayed in the support of Griesbach’s theory,

notwithstanding the high tone which it has assumed in the

literary world, I must confess, that it is far from produc-

ing in my own mind complete conviction. I shall not

however, I hope, be misapprehended, as arguing upon ex-

clusive principles against the general doctrine of a classifi-

cation of manuscripts, if indeed an accurate classification

be attainable ;
but shall only be understood as urging the

propriety of circumspection upon the points of the practical

conception and application of Griesbach’s particular hypo-

thesis. It is indeed true, that this even in his patient

hands has produced effects only to the trifling extent allud-

ed to :* but as it is extremely liable to be misconceived

as well as misapplied ; is so intricate in its construction
;

is so difficult to be detailed with precision, or even to be

made out in its subordinate arrangements
;
and is so read-

ily convertable to party purposes
;
surely we should again

and again contemplate it, and that in every possible point

of view, before we consent to admit the conclusions which

have been deduced from it into general currency.

* Griesbach himself remarks in the Prolegomena to the first vo-

lume of his last edition :
•• IS'ulla emendatio a recentioribus editori-

bus tentata ullam Scripture sacra: doctrinam immutat aut evertit .-

paucae sensum sententiarum afficiunt.” P. xxxvii.



' CHAP. II.

Origin of Griesbach’s Theory. Bengel. Semler. Num-
ber of Classes Remarks upon their Limitation to

three. Inadequacy of the result.

THE critical talents of Griesbach have long ranked

high in the estimation of the public : and an implicit confi-

dence seems to be placed in the rectitude of his judgement

and in the accuracy of his statements. If I do not how-

ever mistake the character of the man from his writings,

he is himself the last to claim infallibility in the one

case, or impeccability in the other. He certainly may be

and I believe he is, what Dr. Marsh denominates him,

the most consumate critic that ever undertook an edition

ol the New Testament.”* But his perfection will still

only be relative, upon a comparison with the merits of his

predecessors in the same arduous department. Complete

exemption from error either in hypothesis or in collation is

surely what the vainest of verbal critics will scarely ven-

ture to arrogate. Wetsteint accused Bengel of permitting

* Michaslis Introd. vol. ii. p. 629.

f As the circumstace itself is curious, and not perhaps generally

known, I shall subjoin it in the language of its author. In a criticism

upon Heb. ii. 9, Bengel had remarked, “ Haec expositio non potuit

placere iis, quos etiam firmiora pro Deitate Jesu Christi argumenta

urunt.” Wetstein, animadverting on this passage, among other se-

vere censures has the followtng : “ Quaenam fuit ratio ex omni hu-

mane generi eos solos eligendi, quos etiam clariora de Deitate Chris-

ti argumenta urunt, nisi ut animum malum proderes, et immcrenti in-

vidiam conjlares ?—Hie nigrse succus loliginis, base est aerugo mera,”

And in the subsequent paragraph retorts upon Bengel in this singular

and unexpected manner: “Bengelius nomcn Jesu, si recte calculum
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his theological prejudices to influence his criticism, while

Wetstein himself was more perhaps than suspected of be-

ing biassed in a similar manner by theological prejudices

of a very different tendency : but I do not think that this

charge can be justly preferred against Griesbach.

Although it be true, as the Authors of the late Unitarian

Version justly remark, that “ of the hundred and fifty thou-

sand various readings which have been discovered by the

sagacity and zeal of collators, not one tenth, nor one hun-

dreth part (and they might have conceded much more)

make any perceptible, at least any material variation in the

sense and although, with the exceptions before stated,

these various readings are wholly unimportant in a theolo-

gical point of view
;
yet the case is otherwise in a critical.

posui, minimum vicies et quater contra plerosque codices scriptos et

contra plerasque editiones, receptas, vel ex contextu sacro ejecit,

vel in margine tollendum esse pronuntiavit. Quid erat, quseso, cau-

sas, cur nomen Jem virum doctum atque pium tantopere offenderet?

h>i quis illi sua verba hie regereret: Hoc non potuit placere its, quos

etiam Jirmiora pro Deitute Jesu Christi argvmcnta urunt; nonnc

majori specie id faceret? Absit autem a me, ut convicium convicio rc-

pendam. Alia, si quid video, ejus erroris frit occasio. Vivit Bengc-

lius inter eos, qui, quoties nomen Jesu vel proferunt vel proferri audi-

unt, caput aperire solent ; bine fit, ut concionatores earn vocem raro

pronuntient, ne aut frequenti repetitione aliquid empbasi detrahatur,

aut caput alternis aperiendo, et operiendo vel molestia auditoribus

creetur, vel attentio minuatur. Huic mori a teneris adsuetus cum

videret, gesticulationem ecclesiasticam et contextum sacrum non

convenire, imprudens contextum ex gestibus correxit, cum juxta re-

gulas sanioris criticce gestus potius ad voces contextus sacri accom-

modare debuisset."* What a whimsical display- has Wetstein here

exhibited of the odium tkeologicmn, and the nasus aduncus of critical

contempt

!

* Prolegomena, Ed Semleri, p. 415. Upon this conceit of Wetstein Sem-

lcr remarks: “ Ejus rci non arbitror esse hanc,quam proilit Wetstenms causam:

Bcngelius, ut alii, ducitur suo quodam sensu critico.” Ibid.

* Preface, p. 27.
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The editor of an amended text will not be biassed by the

theological importance, but solely by the critical correct-

ness, of a reading. And to the attainment of this object

it is possible that a systematical classification of manu-

scripts may greatly conduce.

It is admitted that the first writer, who pointed out the

utility of such a classification, was Bengel. In the Appa-

ratus Criticus annexed to his edition of the New Testament

he thus expresses himself upon the subject :
“ Si quis om-

nem cedicum varietatem probe serum reputaverit, librarios

Gra?cos in quasdam quasi nationes sive Jumilias discess-

ionem ante etiam fuisse, quam versiones, de quarum anti-

qnitate mox agemus, extitissent, easque differentias semel

ortas, alia super alia lectionum divortia, variis, ex causis,

non uno tempore, cumulaverunt. Rursum ex codicibusita

diversis alii codices studio libranorum, quasi eclectico,

sunt propagati ; sic tamen ut quxlibet natio sive familia

certas originis suae notas retineret. Tanta tamque confusa

moles quomodo discriminabitur ? Id fiet si prius versionum

ac putrum superbd.iT.it tut erit cumulus. ”* Again : “ Turn

videlicet nationes cod’cum quas § 31, discrevimus, .fllex-

andriam, dint'iochiam, ConstantinopoIin,Hierosolymam,
Romam, id est totum orbetn Christianum complexae potiore

certe sui parte, in unum conveniunt, copiasque suas invic-

to robore conjungunt. Hoc tutissimum omnis decisionis

compendium ; hoc certissimum sanae lectionis criterium.

Unius generis codices, quam I i bet multi, saepe aberrant.

Non qualiscunque species codicum antiquorum, bonorum,

multorutn, incensum venit
;

v'alet vero diversitas testium,

qui a fonte, a prima manu, quam proxime absunt, et inter

se quam longissime distant, adeoque suo consensu genui-

nam lectionem ostendunt, suoque comitatu semper et anti-

quitatem et bonitatem, et, exceptis singularibus quibusdam

causis, pluralitatem complectuntur, vel ubi pluralitas deficit,

* Pars I. I. 31.
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defectum, supplent, ipsisque codicibus recentioribus et in-

constantioribus robur addunt. Quo pactoplerisque in locis

decisio earn firmitudinem nanciscitur, quae fit pro natura

rei, instar demonstrationis. ”*

That Bengal indeed was the original projector of the sys-

tem alluded to, Griesbach himself was too candid either to

deny or to conceal. In a publication previous to his last

edition of the New Testament, and professedly written to

explain the principles of his criticism, he thus expresses

himself : “ Palmam sine dubio omnibus quos modo laudavi,

praeripuit J arines Alberlus Bengelius, qui in Apparatu suo

Critico praejudicatis opinionibus permultis mascule se op-

posuit, codicum, eorum praesertim, qui Epistolas Paulinas

continent db^vytai ac fomilias diligenter observavit, *dfri-

canse recensionis ab Jisiatica discrimen primus fere ir.di-

gitavit, ei alia passim attigit, quae si colligantur in unum,

et apte inter se jungautur, quaedam quasi rudimenta historiae

textus sacri continent. Attamen egregie affectum opus

neutiquam perfecit vir sagacissimus, sed perfecisset forsitan

si decern aut quindecim annus Wetstenii tolumina diligen-

ti manu versare potuisset, et novis his subsidiis adjutus,

praeconceptas opiniones nonnullas exuisset, recensiones di-

versas, quae codices, Novi Testamenti omnes in classes

aliquot sejungant, accuratius observasset, ac in primis ingens

discrimen, quod inter Alexandrinam recensionem et Occi-

dentalem intercedit, perspexisset. Harum enim recensio-

num omnium antiquissimarum et notatu dignissimarum,

distinctionem, cum caeteris criticis, negligens Bengelius, in

ipso Historiae limine offendit, et quo minus pcdctn tuto

promovere posset, saepenumero impeditus fuit”i

But Bengel was not the only predecessor of Griesbach

in the same path. The immediate author of apparently

the precise plan adopted by him was Semler, one from

* Pars. I, i 32, Obs. 31.

t Curse in Epist. Paulinas, &.c. A. D. 1777. sect 1. t. 9.
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whose public instructions he professes to have derived

much useful information, and whose writings he held in

the highest esteem
;
perhaps the more so, because that ad-

venturous critic was certainly never suspected of treading

in the beaten track of preconceived opinion. How high-

ly indeed he esteemed the labours of Semler will appear

from the following account which he gives of them :

‘•' Longe quam alii luculentius recensionum discrimina de-

monstravit, vanas plerorumque de codicibus Graeco-Latin-

is,et aliis rebus ad crisin sacram pertinentibus, pursuasiones

impugnavit, versionis Latinae vetustioris indolem curiose

pervestigavit, aliaque innumera fere incredibili diligentia

coacervavit, quae ad illustrandam textus Graeci historiam

apprime faciunt.”* And in the preface to his last edition

of the Testament he thus distinctly points to the authors of

of his theory : “Ego vero doctis nonnullis Bengelii ob-

servationibus admonitus earn viam, quam Sernlcrus ingre-

di coeperat, quamque diuturno studio edoctus unice veram

esse perspexeram, longius et ad metam usque persequi me
debere autumabam.”! Before Griesbach undertook the

task of correcting the received text upon the decisions of

his own judgement, Semler had published a tt act containing

observations upon the critical principles of Wetstein and
Bengel, and another upon what he termed “ The liberal

Interpretation of the New Testament.” In these, as well

as in the third volume of his Hermeneutische Vorberei-

tung, he distinctly characterized what he denominated
“ varias rccensiones.” A few short extracts will shew-
how much Griesbach was indebted to him. Commenting
upon a passage in Bengel’s Apparatus Criticus, he remark-
ed : “ Codices nec sunt omnes ex unci recensione Grasca
descripti, nec antiquioris recensionis (qua utebatur Orige-
nes, Eusebius, et Latina Translatio ante Hieronymum, ex

* Cur® in Epist. Paulinas, &c. A. D. 1777, sect. I. { 9.

f Pref. p. v.

F
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qua et Cool a fere est, et quae ex Syriaca posteriori adnota

tur) multa exempla ad nos venerunt.”* Ilaec fuit siinpli-

cior, rudior, antiquior recensio
;
brevior etiam et minus

verbosa ;
ab ea recedit alia, quae fere hoc eodem tempore

Origenis sub initium certe seculi quarti in Orientis provin-

ciis solebant jam describi.t Antiochise et per Orientem

seculo quarto obtinuerrt recensio Graica alia, rccentior, im-

purior. Chrysostomus et seriores scriptores hoc tanlum

textu utuntur, et differunt fere ab eo, quern secutae erant

vetustiores translationes. J Di versa Gracca recensio, quae

olim locum habuit, pro provinciarum diversitate fere ob-

tinuit
; Alexandrinam facile distinguere licet, JEgyptia-

cis scriptoribus ct Origenis dicipulis fere communem, ad

Syros Coptas vEthiopas etiam vulgatam
;
alia per Orien-

tem
(
Antiochse atquc inde Constatinopoli &c.

)
valebat

;

alia per Occidentem. Inde cum Origenis et Pelagii odi-

um crevisset, ecclesiastiea qusedarn et mixta recensio sen-

sim orta est e plurium provinciarum codicibus, qua adhuc

uti solemus. ”§

Such were the materials with which Griesbach erected

the superstructure of his critical system, lie distinguish-

es after Semler three general texts,
||
the Alexandrine, the

Occidental, and the Byzantine or Oriental. At the

same time however he admits the propriety of a more

extended division. For in his Curse in Episiolas Paul-

inas, to which he often refers in explanation of his theory,

he gives the following statement : “ Detecta jam recensio-

lieuna continuandum est illud, quod supra descripsimus co-

* Wetsteinii Libelli ad Crisin, &c. ed. 1766, p. 177.

f Ibid. p. 193. t Ibid. p. 198.

i Apparatus ad Liberalem N. T. Interpretationem ed. 1767, p. 45.

||
I use the word text for recensio as better expressing the sense

of it than the word edition. Should we not rather term the corrected

text of Horace published by -Bentley the text than the edition of Bent-

ley 3 And that of the New Testament published by Griesbach the text

than the edition of Griesbach ?
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dicum examen, tlooec nullus supersit notatu dignus quin ad

certam aliquam codicum classem relatus sit. Quot vero

constitui possunt classes, tot. numerari debent recensiones.

Ne tamen praetor rern augeatur recensionum numerus,

eo, elaborandum est, ut codices omries in quinque aut sex

classes generaliores dispescantur, lotidern recensiones

insigniter inter se differentes, et teinpore lucove a se invi-

cem sejunctas, repraesentantes. Quo facto classium singu-

larum codices, si opus sit, in duns pluresve Jamilias por-

ro distribui poterunt, quaruin quaeque codices propinquiia-

te proximos complectalur. Saepe enim recensionis ejus-

dem plures et diversas sxSotrsi; disernere licet in lectioui-

bus maxime ;^agaxT?igi<rixas, quibus haec recensio ab aliis

distinguitur. plerumque consonantes sed multis tamen in

locis ita inter se dissidentes, ut nova quadam distributiune

opus esse videatur. ”* We here perceive, that he supposes

the existence offive or six distinct classes ; but, in an edi-

tion of the Gospels published the same year, he acknow-

ledges the extreme difficulty of ascertaining their precise

number, and of referring to eacli its appropriate manu-

scripts. “ Quot,” is the language which he uses, “ fuer-

int recensiones ? Ubi, quando, et quomodo, quaelibct ear-

um orta sit ? Quantum pretium cuivis statuendum sit?

Quodnam pondus habeant ejus additiones, omissiones,

mutationes vocabulorutn phrasiumque ? Ad quamnam
potissimum recensionem pertmeat antiquiorum cuclicum

quilibet ? (nam recentiorum fere omnium textus aeque ac

textus receptuse pluribus recensionibus misere inter se

mixtis compilatus est.) Ad quamnam recensionem refer-

enda sit, quselibet e lectionibus ejus loci, de cujusgenuina

lectione quaentur? Per harum aliarumque similium quaesli-

onum solutionem pervenietur demum ad earn viam,quaead

accuratam atque certam sacri textus emendationem ducit.Sed

haec via
(
quam unice veram esse certissime rni.hi persuas-

* Sect. 1. $ 19.
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um est) adeo est impedita hactemis, tantisque diffieultati-

bus obstructs, ut aliam quserere invitus scepe cogerer •”

Again : “ Inter omnes recensiones Evangeliorum, (de

quibus solis hie loquimur) forte satis mu/tas
,
&c.”*

But, notwithstanding the conciousness of this variety,

he confines himself solely to the triple division of an Alex-

andrine, a Western, and a Byzantine, text.

May we not therefore hence conclude, that, feeling the

task of accurately fixing the true number of classes great-

er than he expected, t he satisfied himself with what he

deemed an approximation to the truth, and was contented

to finish, as he began, with only three ? But does this ap-

proximation afford a sufficiently solid basis for a durable su-

perstructure ? Can it furnish any thing like complete satis-

faction ? It is admitted, that there exist more than three

principal texts, perhaps five or six ; but three only, from an

avowed deficiency of materials, are brought under consid-

eration. lie states, that the “ only true way” of proceed-

* Prsef. p. xii.

f Indeed, in the first volume ofhis Symbolcc Criticcc, he unreserved-

ly confesses, from a defect ofmaterials, his inadequacy to the under-

taking. He published in 1777, his Cum in Epistolas Paulinas, of

which he thus speaks iu his preface to the second edition of the Gos-

pels printed the same year; “ Primas hujus theorise lineas duxi in Cu-

ris meis in historiam te.rlvs Epislolarum Puulinarvm Gmci, quarum
specimen prius nuper Jenae 1777, prodiit, posterius mox sequetur.

”

Pnef p. 15. But in the first volume ofhis Symbolce Critiece, which
appeared in 1785, he thus apologizes for the non-appearance of the

second part of his Curaj so long promised to the public: “Morem
sic geram, ex parte saltern, viris, doctis, a quibus jam setpius, publice

etiam, admomtus fui, ut ad Curaraum in historiam textus Grceci,

Epislolarum Paulinarum,quarum specimen primum ante plures an-

nos edidi continuationem, me accingerem. Sed ingenue fateor. dees-

se milii adhuc subsidia nonnulla, quibus carerenon potest, qui discri.

mina non solum ac mdolem, sed quod dimcilius est, historiam etiam,

ac origines ac vicissitudmes recensionum veterum omnium ita decla-

rare vult, ut asserta sua peritis arbitris probaturum se esse sperare

baud immerito queat.
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ing with confidence and accuracy is to ascertain the num-

ber, antiquity, and value of all, and then to refer every

manuscript to its appropriate text
;
but that he was com-

pelled, from the extreme intricacy and difficulty of the un-

dertaking, to seek another path. Perplexed however and

obstructed as the true way may prove, it seems necessary

to trace arid pursue it, if we are desirous of arriving at cer-

tainty in our speculations. A plainer and a shorter track

may indeed be more practicable and less troublesome
;
but

how can we be assured, that it will not lead us into error

and delusion ? How can we confidently determine the ex-

act clasification of a manuscript, when we have professedly

omitted to take into our computation two or perhaps three

texts, the existence of which we admit, but with the char-

acter of which we are unacquainted ? Were we. to sup-

pose the publication of six different editions of the same

Avork, all from incidental causes frequently varying from

each other, and that a copy had been taken from one of

them, but from which of them we are ignorant
; should we,

in ascertaining to which edition the copy belonged, think

our investigation perfect or satisfactory, if we simply com-

pared it with only one half of the number, neglecting alto-

gether a comparison with the other half ? And would not

the difficulty be considerably increased, if we found, that

the copy to be compared (as is supposed to be the case in the

particular instance under contemplation) was not taken

from one of the six editions immediately, but mediately,

through the channel of other copies, which had for a lone

period been successively transcribed from each other, and
had strangely confused together the readings of one edition

with those of another?

But it may be said, that, although we possess not suffi-

cient data to discover the precise text from which a manu-
script was indisputably derived, it is at least of some
importance that tve are enabled to ascertain its proximate

relation to one out of three. Theoretically perhaps this
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species of comparative affinity mat’ appear perfectly harm-

less
;
not so the practical use to which Griesbach applies

it. Pie every where enumerates its readings as evidences

of the text to which he refers it, and employs them to sup-

ply the defect, or augment the weight, of more direct tes-

timony. But will so loose a line of proceeding bear the

touch of a rigid examination ? Can its proximate be cor-

rectly represented as its real affinity ? To prove that it

eannot, I would argue in the following manner : Gries-

bach asserts, that the Alexandrine and Western texts have

many readings in common. On the supposition therefore

that a manuscript had one hundred readings common to

both texts, besides fifty more peculiar to the Alexandrine,

he would immediately pronounce it to be of the Alexan-

drine class. But put the case, that the hundred readings,

which the Alexandrine text possessed in common with

the Western, where lost, (and greater losses it is presum-

ed have taken place,) what would then prove his conclu-

sion ? He must upon his own principles assign it to the

Western class : because it would be now distinguished by

one hundred peculiar readings of this class, and by only-

fifty of the other : and being thus arranged, it would side

with the Western, even in direct opposition to the Alex-

andrine, text, to which it really belonged. If such a re-

sult accrue from a deficiency in our knowledge of a part

of a text, less surely cannot be attributable to a deficiency

in our knowledge of a whole one
;
and not one only, but

of two or even three.

Notwithstanding therefore the great respect which I

entertain for the abilities of Griesbach, I must be permit-

ted to enter myr protest against the substitution of abso-

lute decision for conjectural probabilty-, and it is princi-

pally to this point that my observations are directed. If

obstacles to a more complete investigation exist, we may
lament, but cannot annihilate them : by shutting our eyes

we shall indeed cease to behold, but do not surmount them.
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The only true way of proceeding would be, as Griesbach

himself admits, to establish a previous discrimination of ev-

er)/ peculiar text
;
otherwise it is to be apprehended that

we are treading not upon solid ground, but upon a critical

quicksand.

I must not however be understood, either here or else-

where, as expressing my own conviction relative to the ex-

istence of more texts than three, or even of that limited

number. It is the hypothesis of Griesbach which I am

discussing, and not my own. To that therefore, and to the

tenor of his argument in defence of it, I necessarily adapt

both my language and my reasoning.

CHAP. III.

Griesbach’s Mode of Classificaton. No standard Text.

Principle of Classification fallacious. Inaccuracy

of his Calculations. Corrected Statement.

I have remarked, that the three texts, to which Gries-

bach confines his attention, and to which he refers all

Manuscripts, Versions, and Fathers, are the Alexandrine,

the Western, and the Byzantine. . Under the last he ranks

the recieved text, which he considers as the most recent

and least valuable of three.

In deciding upon the classification of a manuscript, he

is guided by its various readings, or departure from the

received text. These he compares with what he conceives

to be the various readings, of the other texts, viz. the

Alexandrine and the Western ; and in whichsoever of the

two he finds the sum of the agreements to exceed the sum

of the differences, to that he assigns it. If the readings
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are few and not generally coincident with either, of course

it remains with the Byzantine.

An early and tolerably pure specimen of the Alexan-

drine text he supposes to exist in the quotations of Origen.

These therefore, distinguishing their various readings even

in the minutest points, he has taken the pains to collect,

digest, and publish, as a general exemplar of that text, in

passages where they occur. The Western he thinks dis-

coverable in the Latin version, and several Greek manu-

scripts evidently conformable with it.

To point out the principal ground of his classification,

it seems only necessary to give the following short extracts

from his Symbolse Criticae. Comparing with the quota-

tions of Origen the various readings of the manuscript

denoted by the letter L, he thus expresses himself; Quan-

tus sit inter Origenem et codicemL consensus, inde patet,

quod conveniunt inter se 519ies (saltern 4S1,) diflerunt

autem non nisi 261 aut potius 202 locis. Hoc numero

demto ab illo, supersunt eonsonantiae 317. Eandem igi-

tur recensionem exhibere codicem hunc atque Origenem,

recte supra statuimus, praesertim cum consentiant non in

solis minutiis, id quod casu accidere potuisset, verum etiam

in lectionibus gravioribus, et characteristicis : sed neque

in his tantum, quod suspicionem interpolationis ex Orige-

nis scriptis movere forte posset, verum in literarum quo-

que apieibus et minutissimis discrepantiis. ”* In proof also

that the manuscript marked A belongs to the same class in

the Epistles of St. Paul, he thus states the affinities of its

various readings : “E variantibus lectionibus e codice A
decerptis, 110 consonant Origanianis, 60 autem ab his dif-

ferunt.”t Upon the excess therefore of the agreements

above the disagreements discoverable in the various read-

ings of a manuscript it is that his system is founded. Such

* Vol. i. p. 125, 128.
j Ibid. p. 135.
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then being the groundwork of his system, let us now con-

sider its accuracy.

The various readings of a manuscript in its departure

from the received text might indeed afford the surest basis

for a classification, were the received to be considered as

the standard text, with which all manuscripts generally

accorded, but from which they occasionally, and only occa-

sionally, deviated. Upon this supposition the character

of such occasional deviations would seem to form the sole

object of investigation. But Griesbach allows the existence

of no standard text, and argues that the received, as princi-

pally conformable with the Byzantine, is the worst of the

three. When therefore he stepped out of the path trod-

den by preceding critics, and annihilated the credit of the

received text as a common standard, even asserting its in-

feriority to every other, ought he not likewise to have de-

parted from their accustomed mode of solely contempla-

ting: in manuscipts their variations from this ; because the

object of his research simply appears to have been, not the

character of particular deviationsfrom any individual

text,
but the general coincidences of a manuscript with

one text above another ?

Few writers express themselves more dispassionately

thau Griesbach, or more remarkably unite modesty of state-

ment with confidence in opinion. If however my view

of the subject be right, his must indisputably be wrong,

and confidence itself should give way to conviction.

But I may be told, that by confining his calculations to

the various readings of the received text, he did not mean

to represent that text as a standard, and that the result

would have been precisely the same, had he taken into

consideration the various readings of any other text.

To this however I cannot assent. For. puling out of

the question every idea of excellence in the use of the

word standard, still I maintain, that had lie limited his

observations to the various readings of another text instead
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of the Byzantine, the result would have been very differ-

ent. Let us try the experiment with the Alexandrian,

which, being in his judgment the most ancient and valu-

able, we might have presumed would have been originally

selected for this purpose.

The manuscript marked A he represents as belonging to

the Alexandrine class m the Epistles of St. Paul, because

out of one hundred and seventy deviations from the re-

ceived text, it agrees one hundred and ten times with Ori-

gen, and differs from him only sixty. Now let us turn

the scale, and institute a comparison founded upon its va-

riations, not from the received text, but from the Alexan-

drine, or the quotations of Origen. Griesbach states, that

the manuscript A differs both from Origen and from the

received text sixty times. He also informs us,* that it

differs from Origen alone, when it agrees with the received

text, ninety-six times. Adding therefore these num-

bers together, we perceive that the deviations of A from

Origen, or the Alexandrine text, amount to one hundred,

and fifty-six in all. But is it not evident, that out of

these it agrees with the received or Byzantine text, when

it differs from Origen, ninety-six times, and dissents from

* “ Origenes dissentit a textu recepto 57ies, ubi e codicibus A et

C nulla profertur lectionis varietas. Ilistamen addi possunt lectio-

nes 39, in quibus Origcne sibi non constat. Inter has lectiones 96

sunt nonnullse singulares, quas nusquam nisi apud Origenem inven-

lre adhuc licuit : aliie vero in alliis quoque codicibus, patribus et ver-

sionibus reperiuntur.” Symbolic Criticise, vol. i. p. 134. I have taken

into the computation the inconstant readings of Origen, in conformi-

ty with the example of Griesbach, for this plain reason; because,

where he sometimes reads with and sometimes against the common

text, it is most probable that the inconstancy arose, not from Origen

himself, but from the circumstance of his transcribers or editors hav-

ing been most conversant with the common text, and having therefore

inadvertently, or perhaps from partiality, substituted it. Thus Gries-

bach remarks, 11 Si vero consentit cum textu vulgo recepfo, a librariis

aut editoribusoperum Origems, vulgato textui adsuetis, invito Adam-

antio, abtrusa esse judicatur.” Ibid. p. 131.
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it.only sixty ? The conclusion therefore is unavoidable,

and we seem compelled upon this calculation to class the

manuscript under the Byzantine text, as we were upon

the other calculation under the Alexandrine
;

so that a

diametrically opposite result takes place.

Nor is the case different under similar circumstances with

the Ephrem manuscript marked C, which Griesbach repre-

sents as completely Alexandrine; This he states* to have

one hundred and sixteen various readings in the Epistles

of St. Paul, of which ninety-six accord with Origen, and

twenty only dissent from him
;

an apparently strong and

sufficient proof of its classification. But if we take the

Alexandrine text for the standard, and add to the twenty

readings, in which C dissents both from Origen and from

the received text, ninety-six more already quoted, in which

C a£ well as A dissent from Origen alone, when they agree

with the received text, it will then follow, that out of one

hundred and sixteen deviations of C from Origen, ninety-

six accord with the Byzantine text, and twenty only dis-

sent from it, the exact proportion which upon the adverse

mode of calculation before proved it to belong to the Alex-

andrine, but which now consigns it to the Byzantine. And
it should be particularly remarked, that these two are con-

sidered by Griesbach as the principal and least adulterated

manuscripts of the Alexandrine class in the Epistles of St.

Paul extant, and that by the degree of conformity with

these he regulates the character of other manuscripts.

From the preceding observations therefore it appears,

that the principle adopted by Griesbach can only lead to

a fallacious conclusion, and that the same manuscript must

* E codice C laudantur lectiones 96 consonantes cum Origene, et

20 tantum discrepantes ab eo.” Symbolse, vol. i. p. 135. I am aware

that this instance is not equally strong, because we cannot be so cer-

tain of the agreements of C with the received text, as of those as-

cribed to A ; but it at least affords presumptive evidence.
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by one mode of applying it be attributed to one class, and

by another mode to another.

But it may be further remarked, that Griesbach himself

seems not perfectly satisfied with his own manner of com-

putation ;
for in a subsequent part of his Symbolae Criticae

he hints, that it would perhaps be proper to subjoin the

differences of a manuscript, when it reads with the re-

ceived text against the Alexandrine, to its differences

when it reads against both, although in the instances giv-

en he uniformly limits his calculations to the latter. He
is ascertaining the character of the Colbert manuscript mark-

ed 17; for which purpose he compares it, not as before with

Origen, but with the readings of A or C, considered as

genuine representatives of the Alexandrine text. After

having drawn his conclusion in the usual manner, he adds :

“ Atque si posterioribus” (that is, the peculiar readings of

the Colbert manuscript, dissenting from both texts) “ vel

maxime addas lecliones cum vulgari textu contra Jilex-

andrinos consentientes, nihilo tamen minus Alexandrina-

rum lectionum multo major est, quam dissentium ab Alex-

andrinis, numerus. ”* He does not indeed surmise that

such an addition is absolutely necessary
;
nor indeed is it

;

but appears at least to entertain a floating suspicion of its

propriety. Here, it is true, it would not, if calculated

according to his numbers, have altered the character of the

manuscript immediately under consideration
;
but apply it,

even thus calculated, to the manuscripts A C, which, in-

stead of being simply esteemed accessaries to Origen, are

at once elevated into the rank of principals, and how will

the case then stand ? The manuscript A, we have seen,

has ninety -six readings differing from one text alone, and

sixty differing from hoth texts. These numbers combined

make one hundred and fifty-six readings, which, oppos-

ed to the one hundred and ten agreements, leave a bal-

Symbola; Critical, vol. ii. p. 135.
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ance against the union with Origen of forty ! C also has

ninety-six readings differing from one text alone, and twen-

ty differing from both, which together make one hundred

and sixteen readings, and these opposed to the ninety-six

agreements leave a balance against the same union of twen-

ty. Thus, upon ground which he himself considers as

at least fairly admissible, he experiences another failure in

the exemplification of his theory.

In all the preceding references I have presumed upon

the accuracy of Griesbach, and considered the numbers

which he assigns on every occasion as correct. I must

now take the liberty of stating, that we must not place too

much confidence in the supposed accuracy of his calcula-

tions. Far am I from suspecting his fidelity
;
but I must

confess, that I more than suspect him of inadvertency. As
I certainly cannot hope, and indeed ought not, to be be-

lieved without proof, I will endeavour to substantiate

the charge.

A circumstance upon which he seems to lay considerable

stress, printing his account of it in italics, is the union of

the manuscripts A C with Origen in seventy-five out of

eighty-eight places ; but here he is indisputably inaccurte.

H is words are these :
‘ 1Inter lectiones illas 8S, codicibus

A el C communes, sunt 75, quibus suffragatur Origenes

et 13 tan/urn, a quibus abhorret The thirteen differ

ences alluded to he gives in detail
;
but besides these, sev-

* Symbol® Critic®, vol. i. p. 136. The following are the 13 read-

ings given by Griesbach. Romans xiv. 9, where A C have xai sgojtfsv,

Origen has xai avSfl'Toj. 1 Cor. i. 28.= xai. ix. 20. X/x*] wv auTo;

•jtfo vojxov. x. 2. sSatf-ntf^rifrav for SoairTirfavTo. Ibid. 33. ‘fufj.cpo^ov

for <TufA(pspov. xi. 6. auais for lauT»js. Ibid. 29.=ava^ius. xv. 54.

5v»)tov touto svdiMjYi -TC/.i Trjf aSavarftav xai to ipSapTov touto avdutfifjTai

atpSapihav for to SapTov touto £v<5utfr]Tai apSotfffiav xai to SvrjTov

TauTO svSutfrjrai vi-jv a&avatf»av. Galat. ii 9. /xav. iv. 23.— t»is. v.19.

=(xoi^aiai. Ephes. iii. 6. Iritfou after Xgiffru. iv. 8.= xai.
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enteen more at least appear to have escaped his eye, which I

have subjoined in a note :* so that instead of only thirteen

instances of discordance he should have given thirty ! Of

the additional seventeen some indeed may appear unimpor-

tant, but they are not more so than several of those which

he has himself noticed
;

for what can be more trivial than

the change of s into o in the word (fv/Mpigov. But it should

be recollected, that he regards minutiae of this sort as some-

times strongly characterizing the country, age, talent, and

fidelity of a transcriber, as well as the class of a manu-

script. “ Hujusmodi minutiae,” he remarks “ ulilissime

a criticis in subsidium adhibentur ad investigandum librarii,

qui codicem scripsit, ingenium, et ad indagandam ejus pa-

triam, aetatem, peritiam, fidem, necnon ad cognoscendam

* The seventeen readings omitted by him are these : Romans vii.

14 .
tfapxivos for Oapxixo;. xi. 21.= Origen lias a-offw paXXov

and Gotfu) erXsov. l Cor. i. 20.^=voutou. iv. 9-= o«ri. Ibid 21. vgav-

Tricos for ffpaoT’vjTos. (A C Dam. in Wetstein. Woide Cod. Alex:

unnoticed also by Griesbach. It occurs again, Coloss. iii. 12, A C F

31, 39: unnoticed also byGriesbach.) vii. 7, o for og twice, ix. 20 P*! uv

a-jToS I'S'o vo,uov. Ibid 21 .xspOavw for xssorjffw. xii.6=£<T'n. Ibid. 24. vGre-

go-jfJ-Svu for Lff-rspouwi. xiii. 8. fbr EJnrwrrsi. 2 Cor. i. 12. X <rou

before ~sou. ii. 2. Habet Or : Note of Griesbach. Galat-

iii. 10. X on. iv. 24. =ai. Philip, ii. 5. (ppovei-s for (pp&vsiffSw. Ibid.

9 . X v°. 2 Tim. ii. 21. =xca. Habet Orig. ter. Note of Griesbach.

Besides the above there are nineteen more, in which Origen reads

inconstantly, sometimes with A C, and sometimes with the received

text. But Griesbach doubtless included these in the coincidences of

A C with Origen ; as he expressly states, that he included six others

in the coincidences of A without C ;
“ Ex his 35 leetiombus sunt 6,

in quibus Originese inronstans est.” Vol. i. p. 135.

The extreme toil and irksomeness of making extracts of this kind

is so apt to confuse the eye, and weary the mind, that the inaccuracy

of Griesbach is not perhaps so remarkable as it may at first appear.

And as these disci pancies had escaped him, it is possible that others

also may have escaped me. Nor will he be found always consistent

with himself, if a comparison be made between the passages alleged,

and the notes of his own Testament. Thus in his reference to tphee.
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exemplaris, e qii'> codex ductus est, indolem.”* Indeed

it is the trivial character of the readings quoted which he

himself labours particularly to point out, commencing with

these words : “•Plerteque lectiones, inquibus discedit Ori-

genes a codicum-A et C inter se consentientium lectione,

exigui aut nullms momenti sunt.” This also may be the

case with a few (I have remarked but one) of those, which

are added as having escaped his observation : but certainly

is not so with the remainder, most of which are readingso
common to A C with manuscripts of the Western text

;

and many of them readings which he himself deems pref-

erable to those of the received text
;
and that no mistakes

might occur in my extract 1 have taken care to verify

them by the very text of Origen, which he selected and

published in his Symbolae Criticae.

t To dwell minutely upon the inaccuracies of an author,

engaged in so multifarious and perplexing an undertaking

iii. 6, he says in his Symbolae Critical : “Post XpiflVw adjicitur Iv/tfou

in A C Copt. Vulg.” and ranks it among the disagreements of

Origen with A C ; but no such note occurs in either edition of his

New Testament. In Wetstein however the circumstance is marked.

I will add another instance: In his New Testament, Phil. ii. 9, he re-

marks, “to ABC Grig.” but in his Symbolae Criticie he assigns

no reading of the kind to Origen.

* Symbolae Criticae vol. i. p. 74.

f Accuracy however in collation, where it is easily obtainable,

may be expected. Griesbach complains, and justly complains in this
,

respect, of the mistakes of Wetstein : but is he himself altogether

free from censure ? The Boernerian manuscript was published by

Matthau many years before the appearance of his last edition, and he

notices the publication of it in his preface. Yet have I observed, so-

lely in those passeges of St. Paul’s Epistles to which the quotations

of Origin are applicable, more than ninety omissions of its readings,

many of which at least should have appeared even in a critical edition

of the New Testament professedly abridged. At other times varia-

tions are marked, not to be found in the' manuscript. Thus 1 Cor-
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as Griesbach, may appear perhaps a little fastidious. I will

therefore content myself with subjoining only one or two in-

stances more, from many which 1 could collect, to prove

how cautious we must be in too implicitly trusting in his

statements. The article at before duo Gal. iv. 24.

he rejects. In the first edition of his Testament he says,

= AC D E F G &c. Orig. In the last edition it stands

thus . = ABCDEFG &c. Orig. MS. but, in his pub-

lished quotations of Origen, he marks no variation at all

from the received text. Now it seems, that in his first edi-

tion he rested his assertion of the omission of ai by Origen

upon the authority ofWetstein, whose words are, “ Orig-

enes contra Celsum, p. 193.” but, upon rurning to the pas-

sage in Spencer’s edition, which YVetstein used, we never-

theless find ai inserted in the text. Before his second edi-

tion, we may presume, from the words Or. MS.* that he

ii. 15. raADEFG &c. 2 Cor. iii. 10. ou for o-oSs A C D E F G
&,c. But the manuscript G has no such readings. Both are blun-

ders copied from Wetstein. I make no remark upon numerous om-

issions of G reading alone, or with F only; but why is G omitted in

such readings as these ;
1 Cor. v. 7. etuSt) for eSuSv) A D E F I 7, &c.

and vii. 13. aesar) for uestfii A B D E F 21. 46? It certainly coincides

here: nor perhaps can asuificienl reason he assigned, why Griesbach

should adopt from Wetstein so insignificant a variation as this, 1

oi \syop.svoi for X£yop.£voi F G Mt. g ; and yet reject the following

more importent one, where G equally appears, (important I mean as

indicative of its class;) Galat. v. 25 ^Bufxari £wp.ev for £wp,£v wvsujuan

DEFG Vulg. unless indeed he overlooked it. But it seems pro-

bable that he never collated the MS. at all.

* For the manuscript as well as printed readings' of Origen, lie

depends upon the Benedictine edition. “ Evolvent! statim patet . . .

utrum omnes operum Origenis editiones et manmeripti codices dictum

biblicum, ab Origene excitatum, iisdem verbis exhibeant, an vero

lectionis discrepantia in ipsis observatn sit a Benedictines cditorilms.”

Symb. Crit. v. ii. p. 231. But in the present instance at least he

strangely mistakes the evidence of the Benedictione editors. On
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more fully investigated the fact, and discovered that it was

at least wanting in manuscripts. This we may presume,

hut the very reverse is the truth : for the passage is not

only found in the edition of Origen, which he used,*

with ai, as he himself correctly quotes the verse in his Sym-
bol®, but a note also is added by the editors expressly sta-

ting that, although Tarinus omits it, it nevertheless occurs

in manuscripts
;
“ apud Tarinum desunt ai duo, quse hab-

entur in MSS.” How could a writer of Griesbach’s ta-

lent and diligence blunder so egregiously ! The reader per-

haps will think a single instance more sufficient.

The preposition i-zo is substituted for airo Romans xiii. I,

by A, and Griesbach in his first edition adds, by Origen ;

but in his last he says, Orig. up. Wetstein. Here is his

authority. In examining however the passage as given in

Spencer’s Origen, p. 421, to which Wetstein refers, we
perceive not the least colour for a various reading, it being

clearly printed uxo and not utfo, precisely as it is in the

Benedictine edition, the Symbol® of Griesbach himself,

and the recieved text. It is the more singular, that he

should have been misled by Wetstein in those instances

in which he might have so easily corrected him, when he

was conscious of that critic’s inaccuracy on so many other

occasions; for in the readings of a single manuscript, he pro-

fesses to have discovered numerous errors and omissions
;

another occasion also he gives their evidence, not indeed incorrectly,

but partially. In Philip, iii. 10, on the word O'ofx.a.opcpooju.svos he re-

marks, (J'vpfAop©i^o
l
uevo; A B D, Orig. MS. Now the Benedictines

print it cfvp.p.op9oup.;vos, but add the following note : Ha codd. Regius

et Basiliensis .... Duo codd. Anglicani et Hoeschelius in textu

c'jpii.o^pi^op.wo?. He notwithstanding takes no notice of the Paris

and Basil MSS. but gives the reading of the two English ones, as

that of the MSS in general without reserv e, as well in his Symbolae

Critic® as in his Testament,

* Vol. i. p. 171, and 537, where alone it is read.

ii
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“ Correxinius igitur non solum haudpaucos Wetstenii erro-

res, sed protulimus etiam plus tnil/e lectiones, ab illo plane

omissas.”*

Under the persuasion therefore of the little dependence

to be placed upon Griesbach’s calculations, I have taken the

pains to go over the same heavy ground myself, and to

compare the various readings of the manuscript A with the

text of Origen published in the second volume of the Sym-

bols; a text, he observes, “prae aliorum patrum textibus dig-

num, qui quantum fieri potest accuratissime cognoscatur. ”t

These, with other various readings in illustration of the

same argument, will be found in the Appendix
;
and from

a computation with them we shall perceive, that a very

different result, with respect to the amount of the num-

bers, will take place. Griesbach calculates the agreements

of A and Origen in their deviations from the received

text at one hundred and ten, and their disagreements at

sixty, and therefore classes A under the Alexandrine text.

I make the agreements one hundred and fifty-four, inclu-

ding forty-eight inconstant readings, and the disagree-

ments one hundred and forty
;
so that thus, even accord-

ing to his mode of investigating the class, there appears

little or no preponderance of the Alexandrine. But if

we shift the balance, there will be a very considerable pre-

ponderance of the Byzantine : for then the agreements of

A with the received text in its deviations from Origen will

be found to be four hundred .and forty-four
;

(i. e. one

hundred and ninety-nine constant, and two hundred and

forty-five inconstant, readings :) and the disagreements

will be only one hundred and forty, leaving an excess of

three hundred and four in favour of the Byzantine, against

the Alexandrine, text.

I have deemed it unnecessary to take similar trouble with

Symbolic Critic®, vol. i. p 73. f Vol. ii. p. 229.
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the manuscript C, because it is impossible to reason from

it with any tolerable accuracy. Griesbach states it to be

effaced in the extreme, the parts of it disorderly arranged,

as well as miserably confused, and totally illegible many
pages together

;
whence he concludes, that we can form no

just inference respecting it from the silence of Wetstein.*

The difference between the amount of my enumeration

and that of Griesbach, particularly in the passages where

Origen reads alone in opposition both to the manuscript A
and the received text, is remarkable. It is the more so,

because he professes to have carefully marked the varia-

tions of Origen: “In primis vero lectiones, in Graecis

Origenis operibus occurrentes, diligenter a me colleetas,

sedulo notavi.”'\ And that the source, from which he

extracted these industriously noted readings, may not be

mistaken, he refers in a note to the second volume of his

Symbolae Critic*, which furnishes also the very materials

upon which my extracts are founded.! In so dry and dull

an investigation, error perhaps is more or less unavoidable.

I trust however that it does not often, if at all, occur in

my own case ;
and that, should it occur, the same apology

will be admitted for me, which I am persuaded may with

propriety be made for him, that it has not been intentional.

* “ Q,uam ob causam, si qussratur cuinam inter plures lectiones

discrepantes liber noster patrocinetur ? ad Wetsteinii silentium pro-

vocare nunquam licet.” Symbols Critics, vol. i. p. 5.

f Preface to the New Testament, p. 55.

| My numbers are indeed necessarily somewhat larger than his,

because I have not omitted, as he has done, the consideration ofpas-

sages, in which C, as well as A and Origen, is defective. C is sta-

ted to be defective from Romans ii. 5, to iii. 21. ix. 6.—x. 14. xi. 31.

—xiii. 10. From 1 Cor. vii. 18, to ix. 6. xiii. 8—xv. 40. From 2

Cor. x. 9. to Galat. i. 20. From Ephes. i. to ii. 18. iv. 17.—Philip,

i. 22. From Philip, iii. 5. to the end. From 1 Thess. ii. 9. to the

end. From 1 Tim. i. to iii. 9. v. 20. to the end.



CHAP. IV.

More correct Mode of ascertaining the class of a Man-

uscript. Comparison of A with Origen. With G

or the Western Text. Affinity of A to the By-

zantine greater than to the Western, or the Alexand-

rine.

having endeavoured to prove, that Griesbach’s mode of

investigation is unsatisfactory, and his statement of the

number of readings inaccurate, I might now close my ob-

servations, leaving to him or to others the task of discover-

ing a better exemplification of the theory. But as I have

proposed to subjoin in an Appendix a more correct state-

ment of the number of readings, confining myself indeed

to those of one, but that a very important, manuscript
;

I shall here also attempt to describe what appears to me a

more satisfactory mode of investigation than that which he

has prosecuted.

Upon the presumption of Griesbach's hypothesis, that

other texts besides the three particularly pointed out by

him have a real existence, although I do not admit even

these, I have already remarked, that perfect conviction is

unattainable. If we suppose the existence of five or six,

but bring only three to a comparison, it is manifest, that

we cannot possibly determine to which of the five or six

any manuscript properly belongs
;
but merely, that it pos-

sesses a closer affinity to one, than to the other two, of the

three compared. This will prove the utmost extent of our

inquiry
;
but this perhaps we maj' consider as a sort of ap-

proximation to fact. I nevertheless doubt, whether so

much can correctly be admitted : for if, after having thus

partially classed a manuscript, we proceed to tread in the
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steps of Griesbach, to use it, either alone or in conjunc-

tion with another of the same description, as an exemplar

of its class for the comparison of other manuscripts $ and

to represent its readings, in the defect, or to the augmenta-

tion, of collateral evidence, as the readings of the text to

which it is appropriated ;
I very much fear, that, instead

of approximating to truth, we shall only be employed in

propagating error. This too, it should be remarked, is

most to be apprehended in Griesbach’s favourite text, the

Alexandrine ;
because, if it really be a distinct text, which

I much doubt, it is the least complete of the three, the

quotations ofOrigen, which are published in the Symbolac,

being only applicable to particular parts of the New Tes-

tament, and not to the whole.

With this caution therefore premised, that I do not at-

tempt a perfect investigation, I proceed to detail what I con-

ceive to be a more correct mode of ascertaining the relative

classification of a manuscript, than that vvhichGriesbach has

adopted. And, in order to bring my remarks within a

moderate compass, I shall limit them to the classification of

the manuscript A* in the Epistles of St.Paul. I have par-

ticularly selected A, because upon this manuscript, in con-

junction with C, (which I do not take into computation for

reasons already assigned, viz. the very mutilated and illegi-

ble state of its copy,) Griesbach principally depends for Al-

exandrine readings of manuscript authority in St. Paul’s

Epistles, and because it therefore assumes a prominent

rank in his development of the theory. I also confine my-

self, in imitation of his example, to its affinities in the

Epistles of St. Paul alone, because it is only in this por-

tion of Scripture that he represents it as Alexandrine, re-

* This manuscript is commonly called the Alexandrian, because it

was brought into England from Alexandria: but even the knowledge

of the country, in which it was originally written, is only attainable

by conjecture.
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ferring it in the Gospels to the Byzantine, and in the Acts,

as well as Catholic Epistles, to the Western text. His

words are . “In Evangeliis exhibet recensionem Constan-
tinopolitanam seu Asiaticam, recentiorem, multisque

nullius pretii lectionibus refertam
;

in Epistolis vero Pau-

linis repraesentat Alexctndrinam recensionem, ilia longe

vetustiorem et praestantiorem
;

in Actis denique et Episto-

lis Catholicis textum sequitur passim ad Occidentn/em re-

censionem, Latinae versioni simillimam, confoVmatum.”'

And in addition, that I may likewise bring the Western

text into some sort of comparison, I take into consideration

the readings of the Boernerian manuscript marked G, which

I have selected for the puipose, because it has been pub-

lished throughout, and is consequently capable of a com-

plete examination. From this, the alliance of which to the

Western text may readily perhaps be admitted, as it is in-

terlined with a Latin version, and bears internal marks of

having been written in the west of Europe,! I have taken

the pains to collect every peculiar reading which I could

discover, and have inserted the whole in the Appendix.

It cannot indeed be regarded as a pure specimen of the

text to which it seems evidently to belong
; nor will this

be said of the quotations from Origen : but each may at

least serve for the purpose of a general comparison, in the

defect of a better.

* Symbol* Critic*, vol. i. p. 9.

f “ In the Latin translation the letters r, s, and t, correspond to that

form, which is found in the Anglo-Saxon alphabet ; a proof, that this

manuscript was written in the west of Europe.” Note of Dr. Marsh

to Mich*lis, vol. ii. part i. p. 676. It is indeed mutilated in a few

passages, where A has the following four various readings; 1 Cor.

iii. 10. for TsSrsixa. Ibid. 13. X a\jro. vi. 10. =ou. Coloss. ii.

8. s~ca Ifuas for Sfias sjai. But even upon the supposition that botli

manuscripts coincided in all these readings, the augmentation to the

number of G would be very inconsiderable: a circumstance however

not very probable.
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Griesbach’s mode of ascertaining the class of a manu-

script is, as I have observed, to compute its various read-

ings or deviations from the received text
;
and if they prove

numerous, to take it from the Byzantine, and to rank it

under that text which appears principally to participate in

them. The inadequacy of this mode to the end proposed

I have sufficiently pointed out, and shall therefore take the

liberty of suggestii.g another.

The object simply seems to be, to determine, with which

out of three texts a manuscript has the greatest conformity.

And this I presume can only be effected, not by consider-

ing the character of its deviations from one particular

text, but the separate sums of its agreements or disagree-

ments ivith all three
,
each contrasted with the other. If

we possessed three different and dissimilar editions of the

same book, and a copy taken from one of them, but from

which we knew not, and were desirous of assertaining the

fact, how should we proceed ? Should we not compare it

with them all separately, and in whichsoever we found its

affinities more or its differences less, to that assign it ? The
reasoning is so obvious, that I am at a loss to conceive how
any other could have been adopted.

I use the words agreements or disagreements, because

we shall perceive that both modes of computation lead pre-

cisely to the same result. I shall subjoin an example of

both, by way of illustration in a comparison of A with the

Alexandrine and Byzantine texts, according to the num-
bers of Griesbach.

The agreements of A with Origen, in passages where
they deviate from the Byzantine text, are stated by him
at one hundred and ten. The various readings of Origen,

where A sides with the Byzantine text, or in other words
the agreements of A with the Byzantine text, where both

deviate from Origen, are stated atr ’ninety-six. Now the

latter sum subtracted from the former leaves a remainder
of only fourteen in favour of Origen or the Alexandrine
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text. Such is the result of the agreements. With res-

pect to the disagreements an inverse mode of calculation

must be pursued. The agreements of A with Origen,

which are also deviations from the Byzantine text,

amount to one hundred and ten. Besides these, A is said

to deviate from both Origen and the Byzantine text sixt}r

times. Now these deviations united make one hundred

and seventy, which form the disagreements of A with

the Byzantine text. In the same manner the agreements

of A with the Byzantine text, which are likewise devia-

tions from Origen, are stated at ninety-six. These added

to the sixty deviations oj Afrom both texts make together

one hundred and fifty-six, which form the disagreements of

A with Origen or the Alexandrine text. Now if we sub-

tract the latter number from the former, that is, one hun-

dred and fifty-six from one hundred and seventy, the re-

mainder will be fourteen ,
exactly as in the preceding in-

stance ;
so that as before there appeared on the side of A

with Origen fourteen more coincidences, so now there ap-

pears on the same side fourteen fewer discrepancies. Such

is the result of the disagreements: and thus the agree-

ments and disagreements are both found perfectly accordant

with each other.

Plain and simple as this species of elucidation seems to

he, it nevertheless escaped the penetrating eye of Gries-

bach, who, too much dazzled perhaps by the splendour of

intricate and perpelxing research, overlooked what lay im-

mediately before him. When he threw his critical bowl

among the established theories of his predecessors, he too

hastily attempted to set up his own, without having first

totally demolished theirs
;
forgetting, that the very nerve

of his criticism was a principle of hostility to every

standard text.

Presuming then that the mode of comparison, which

1 have proposed, is the most correct, I shall enter upon

an enlarged exemplification of it.
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If I am told at the outset, that the exemplification will

be needless, because an excess of fourteen still remains to

prove that the manuscript A is of the Alexandrine class,

my answer will be, that I am not contending for the alli-

ance of A to one class in preference to another, but solely

for the true method of classification. And even granting

that I were, still might I remark, not only that there is

some difference between the numbers fourteen and fifty,

the opposite result of his method of calculation and mine,

but that possibly a more accurate investigation ot readings

may produce a still greater difference.

In proofof which assertion I proceed to consider, accord-

ing to the figures which will be found in the Appendix,

the affinities of A first with the Byzantine and Alexan-

drine texts, and subsequently with the Byzantine and

Western
;

and, in order that the correctness of the mode

may more fully appear, I shall compare the manuscript

both in its agreements and disagreements.

Upon the former species of comparison, the agreements

of A with the Byzantine text, where Origen reads alone,

will be found to be four hundred and forty-four, (reckon-

ing, for reasons previously given, the inconstant readings.)

On the other hand, the agreements of A with Origen,

where the Byzantine text reads alone, are stated at one

hundred and fifty four, which of course constitute the

agreements of A with the x^lexandrine text. Deducting

therefore the later from the former, viz. one hunured and

fifty-four, from four hundred and forty-four, the remainder

will be two hundred and ninety in favour of the affini-

ties of A with the Byzantine text. Nor will the result be

adverse, if we calculate the disagreements. Here the de-

viations of A in conjunction with the Byzantine text from

Origen will be, as before given, four hundred and forty-

four ; and if to these numbers we add the deviations of

A alone in opposition to both texts, amounting to one

i
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hundred and forty, they will combined make five hundred
and eighty-four, which will be the disagreements of A
with the Alexandrine text. After a similar mode the de-

viations of A in union with Origen from the Byzantine

text will appear to be one hundred and fifty-four
; to which

if we subjoin the deviations of A alone in opposition to

botn texts, stated at one hundred and forty, the amount
will be two hundred and ninety-four, and these form the

disagreements of A with the Byzantine text. Now by

subtracting one amount from the other, that is two hun-

dred and ninety-four from five hundred and eighty-four,

there will remain two hundred and ninety
, exactly as in

the case of the agreements.

From the foregoing comparison therefore of A with the

Byzantine and Alexandrine text, it seems manifest that its

affinity to the Byzantine is considerably greater than to

the Alexandrine ;
namely, by the excess of two hundred

and ninety-five coincidences or by the defect of the same

number of discrepancies.

Having thus established its alliance in one instance, let

us next turn to the other, and compare it in like manner

with the Byzantine and Western texts.

The agreements in this case of A with the Byzantine

text, where G or the Western reads alone, appear to be

two huudred and eighty
;
while the agreements of A with

G or the Western text, where the Byzantine reads alone,

are one hundred and twenty-three, which sum subtracted

from the preceding leaves a remainder of one hundred and
Jifty-seven in support of the alliance of A to the Byzan-

tine. Upon a similar computation of the disagreements,

the deviations of A in conjunction with the Byzantine

text from G or the Western, amounting to two hundred

and eighty, being added to the deviations of A from both,

stated at one hundred and sixty-nine, make together four

hundred and forty-nine. So also on the other side the devia-

tions ofA in conjunction with G from the Byzantine,amount-
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mg to one hundred and twenty-three, subjoined to the de-

viations of A from both, stated at one hundred and sixty-

nine, produce a total of two hundred and ninety-two
;
and

this latter amount subtracted from tbe foregoing leaves, as

before, a remainder of one hundred and fifty-seven in

support of the same alliance.

From these remarks therefore it appears, that the affini-

ty of the manuscript A is much greater to the Byzantine

text, than either to the Western or to the Alexandrine.

And from a general review of the whole we may conclude,

that, in instituting a comparison of the kind, it is a point

of indifference, whether we calculate by the agreements or

the disagreements. The nature of the agreements cannot

well be mistaken, and that of the disagreements will readily

be comprehended, when we recollect, that what forms the

agreements of the manuscript with one text, constitutes

its disagreements with the other, the sums being only

transferred from side to side
;
and that, although the

amount of the deviations of the manuscript from both

texts be subjoined, it is subjoined to each of the transferred

sums respectively, augmenting indeed their numbers, but

leaving their differences precisely as it found them.

Among the various readings which I have collected in

the Appendix for the purpose of this examination, several

perhaps may occur in appearance altogether unimportant.

But, as I have already remarked, minutiae are by no means

overlooked, but carefully enumerated by Griesbach him-

self, who on a similar occasion observes : “ Ne minutias

quidem v. c. articulos additos aut ommissos, mutatum
verborum ordinem, &c. negleximus, ut amoliremur sus-

picionem, quasi cupide in seligendis lectionibus egisse-

mus.” * Nor nave I rejected any upon the presumption,

that they were mistakes solely imputable to the ignorance

or inadvertancy of the transcriber, because errors of the

* Symbol® Critic® vol. i. p. 123.
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most trivial species by being copied acquire importance,

and because it is as probable that they will be committed

on one side as on the other, so as not to affect the general

result
;
that the transcriber of a Byzantine or a Western

manuscript or Father is as likely to have transgressed in

this respect, as the transcriber of an Alexandrine.

In computing the affinities of A to the Alexandrine

text, I have, in imitation ofGriesbach, adopted Origen for

my exemplar. He however, for a reason not perhaps very

obvious, unless indeed it he with a view of increasing the

number of his readings, departs in the second volume of

his Symbolte Criticae from his own rule previously pro-

posed, and, abandoning Origen, takes A or C for his exem-

plar. The effect produced by this new mode of propaga-

ting classes from wildings, in contempt of established ust

age, I shall next proceed to consider, at the same time

however entering my solemn protest against it.



CHAP. V.

Comparison of the Colbert Manuscript with A. Mis-

takes of Griesbach. Controverted Reading 1 Tim.

iii. 16. Existence of the Alexandrine Text problem-

atical. Conclusion.

Sohigly rank the manuscripts A and C, as exemplars of

the Alexandrine text, in the estimation of Griesbach, that

he represents the readings observable in each of them as

readings peculiarly Alexandrine, and by them regulates

the alliances of other manuscripts. He even proceeds fur-

ther, and admits the weight of their testimony as Alex-

andrines in his calculation ofprobabilities, improbabilities,

and certainties ; for, notwithstanding his theory of clas-

sification, in deciding upon the purity of a reading, he

seems principally guided by critical conjecture. Of the

second volume of his Symbols?. Critcae, he employs no less

a portion than from page 89 to page 14S, and from page

621 to page 640, in comparing the Colbert manuscript 17

with either A or C as representatives of the Alexandrine,

and with either D E F or G as representatives of the Wes-

tern, text
;
endeavouring at the same time to point out,

from general maxims of criticism, by investigating the inter-

nal marks of validity in their respective readings, the re-

lative habits and value of both those texts. But, as I do

not acknowledge his premises, I cannot subscribe to his

conclusions.

Among the readings of A or C, described as peculiarly

Alexandrine, occur occasionally some collected from the

writings of the Western Fathers
;
yet is their Alexandrine

peculiarity still maintained, because neither of the Wes-

tern manuscripts I) E F G is found in the catalogue. Thus
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in 1 Cor. ix. 1, a transposition of the words ow sipi sXsuSs-

pos ;
oux sifu airo<J~o\os ; takes place in A B, in the Vulgate,

and in the following Western writers, Tert. Ambrst. Aug.

Pel. Cassiod. Beda
;
but this reading is denominated pecu-

liarly Alexandrine, because it is unsupported by every

manuscript of the Western class. On the other hand, in

1 Cor. vi. 9, Ssou /SatfiXeiav is put for /3atfiXsiav Scon in the

manuscripts A I) 17, 36, 37, without the concurrence of a

single Father or version of any class
;
but this is termed

a reading common to both texts, because it has the manu-

script D united to that of A. Surely, if the ground of his

reasoning be inconsistent, the result of it must be unsatis-

factory.

As Griesbach flatters himself that, in his comparison of

the Colbert manuscript, he has fully illustrated the charac-

ter and estimation both of the Alexandrine and Western

texts, it may be presumed, that he has been correct in the

number of his quotations. But to this presumption I can-

not accede. He complains that the Colbert manuscript has

been most negligently collated. In the eighteen first chap-

ters of St. Matthew alone, he collected, he says, no less

than three hundred readings omitted by Mill ; and adds,

that it has been as carelessly treated in the Epistles. He
had not himself time, he observes, to make a complete

collation of it
;

but he accurately examined the first five

chapters of the Romans, and the fifteenth of the hist

Epistle to the Corinthians.* To these chapters alone there-

fore 1 will limit my remarks. Of the readings peculiar to

the Alexandrine text, he enumerates in these chapters fif-

*“ Quinque priora Epistolae ad Romanos capita, et decimum quin-

tum prioris ad Corintliios, denuo accurate contuli. ” Symb. Crit. vol.

ii. p. 88. “ In iis utriusque Epistolas captibus, quse, dum codicem trac-

taruin, inlegra perlegi et curatissime excussi
, <Sfc.’ Ibid. p. 182. Oi the

remainder he only says, “ Reliqna utriusque Epistolse capita cursim

inspexi

;

postcriorem ad Corintliios et cceteras Paulinas hie Hi tan-

tum evolvi.”
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teen ;
seven in which the Colbert manuscript agrees with

A or C, and eight in which it dissents from them.* But

this enumeration is strangely incorrect, as he omits one

reading in the agreements, and not less than eighteen in

the disagreements, t Besides the single agreement omitted,

there is indeed another, which he has confused with the co-

incidences of the Western text. It is 1 Cor. xv. 31. where

he notices the addition of the word adsXcpoi in A G 17. &c.

and accordingly represents the reading as common to both

the Alexandrine and Western texts. But the truth is,

* The seven agreements are Rom. i. 24,= xai A C. 17. Ib. 29.

=<ffofv£ia A C 17. ii. 2. ya£ for Se C 17. 1 Cor. xv. 5. sweira for lira

A 17. Ibid. 12. sv 'ufj.iv rives for rives sv Ufuv A 17. Ibid. 38. SiSutfiv

aurw for avrwdidwtfi A. 17. Ibid. 55. xEvrpov and vixog change places

C 17.

Tiie eight disagreements are Rom. iii. 22.=*ai sm tfavras A C.

Ibid. 25— Siury; trulfeus A. Ibid 30. sitfep for StfsWEg A C. iv. 1.

ifpcwa-ropa for irarspa A C. Ibid. 11. flrepwofMjv tor itspirofiris AC.

Ibid. 19.= ou A C. 1 Cor. xv. 36. ^uoyoveirai for guoiroteirai A. Ibid,

54. the order of the passage reversed A C.

f The ommitted agreement is Rom. i 27. agpsves £v o^pstfi for

aotfevstf sv apdEtfi. A C.
I J

The following are the omitted disagreements: Rom. i. 17. (Ss for

yap A. Ibid. 28.= o dloS A. ii. 1. xaraxpiveis for xpivsi? C. Ibid. 5.

uvru.ftoSogsus for airoxaXu^ews A. Ibid. 14. Jroiwrfivfor woijt A. Ibid.

16. A for ots A. iii. 7. <5s for ya* A. Ibid. 22. sv Xpitfrw Irjtfou

for Irtfou Xgitfrou A. Ibid 29.M for A A. iv. 11.— xai. Ibid 15.

6s for y«£ A C. Ibid 16. X A A. v. 2. X sv A. Ibid. 3. xau^w^Evot

for xau}(w;j.cSa C. Ibid. 13. sXXoyaro for sXXoysiro A. Ibid. 17.=

dixotioifvvrig C. 1 Cor.- xv. 17. X *«< A. Ibid. 13. '/jp.srePav for IfASTSpav.

And yet of the reading Rom. ii. 14. tfoiwtfiv for irom Griesbach was

aware, when he published his second edition of the New Testament

;

because in the Addenda he states, upon the authority of Birch, that,

in the manuscript under consideration, the word is not vro<>j as the

received text has it, nor *oiu<tiv ns the manuscript A, but iroisi.
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that the manuscript G has no addition of the kind. It was
a blunder of Wetstein, which Griesbach copied in the first

edition of his New Testament, but very properly correct-

ed in his second- In his reasoning however upon the va-

lidity of this addition it is remarkable, that he proves him-

self to have been aware of another reading in the same

verse in which A and the Colbert manuscript 17 disagree,

but which he has not noticed in the disagreements. His

words are, “ Additum ut videtur ad declarandum Upwspav

xau^rjo'iv, ne Cfxs-spa et confundentur. At nihilo ta-

men secus codex Alex, et HLthiops {]fj.srsgav exhibent,

etsi aSsXtpoi addunt.* By recurring to the omitted dis-

agreements which I have given in a note, we find the

substitution of {jpersgav for upsrsgav, which, like all the ot-

hers, I will not say by design, because I do not believe

it, but from haste or inattention, he neglected to notice !

Adding then the whole together, we perceive, that, in-

stead of seven agreements and eight disagreements, as he

makes them, there are in fact nine of the former descript-

ion, and twenty-six of the latter.

It is to be presumed, that the instances of omission,

which I have referred to, could not have been overlooked

by him as readings of little importance, and therefore not

worth recording, because they are to be found in his own

notes upon the New Testament
;
whereas two,t which he

himself reckons among the seven agreements above alluded

to, were deemed too insignificant for insertion in the same

notes of either edition. The conclusion therefore seems to

be, that all of mine are alike important, occurring in his

own critical selection of readings
;
but that some of his are

not so.

I have confined my remarks to the Jive first chapters

* Symbols Criticce, vol. ii. p. 105.

f Viz. the transposition of *iv££ sv lp.iv in 1 Cor. xv. 12, and that

of avru 5 i5'j)(Si in 1 Cor. xv. 38.
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of the Romans, snd the fifteenth chapter of the first Epis-

tle to the Corinthians, because he represents these as the

only chapters in which he had made himself certain
,
by a

personal and accurate inspection, of the readings attribu-

ted to the Colbert manuscript. He has indeed himself, not-

withstanding this assertion, grounded a calculation upon the

general readings of the manuscript in every part of the

Epistles alluded to ;
but it appears a loss of time and la-

bour to follow him step by step into so wide a field, where

complete conviction must be impossible, as certainty, ac-

cording to his own statement, would be unattainable. In

the Colbert manuscript he takes precisely what position he

best approves
;
but this is not the case with respect to the

manuscripts A and G, because both of these have been

full)' and faithfully published.

It may perhaps be thought, that the assumption of any

manuscript as an exemplar of the class, to which it is sup-

posed to belong, can prove a circumstance of no great im-

portance. This may in some measure be true, when the

object is simply that of a general comparison with another

manuscript ; but it is by no means a point of indifference,

to assume its individual readings as characteristical of its

class, in the absence ofmore direct testimony

.

Griesbach

however hesitates not to adopt so bold a measure. Gener-

ally indeed the result is of little consequence, not even in

the slightest degree affecting Lhe sense of the passage; but

in one instance at least it is otherwise. I allude to the ce-

lebrated, the often discussed, and the long tortured reading

of 1 Tim. iii. 16, in which he proposes to substitute os for

Seo;.

It is admitted, that all known manuscripts, with the

exception of four, which have os, read The read-

ings of three more, A C D, have been controverted : but

Griesbach states, that A and C originally read os, and D
neither os nor Ssos, but 6. With this persuasion is he so

strongly impressed, that he gives the following as the

K
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manuscript authority, by which he is guided J n the form-

ation of his decision : “ A C F G 17, 73 legunt og, D* ha-

bet o, caeteri, quos novimus omnes, ‘etiarn Matthaeiani 13,

Alteriani S, et Birchiani 32, exhibent 5eos.’’ And of the

deductions, which from hence he draws, this is the sum :

“ Tuentur hanc lectionem (viz. og) antiquissimi omnium
classium testes. Contra vero vulgatum Ssos nec Alex-

andrins, nec Oecidentalis recensionis primitiva lectio fu it.

sed juniorum tantum codicum, ad Constantinopolitan-

ampotissimum recensionem, pertinentium.”

It would be foreign to my purpose, were I to enter at

large into the prolix disputes which have taken place res-

pecting the true readings of A and C in this passage ; or

even to particularize the arguments, by which each party

believes that it has rendered its position impregnable.

Griesbach discusses the question at much length in his

Symbol* Critic* ; where, although his own opinion re-

mains by no means problematical, he nevertheless so expres-

ses himself, as it he were contented to rank the manuscripts

A and C as mere neutrals in the contest. He observes :

“ Certe opponi nobis nullo modo potest hie codex (A),

sed nisi a nostris partibus stare judicetur, saltern neutru-

riirn partium esse censendus est. De codice C supra

jam vidimus, si vel maxime ad argumentum ab omnium
ejusdem famili* testium consensu ductum plane non atten-

datur, tamen, propter varia indicia in codice ipso obvia,

probabilius et tribui o; quam Sio;.”* In his notes howev-

er to the New Testament, he admits neither neutrality in

one case, nor probability in the other
;
but assumes cer-

tainty in both.

Let us now take a summary view of his argument.

Every manuscript which he classes as Byzantine uniform-

ly has Seo?, F and G Western manuscripts have bg, and D
has o

;
but A C 17, 73 all have og and three of these he.con-

V
* Symbol* Critic®, vol. i. p- 29.
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templates as more or less Alexandrine. The affinity in-

deed of 17 he does not place in the highest rank; but

that of A and C he regards as a tfery close approximation.

The proof therefore that his adopted reading belongs to the

Alexandrine text rests upon the classification of these

manuscripts
;
and, pronouncing them to he Alexandrine,

he concludes that their reading also must be Alexandrine.

Doubt, however, but the legitimacy of his classification,

and his conclusion instantly falls to the ground.

To the Byzantine and Western Fathers, in corrobora-

tion of their respective readings, are made many satisfac-

tory references ; but in his appeal to the direct testimo-

ny of the Alexandrine, Griesbach is not merely scanty,

but defective. Athanasius and others, he states, are si-

lent. Clemens says, fj.uffrri ?iov (asS vjpiwv siSov 61 ayysAoi tov

XpiaVov : therefore it is to be supposed, that Clemens cer-

tainty did not read Seo;,* because he substitutes' for

Ssov. Not that it would have been conclusive had he read

&=os, because Gregory Thaumat, or rather Apollinaris, uses

indeed Seo;, (his words being Srsos £v cpaveguSsiS,) but is not-

withstanding represented as meaning xpitTrog. It is on Cy-

ril, however, that Griesbach principally depends, who in-

disputably quotes the passage more than once
;

yet al-

though the printed copies of that Father’s works have Sso?,

it is maintained that the context requires a different reading.

If we do not perceive a little wire-drawing in this species

of proof, which, being ingeniously deduced from the very

materials furnished by the adverse party, was commenced

by Wetstein, and completed by Griesbach, we cannot sure-

ly admit it as direct and decisive evidence of a reading at-

tributable to the Alexandrine Fathers. And not thus ad-

mitting it, where among the Alexandrines are we to

look for the reading in question, except it be in the

* “ Nonnulli Patres Grsci eerie non legerunt Ssos. Clem.

Alex. &c.”
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manuscripts A C 17* previously referred to, of which only

one,t and that hut generally allied certainly reads os,

while the other two, whatsoever their affinities may be,

are at least doubtful ? But this is not all. Suppose but the

neutrality of A and C, and the preponderance of manuscript

authority on the side of the Alexandrine text will be

thrown into the scale of the Byzantine, which invariably

reads Ssos : for then there will remain only the manuscript

17 for the reading os, while that of Ssos will be supported i

by every other manuscript of the same class. Of these he

enumerates the following : 6, 10, 23, 31, 37, 39, 46, 47,

“ qui omnes,” he says, “ cum nostro (viz. 17,) cugnati

sunt,”J particularly distinguishing the manuscript 31 as

being intimately related, “ Admodum enim similis estco-

dici 17.
;

’§ Now these, and all others of the Alexandrine

class, if others exist attributable to it, read, with the By-

zantine text, $£os, while only the Colbert reads os. It is

unnecessary to point out the consequence.

But it may be objected, that I forget to mention the Al-

exandrine versions as affording corroborative evidence. I

answer, that I do not forget their evidence, but that I can-

not subscribe to the propriety of its admission : for al-

though I am aware that the classification of certain versions,

* The Upsal manuscript 73 Griesbach does not any where rank as

Alexandrine. He only says, that it sometimes coincides with the

best manuscripts, “ Interdum cum optimis libris consentit Act. xx.

28.” but of its general readings he speaks slightly.

f Of the Colbert manuscript 17 he gives the following description:

“ Codex 17 Alexandrinis saepissime se adjungit in lectiombuscharac-

teristicis aliisque, ut interdum tamen ad alios, presertim ad Occi-

dentales, nonnunquam etiam ad Constantinopolitanos se inclinat.

Quamobrem ubi cum caiteris Alexandrinis consentit, pro Alexan-

drino habendus est ; ubi vero ab iis discrepat, dissensus ejus ccetero-

rutn consensioni opponi non debet, sed a recta via deflexisse censetur.”

Symb. Crit. vol. i. p. 26.

Symb. Crit. vol. ii. p. 134. { lb. p. 150,
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as Alexandrine, has been asserted, I know not that it has

been proved : and, were it even more probable than it

seems to be, I do not see how it could amount at best to

any thing more than mere presumptive testimony. Be-

sides, I am not convinced that any of them read 05 ;
but

rather that ail of them, in concurrence with the whole

stream of Western authorities, read 6. The following is

the statement ofGriesbach : E versionibus Arabica polygl.

et Siavonica MS. et ed. exhibent solae Ssog, caeteras omnes

non Ssos, sed pronomen os sive b exprimunt. Nempe Copt.

Sahid. et Syr. p. in m. os qui: Vulg. vero et It. (clar.

Boern.) 0 quod; Syr. utr. Erp. ^Ethiop. et Armen, alter-

utrum legerunt pronomen sive qui sive quod.” He here

distinctly stales, that the Coptic, Sahidic, and Philoxen-

ian versions (the latter indeed only in its margin) read bg

or qui : and that the Syriac, the Erpenian Arabic, the

JEthiopic, and the Armenian all read either os or 0, qui

or quod. But on the other hand I contend, in the first

place, that neither the Coptic, the Sahidic, nor the Philox-

enian necessarily read bg
,

but more probably use a rela-

tive connected with an antecedent expressive of the word

mystery, in precise conformity with the Vulgate : for, in

both the Coptic and Sahidic, the word mystery is decided-

ly proved to be masculine by the definitive article mascu-

line being prefixed, so that the subsequent relative occurs

of course in the same gender. A similar remark, respect-

ing the Philoxenian version, is made by its Editor, whom
Griesbach very properly terms “ Whilius vir doctissi-

mus,” and who correctly translates the passage “ myste-

rium pietatis, quod manifestatum est in carne.”

Having thus proved that the Coptic, the Sahidic, and the

Philoxenian versions do not necessarily read 6s, but most

probably* 0 ;
I shall now show, that the Peshito, or vulgar

Syriac, the Erpenian Arabic, and the JEthiopic, do not
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indifferently read b£ or o, but indisputably o. If os be the

reading, it is evident that the following clauses of the verse

cannot be grammaticaly connected by a copulative, but

that the passage must be translated as the Unitarians trans-

late it, “ He, who was manifested in the flesh, wasjustifi-
ed, &c.” But, in all the versions alluded to, the subse-

quent clauses are grammatically connected by a copula-

tive, that is, by the same letter waw in the different char-

acters of the different languages expressive oft he same con-

junction and
;
so that the passage must unavoidably be ren-

dered, ‘‘which was manifested in the flesh, and was jus-

tified in the Spirit, &c.”

But I may be reminded, that I have forgotten the Ar-

menian version. I have not forgotten, but purposely omit-

ted to mention it : and that for this plain reason ; because

it reads neither bg orb but, in conjunction with the Byzan-

tine text, Sco;. For proof of this I refer to the edition

published by Uscan at Amsterdam in 1666, the pjinceps

editio, and to a subsequent one in duodecimo by -another

editor at the same place in 169S : all, except the octavo

edition of 166S, (merely a republication of Uscan)* with

which we are acquainted. Now in lioth of these the rea-

ding certainly is God. This blunder is not solely imputa-

ble to Griesbach. It seems to have been first made by

Kuster, who, I apprehend, attempted no new collation of

the versions, but simply republished that of Mill. Mill

however does not name the Armenian version in his note

upon the passage ; but Kuster does, probably inserting it

by mistake from the hurry of transcription. Wetstein ap-

pears to have copied from Kuster, and Griesbach from

Wetstein. Had Griesbach depended upon manuscript and

not printed authority, it is presumed that he would have

quoted it as such, precisely as in his note upon 1 John v.

* Marsh’s Michaelis, vol. ii. part i. p. 103.
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7. But in which wav soever the blunder be accounted

for, the fact of the. reading; is incontrovertible: and it is

equally incontrovertible, that the anxiety of accommoda-

ing their version to the Vulgate, which has been attributed

to the Armenians, to Uscan in the seventeenth, as well as

to Haytho, a king of Armenia, in the thirteenth, century,

whatsoever effect it might have elsewhere produced, assur-

edly did not operate here. Of every version therefore

thus quoted, Griesbach’s statement is incorrect : for one,

instead of reading os or 6, reads Ssog ; three others, instead

of necessarily leading os, probably read 6 ; and the remain-

ing three, instead of indifferently reading os or o, indispu-

tably read 6.

I have been the more particular in my remarks upon

the celebrated passage from Timot' y, because it is one, in

which the consequences, deducible from Griesbach’s theory

of the classification and comparison of manuscripts, are

most, conspicuous. He is deficient in the direct testimony

of Fathers, and even upon his own statement but partially

supported by the collateral one of versions
;

yet he pro-

nounces og to be the Alexandrine reading, principally influ-

enced by the presumed authority of certain supposed Alex-

andrine manuscripts : then, annihilating the Western read-

ing o, which is, in li is judgement, a mere corruption of Sg,

(the very reverse of Wetstein’s argument,) he represents

os as common to both the Alexandrine and Western texts,

and thus establishes a preponderance of classes against the

Byzantine. Yet even admitting his principle, but correct-

ing his inaccuracy, ought we not to draw a very different

conclusion? Should we not rather say, that, because the

Byzantine text, with an infinity of manuscripts and Fathers,

reads Seo?, and because eight (viz. G, 10, 23, 31, 37, 39,

46, 47.) out of eleven Alexandrine manuscripts coincide

with it, while only one certainly opposes it, the other two

being doubtful, therefore the preponderance of classes is

against the Western
;
and that^so?, not o or og, seems to be
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the genuine reading;? I shall of course be understood as

confining; my observations solely to the doctrine and ef-

forts of Griesbaoh’s classification. To discuss also the de-

ductions of his conjectural criticism* would be irrelevant

to the subject before me.

* To one point however I must be here admitted slightly to al-

lude. Griesbach supposes that 02 was mistaken for ©2
,
because

the transcriber knew that the passage was usually interpreted of

God, the Word. “ Nimirum 02 facile transiit in ©2 ,
cum librarii

non ignorarent, locum hunc vulgo de Ssw Aoyw intelligi.'’ But sure-

ly transcribes by profession (and such, before the invention of print-

iag, where those who transcribed manuscripts] are never in the habit

of reasoning upon the sense of what they copy.. Ask a low station-

er of the present day, after he h^fe engrossed the conveyance of an

estate with a long description of the title, whether that title accrued

by descent or purchase ; and he will perhaps be puzzled to answer

the question. A transcriber therefore, in the case under considera-

tion, having his attention rivetted to words and not to things, would

be more likely, I apprehend, to commit an error by omission than bv

addition; to overlook the horizontal lines which distinguish ©2 from

02, than to supply them.

I cannot help adding another remark with respect to the particu-

lar reading of the manuscript A. Mill states, that at first he sus-

pected the reading of Ssoj assigned to it ; but that afterwards he

clearly distinguished the ancient traces of the horizontal line which

formed the©: “Verumpostea perlustrato attentius loco, lined®,

qu® primam aciem fugerant, ductus quosdam ac vestigia •satis ccrta

deprehendi, prsesertim ad partem sinistram.” Wetstein however

conceives that Mill deceived himself, mistaking, for the horizontal

line of the theta, that which belongs to an epsilon in a word on the

opposite side of the leaf, Prolegomena, p. 22. But Woide maintains

this to be impossible, because the line of the epsilon in question is not

precisely at the hac/c of the theta, but a little below it. Not. Cod.

Alex. $. 87. The veracity of Mill, (to omit the testimony of others,)

that he saw a line of this description, seems unimpeachable. Can it

be deemed remarkable, that it should have disappeared, after so long

a lapse of years, in a manuscript perpetually examined in this parti-

cular place and injuriously treated, when it is considered, that Gries-

bach admits the possibility of the evanescence even of whole letters
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Upon the hypothesis therefore under consideration, which

represents the Alexandrine text as the most ancient and

most valuable, common prudence requires, that no manu-

script be admitted into an alliance with that text, except

upon the most indisputable proofs of affinity. If an im-

proper one be incautiously ranked with it, the confusion

introduced must be incalulable
;
for the single testimony

of this manuscript, will then be regarded as outweighing

that of an hundred others belonging to the Byzantine

class. And if it moreover happen to be supported by an-

other of the Western, (no uncommon occurrence,) its rea-

dings, as far as the preponderance of classes is to be re-

garded, will be deemed extremely probable : if supported

by one or two more of its own class and of the Western

together, indisputable. “ Quotquot enim ad eandem re-

censionem pertinent, testes inter se consentientes, pro un*

ico haberi debent. Usu venire potest ut duo tresve codi-

ces tantundem valeant, quantum alii centum Indeed

the principal use to be derived from the establishment of

different texts, as laid down bjr Griesbach, is professedly the

defence of readings, approved by critical conjecture, but

discoverable in only a few manuscripts, against those of an

almost innumerable crowd of later and inferior ones.

“ Praecipuus vero recensionum in criseos sacrae exercitio

usus hie est, ut earum auctoritate lectiones bonas, sed in

paucis libris superstites defendamus adversus, juniorum et

vulgarium codicum innumerabilem paene turbam.”t It

seems evident then, that the arrangement of classes is not

in the Ephrem manuscript (sleeping quietly in the royal library at
Paris without molestation) between the short period of Wetstcin’s
time and his own ? “ Immo vocabula nonnulla, qu® ego legere baud
potui, assecutus erat ille, sive armatis oculis ca perlustrave-at, quod
equidem haud feceram, sive lilerarum ductus

, ut credibile cst, inde a
Wetstenii tempore magis evanuerint." Symb. Crit. vol.' i. p. 6.

* Prolegomena, p. 79. f Symbol® Critic®, vol. i. p. 122.

r.
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intended to supersede, but to act in subordination to con-

jectural criticism. Thus we perceive in John vii. S. the

word oux substituted for onew (syu ou'irw ava^aivu sis “rrjv Io»tkjv

<rawT)v) upon authority in this respect inferior; while in

John i. 18. the word Sso= is not substituted for uios, (ofiovoyo-

v>is uios) or even consigned to marginal probability, although

countenanced by authority of the kind every way supe-

rior.

But how is this design of Griesbach, particularly in the

Epistles of St. Paul, to be carried into full effect, if he be

precluded from his appeal to the Alexandrine text by a

defect of evidence ? Or rather perhaps, when the appeal

solely applies to manuscripts, from all evidence whatsoever ?

Yet this, if my statement and mode of reasoning be more

accurate than his, appears to be the unavoidable result of

my inquiry ;
for, if A and C are not Alexandrine, the

class of the others, detirmined only by a comparison with

them, falls to the ground instantly.

In all the preceding observations I have adopted, after

Griesbach, the suppose ! existence of three texts at least

;

the Alexandrine, the Western, and the Byzantine
;
but I

must add, that the existence of the Alexandrine seems to

me very problematical. That there is a frequent diversi-

ty of readings between the Latin version and the received

text is unquestionable; and that this diversity is sufficient

to constitute a distinct classification of readings may fairly

perhaps be presumed. That there are also many Greek

manuscripts generally coinciding with the Latin version

(whether derived lineally or collaterally from the Greek

original of that version, or fiom some other Greek copy

or copies subsequently rendered conformable with it, I do

not apprehend makes any great difference in the question)

will, 1 doubt not, be readily granted. Nor will the argu-

ment be affected by the presumption, that the Latin ver-

sion and its relatives are nothing more than illegitimate

branches of an ancient Greek text
;
because, whatsoever
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credit we may attach to the r peculiar readings, they

nevertheless still afford us a seperate classification : but

that there exists an Alexandrine text, more valuable as

well as more ancient than either the Byzantine or the

Western, has in my judgement been never proved. There

is certainly no manuscript to be referred to as containing

any thing like a clear specimen of such a text. And what

is the testimony of the Alexandrine Fathers? Do they all

accord inappropriate readings of their own? Or do even

two of them thus accord of any one century ? They in-

deed often coincide with the readings of the Western text

;

but do they often read against it ? Ido not mean simply

against three or four Western manuscripts; but also against

the Latin writers and the Latin versions.* For it seems

not sufficient to demonstrate, that Origen, or any other

* The possibility that manuscripts written in Alexandria might

have been adapted to the Latin text, is thus stated by Michaelis in

his remarks upon the manuscript A commonly called the Alexandri-

an : “ I confess that I am of the same opinion
;

because the inquiry

turns not so much on the Codex Alexandrinus as on the more ancient

manuscript, of which this is a copy. For if this ancient manuscript

latinized, the Cod. Alex, must do the same, in whatever country it

was written : and since it was by no means necessary, that books

constantly remain in the same country, and they may be transferred

from one library to another, it is possible, that latinizing copies were

brought from Italy or the west of Africa into Egypt or Greece

;

a

faithful transcript therefore from any one of these would likewise la-

tinize, though written in Constantinople, Greece, or Egypt.” Vol.

ii. part i. p. 196. The following is the note of Dr. Marsh : “The
possibility that Greek manuscripts in Alexandria were alteredfrom the

Latin , no one can deny. Even so early as the time of Origen single

alterations might have taken place; for the learned Father, in a pas-

sage quoted by Wetstein in his note to Matt. viii. 28. complains of

erroneous readings sv roiS sXX?]vixoij av<nypa<pois, which clearly im-

plies the use of manuscripts written in some other language than the

Greek : and, as he spent some time in Rome, it is not impossible that

he made use of the established version of a church, which at all times

maintained the highest authority."
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Alexandrine Father, has numerous variations from the By-

zantine text : but also that these variations from the By-

zantine do not coincide with the Westarn, that mighty rod

of Aaron ever prepared to swallow the feebler rods of

Egvpt ;
nor even to shew, that there are occasionally un-

connected as well with the Western as with the Byzan-

tine, unless it can be proved, that their irregularities in

this respect are constant and peculiar
;
not mere anomal-

ies arising from accidental causes, and common to both

the other texts. At present we can only presume upon the

frequent recurrence of characteristical readings, until a

collection of them be made and published from the joint

writings of the Alexandrine Fathers. This however is a

task which has never bepn attempted, although it seems to

to form an absolute preliminary to decison
;
and which, I

apprehend, if ever undertaken, will at least prove as dif-

ficult in its accomplishment as hopeless in its effect.

I am aware that the reflections which I make run coun-

ter to public prejudice, to the opinion of many whose li-

terary talents conciliate my esteem, and whose critical acu-

men command my respect. But, in the republic of letters,

no supremacy is admissible but that of truth
;
and I flatter

myself, that I possess the same claim to the candour of o-

thers, which Griesbach has to mine. I shall not there-

fore, 1 trust, be misconstrued as wishing unnecessarily to

diminish the number of classes adopted by him, from an

overweening fondness for any pre-conceived system of my
own, to which his allotted number might be deemed in-

imical. On the other hand, I sincerely wish that it could

be augmented, convinced that the rule of classification

would afford no inconsiderable advantages to textual criti-

cism, could it be in more instances satisfactorily exempli-

fied. I have nevertheless censured what appears to me an

important oversight in his argument
;

the presumption of

five or six classes, but the investigation of only three, and

that with the persuasion of as decisive an issue as if a per-
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feet knowledge of the whole had been attained : for I con-

not admit the accuracy of that reasoning, which, from de-

fective premises, attempts to draw complete conclusions.

Instead of establishing five or six classes, I confess that I

see not good ground for the admission of even three. I

do not however deny, that these, or more than these, ex-

ist, because their existence is possible but I contend, that

it has not been sufficiently proved.

The idea of a classification of manuscripts on an extend-

ed scale is doubtless captivating, fraught with hope, and

pregnant with promise : but the moment we commence

its reduction to practice, difficulties start up on every side,

and conjecture begins to supply the place of conviction.

By an intricate and involved analysis we are. tempted to

exalt possibilities into probabilities, and probabilities into

certainties
;

we raise class over class in our system, as

children picture castle rising over castle in a stormy cloud,

soon to be immerged in gloom and obscurity. But, al-

though the prospect before us affords enough to satiate,

there is, I fear, little in it to satisfy. We find ample scope

for the sportive gambols of imagination, but no very solid

footing for the soberer exertions of reason : while we fan-

cy ourselves to be walking in the broad light'of day, we
may prove to be but wildly wandering in the dark,

f

and

stumbling at every step.

[In the Appendix the author exhibits

—

1. The Readings of Origen alone, where the manuscript

A agrees with the received Text. These he repre-

sents as amounting to 199.

2. The Inconstant Readings of Origen alone, where A
agrees with the received Text, amounting to 245.
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3. Agreements of A with Origen, where the received

Text reads alone : amounting to 53,

4. Agreements of A with Origen, where Origen reads in-

constantly, agreeing both with A and the received

Text. 29.

5. Agreements of A C, with Origen, where the received

Text reads alone. 53.

6. Agreements of A C with Origen, where Origen reads

inconstantly agreeing both with A C, and the received

Text. 19.

7. Deviations of A alone, in opposition both to Origen

and the received Text. 110.

S. Readings of the Boernerian INIS. G. where A agrees

with the received Text. 234.

9. Agreements of A with G, where the received Text

reads alone. 123.

10. Deviations of A alone, in opposition both to G and the

received Text. 169.

He then concludes his discussion with the following©
Remarks.]

In the preceding extracts from the Boernerian MS.
many readings will occur not to be found in Griesbach. I

have already observed, p. 41, that more than ninety omis-

sions are discoverable even in the limited portion of St.

Paul's Epistles under consideration. He probably con-

tented himself with the references of Wetstein without re-

vision or augmentation, although the manuscript had been

previously edited by Matthau. The numerous errors in-

deed of Wetstein, in reference to the MS. A, he seems

to have carefully corrected : but Woide, in his publication

of that MS. had given a seperate collection of all its read-

ings uuder the arrangement of chapter and verse, in which
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Wetstein’s notices were marked, and the word male, in

italics, affixed to every inaccuracy. Matthaei did not take

the same trouble with the Boernerian : and Griesbach’s av-

ocations, it is to be presumed, prevented him from accom-

plishing the task himself. The deficiency however is here

supplied in a part, at least, of St. Paul’s Epistles.

In order to form an exact parallel to the comparison of

A with Origen, as an exemplar of the Alexandrine text,

I have thus subjoined a comparison of A with the Boerne-

rian manuscript, as an exemplar of the Western : but I am
nevertheless, tar from considering either comparison as

complete, either in its principle or application
; nor do I

think that absolute conviction is attainable with our pres-

ent defective and undigested materials of investigation.

I have remarked, that the very existence of the Alex-

andrine text is at best but problematical
; and so, I appre-

hend, it must continue to be, until the contrary position be

proved by a characteristical collection of Alexandrine read-

ings, contradistinguished from these, not only of the By-
zantine, but also of the Western, text. When Griesbach

undertook the arduous task of preparing a critical edition,

and even a corrected text, of the New Testament upon a

novel hypothesis, he ought surely to have placed its accu-

racy beyond the possibility of objection, before he attempt-

ed its reduction to practice as an unerring rule of textual

criticism ; not to have proceeded upon the bare probability

of conjecture, but to have previously grounded himselfupon

sure demonstration. The Alexandrine text constitutes the

main pin, which holds together the complicated machinery

of his system. This therefore he should have first iucon-

trovertibly established ; but the position still remains ex-

posed to many great and serious objections. When under-

taking to confirm it, what is the species of proof which

he adduces? He appeals not to the joint readings of Alex-

andrine writers characteristically distinguished, but princi-

pally to the joint readings of A and C, in conjunction
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with those of Origen. Matthaei had denied the existence

both of an Alexandrine and a Western text. The former

Griesbach attempts to prove by a comparison and from a

calculation which has been sufficiently detailed : and then

subjoins the following result : “ Quae cum ita sc habeant

extra omnem dubitationis aleam positum esse videtur ;

—Lectiones, quas A et C unanimi consensu exhibent,

jure mcritoque Jllexandrinis et vetustis (donee contrari-

urn probetur) accenseri.”* And again, “ Codex C : Des-

criptionem ejus dedimus, tom. i. p. 3. Ibidem etiam p. 133.

disputavimusde indole texus ejus in Epistolis Paullinis, at-

que ostendimus, mirifice consentire hunc librum cum
Origine et codice A, adeoque eum exhibere Alexandrinam

recensionem, ab Occidentali omnino diversam.”t

Convincing, however, as this supposed wonderful coin-

cidence may have appeared to him, when we recollect that

the reality of an Alexandrine text is the point to beproved

and not to be presupposed
,
we shall have reason to sus-

pect, and even more than to suspect, the accuracy of his

conclusion. He enumerates seventy-five joint readings of

A or C common to Origen : I have myself been able to

collect only seventy-two,! which I have already given sepe-

* Symbol® Critic® vol. i. pp. 137, 138.

f Symbol® Critic®, vol. ii. p. 31.

t It is possible that 1 may have overlooked three instances of agree-

ment observed by Griesbach, but I do not think it probable. I have
however observed three instances of agreement incorrectly marked
by him in his notes to the New Testament. The first is Galatians

vi. 15, EflViv for uS'/ysi A B C D E F G Or. but Origen has no such

verse. The second is Phillippians ii. 9. x to A B C 17. Or. but no
addition of the kind occurs in the Symbol® Critic®. The third is

Titus i. 15 = p.£v, A C D E F G Orig.\\yap Syr. Or. Here is a

double reference
;
but the last is the true one, as yap is substituted for

p.£v, so that the first must be deemed incorrect: nor is the verse quo-

ted more than once by Origen.
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ratelv, with the principal references to other manuscripts

and Fathers annexed. From a particular inspection of

these it will appear, that, out of the whole number of

seventy -two, there are not more than seven readings which

do not coincide as well with the Latin versions, or some

Western manuscript (viz. D E F G) or writer, as with A,

C, and Origen. The seven exceptions are Romans iii. 30.

I Cor. ii. 3. iii. 13. x. 32. xii. 3. 2 Cor. i. 12. Philip. 1. 24.

Of these the first occurs in Clemens and Cy rill, the sec-

ond and third in no Alexandrine Father whatsoever except

Origen, the fourth in only Cyril I, the fifth in only Cy rill

occasionally , the sixth in Clemens only, and the seventh

in both Clemens and Cy rill in conjunction with Byzantine

MSS. and Chrysostom. While such is the character of the

seven readings which do not coincide with the Western

text, the sixty Jive others, which do coincide with it, will

be found generally in alliance not with one version, manu-

script, or Father only, but with more, and frequently with

versions, manuscripts, and Fathers united.

From these premises, it seems not very difficult to draw

a satisfactory result, but it is one diametrically opposite to

that of Griesbach. Instead of contemplating a great majority

of the readings as peculiarly Alexandrine, because they are

found in the manuscripts A and C in conjunction aluays

with Origen, and sometimes v\ith one or two more Fathers

of the same description, (which by the 'vay is also improp-

erly representing the classification of A and C, not, as in

truth it is, the final object, but the legitimate means of in-

vestigation,) should we not rather contend, that they are

more probably Western ? They are ceitainly common to

both classes, and seem likely to have been adopted by one

of them from 'he otlmr: but as the existence of an Alex-

andrine class has not been proved, and as the stream of

evidence is far greater on the side ol the Wertern, it ap

* M
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pears, I apprehend, not unreasonable to conclude, that the

latter exhibits the original, and the former the adopted, read-

ings. The respect paid to the Western text was always

considerable, and the sphere of its action extensive ; rather

therefore should we conceive, that, instead of gravitating

towards another, it attracted every thing: within its influ-

ence towards its own centre. If A and C as well as Ori-

gen on most occasions coincide with the Western text, why
are their individual coincidences in any number of instan-

ces to be considered as almost miraculous? Is it not better

to subtract the miracle, and to say, that it is usual for those

things, which generally participate in a common resem-

blance, to be found particularly conformable with each

other.

But it may justly be remarked, that, in or< er to ascer-

tain the true character of the readings of Origen, the whole

of them together, and not a partial selection, should he ex-

amined. With this impression, I have given all which a

diligent investigation enabled me to discover, in the Epis-

tles of St. Paul, and have noted those which agree with

other Alexandrine authorities, or with the Western, or w itli

both. The total amount of his readings is six hundred

and nine out of which are two hundred and twenty-six
,

which coincide with either Western or Alexandrine authori-

ty, or with both. Of the remainder, many indeed, not

unfrequently accord with the Byzantine, but many more are

perfectly insula ed. The number however of the latter

may doubtless be very considerably reduced, by making

due allowances for the freedom of quotation, and for the

errors of transcription. And perhaps a still farther re-

duction, if not an almost entire annihilation, might be ef-

fected by our acquisition of completer collations of Fathers,

manuscripts, and versions, than vve at present possess.

How numerous the collateral readings of this kind are.
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with which we are yet unacquainted, may be conjectured

from the many additions not long since made by Matthaei

to those of Chrysostom alone; and even by the very quo-

tations of Origen under consideration, of no contemptible

part of which we were altogether ignorant, until they were

brought to light by the laborious scrutiny of Griesbach.

But, notwithstanding the great amountof this incongruous

remainder, there are found a sufficient number of congruous

readings for the purpose at least of a comparative examina-

tion.

There occur two hundred and twenty-six
,
which coin-

cide with one or both of the classes alluded to. Of these,

one hundred and eighteen are supported by Western au-

thoity alone, ninety by both Western and Alexandrine uni-

ted, and only eighteen by Alexandrine alone. Supposing

the existence of an Alexandrine text, we may presume,

that Origen would frequently have associates of the des-

cription in peculiar readings ,
but this presumption is far

from being warrented by fact. For in truth, the very re-

verse takes place
;

as out of two hundred and twenty-six

readings, Origen has but eighteen distinguishable from the

Western text, in which he is joined by any other Alexan-

drine Father. Nor even in this limited number, of eigh-

teen, does he read in conjunction with more than one Al-

exandrine, (sometimes with Clemens, and sometimes with

Cyril 1, )
except in the following five instances

;
Rom. iii.

30. 1 Cor. iv. 13 viii. S. Ephes. v. 25. Philip, i. 24. in

which he receives a double support. On the other hand,

his alliance with Western authority, in exclusion of the Al-

exandrine, is so intimate, that he reads with that alone, not

eighteen but one hundred and eighteen times, a full moiety

of the whole amount. Neither does he here often read

with one or two, but general!}7 (the source indeed being
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more prolific) with numerous associates. The conclusion

deducible from this general statement seems obvious.

That Origen should occasionally depart from a text, with

which he usually accords, cannot be deemed remarkable.

It is precisely the case with other writers, confessedly par-

ticipating in the peculiarities of the Western, or of the By-

zantine. An exemplar, indeed, of neither text exists in

its original purity ; for the current of each has become tur-

bid from the soil over which it has passed, during the

lapse of so many centuries, and not unfrequently have their

devious streams been united. Chrysostom sometimes de-

parts from the received text, in conjunction with otherFa-

thers of a similar description
;
but will any one on that ac-

count maintain, that the writings of Chrysoston afford a

new classification ? Accidental varieties necessarily occur ;

but the species still remains distinct and appropriate.

If country is to be esteemed the true criterion of classi-

fication, and the existence of separate texts in every consi-

derable district to be presumed, I see no reason, why the

number should not be augmented ; why Syria, for instance,

and Asia Minor, should not have their separate texts, as

well as Byzantium, Rome, and Egypt. Cappadocia alone

produced three writers of distinguished character and cre-

dit, Basil with Gregory Nazianzen, and Gregory of Nys-

sa ;* and ihese have not onlyT common, but peculiar read-

* If these writers realiy followed a text different from that which

has been denominated the Byzantine, it is evident, that they cannot

be properly taken into the computation of Byzantine authority. So
also, if Eusebius and Damascenus, one of Cffisarea, the other of Da-
mascus, be considered as adherents to the text of their own country,

viz. the Syrian, and not, as Griesbach supposes, to the Alexandrine,

their testimony connot be correctly classed under the latter text, and,

if so classed, can only lead to a fallacious result. Griesbach, it is

true, represents Eusebius as an admirer of the reasoning, and there-

fore a copier of the quotations, of Origen
; but admitting his premi-

ses, I cannot subscribe to the legitimacy of his conclusion. Nor even,
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ings : why do we not form another text from their quota-

tions ? Basil, it is true, travelled to Egypt, but so did

Origen to Rome
;
yet the latter is regarded as having been

still attached to the eharacteristical text (if such there were)

of his own country. Ought we not then, if the principle

be at all admissible, to assert the same also of the former?

But, in truth, the existence of even three texts has never

been proved analytically. Transported with the love of

synthetical combination, and with the pride of conjectural

talent, we may give loose to unbridled Criticism, and pur-

sue a favourite track, disdainful of the rugged path, and the

terrific precipice; and may astonish the world with intri-

cacy of research, and with boldness of enterprise : but the

credit of our discoveries will scarcely be permanent, unless

the road, which leads to them, be secure and certain. Syn-

thetical reasoning, how speciously soever it may dogma-

tize, seldom convinces, being too often founded upon the

unstable basis of mere gratuitous presumption- Instead of

pointing out the deductions of incontrovertible truth, it

not unfreqnently indicates consequences deducible only

from preconceived error. It is by analysis alone, that we
arrive at satisfactory conclusions

;
and, when the hypothe-

sis of an extended classification in manuscripts is, not syn-

thetically presumed, but analytically demonstrated, I shall

myself be the first to adopt, ana the last to relinquish it.

admitting both, should I be warranted in ranking Eusebius on the

Alexandrian side in my calculation of testimonies; for my argument

applies not to writers, who repeat
, but to those, who, corroborate, ihe.

evidence of Origen.
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§ I-

In many places in the New Testament, and especially in

the Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, the chief diffi-

culty to interpreters, has arisen from this word, whose

meaning for this very reason, we have determined to in-

vestigate with considerable care. We shall in the first

place make some general remarks concerning the word,

and then proceed to examine the particular places in the

New Testament in which it occurs.

§ II.

Verbal Nouns ending in |u,a, as they are derived

from the preterit tense passive, have generally a passive

signification. But as the preterit passive is sometimes to

be understood actively , or rather, as the passive form of

the preterit, like that of the imperfect and present, may
be used for the middle, as in SsSexrou, Act.viii. 14, vgodxexkr,-

<ra
i,

xiii. 2, xvi. 10, Ssdu^rai, Gen. xxx. 20, (in the LXX.)
2 Pet. i 3, where the Obss. Krebsii. e FI. Jo-

sepho ought to be consulted, we are not to wonder that ver-

bals in fxa also assume an active signification. Just as axstf-

fj.a and iafm, a cure (6s^wir£ia) by metonomy, denotes a

medicine, that which cures ; cra^yoyvifAa consolation,

that which consoles: x^a, judgement or decision, be-

comes equivalent to xaTax^.« condemnation. We find

several words of this kind in connexion, Rom. v. 1G.

For to xfjifxa and xc/.Taxeif/,a, in this place condemnation, are

N
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opposed -^ugitfp.a which here signifies not that which is

given , but a judgement different from condemnation (xgipa),

to gigsffSca, Eph. iv. 32, forgiveness; and dixaiu/xa, which

denotes the opposite of xaTaxgtp.a, that is, absolution, <5ixat-

wffiv <rr,s %ur)<r, Rom. v. 1 3 ;
where the Apostle makes men-

tion, verse 14, of the similitude between Christ and

Adam, which is explained more fully in verse 17 ; and al-

so their dissimilitude in verses 15, Ifa', and that in two res-

pects. The first difference he places in this, that the

things for which we are indebted to Christ are totally

different from those things which we have received from

Adam. For Adam brought death , that is misery

,

upon

a great multitude, but Christ, the grace and gift of God
propitiated, that is life or felicity, verses 17, 21, vii. 23.

Another difference consists in this, that condemnation arose

from one sin
;
pardon relates to many, verse 16, which

may be thus expressed, “ And not as it was by one sin*

so is the gift, which divine grace has conferred (Rom. v.

15), on account of the favour of one man, Jesus Christ, to-

wards us (compare 2 Cor. viii. 9.) For the (xgip.a) judg-

ment, in which we are held on account of Adam, is eitxarax-

gi(ia,t ih: tis, condemns; but theforgiveness (^agutfia) which

is by another Adam, after many sins, is (sis <5ixaioip.a) to ab-

solution, that is absolves. Nor is the word <5txaioop.a used

* The words -l svoS which follow,seem to demonstrate that the read-

ing ofap.agTrjp.aTos is to be preferred to the common reading of ap.ag-

T'/jO'avtos
;
which also appears from the opposite expression sx croXXwv

vrugairrufj.aruv. It is therefore to be taken as if we read £vos •xaga.K-

'ruy.uroS. Nor can the passage be understood unless ap.agTrip.aTos pre-

cede, to which the word £vos can refer.

For the meaning of <3ia in ver. 16, 0i* svos, examine Rom. ii. 27.

iv. 11. 1 Tim. ii. 15, and ^ in Deut. i. 32, Psalm, lxxviii. 32.

f Eis xavaxgifna and Sis 0ixaiwp.a we suppose to be a Hebraism, and

of the same import as xaraxgipa and dixaiwp.a. See? a similar expres-

sion Heb. vi. 0, where £»s xavtfiv is used for xauffij : also (Rom.vi. 19-)
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otherwise in verse 15, where we read : “as by the Kagait-

Twp,a (fall) of one man, judgment has come upon all men
xaraxgipa, to condemnation; so also by the righteousness, <5i-

xaiwp,a,of one, has forgiveness come to all men unto justifica-

tion of life, su <Wiw<nv ^wris. * In this place <5ixaiwp,a, appears

to be the Sixaiurfis of Christ, who in the spirit sv^veupaTi, that is

in a condition opposed to <rrj aagxi his humility, (Heb. v. 7.

2 Cor. v. 16), and thus in that better condition in which,

his life being restored, was declared just, dixaios, by God, 1

Tim.iii. 16. That very glory , to which he is advanced, is

an evidence that he has perfectly obeyed all the laws which,

forthe sake of our salvation, were imposed upon him, and

especially that one which demanded an expiatory death, to

be undergone on the cross, (Rom. v. 5, 10; Heb. x. 11, 18;

John x. 17.) But the same Sixaiutii; of Christ also became

ours (Rom. iv 25.) when, in the divine counsel concern-

ing making expiation for man by the dixaioffuvt] of Christ,

that is, in this place, his obedience even unto death, satis-

faction could not be made without our being declared aton-

ed for, that is,<5ixaioi, or free from punishment and made par-

takers of salvation. Nor does the opposite word iraga.KTuiJ.oi

oppose this, which not only signifies an offence or sin, but

also after the Hebrew manner, punishment and misery con-

joined with it. For if Kuga.K<vuy.a were tagaxo'q itself and dixa-

iwfxa uKaxorj itself, then verses IS and 19 would hardly differ

from each other. But the one illustrates the other, if you

translate the former; “as by the fall KagaK-ru^a ofone (Adam)

condemnation, or sin and misery, came upon all men
; so

* This expresion is similar to Ps. lxv. 6, God of our salvation, that

is, the Author of our salvation ; also Sirac xlv. 6. vop.o; gurjs xai skkJ-

Tr)p.Tjj, that is, the law that bringeth salvation and knowledge. Rom.

viii. 2, V0 /J.0S tx Kvsvjj,aTo? <r»]S is the dominion or rule of a life-

giving spirit, or if we refer to vop,os, a life-producing command

or influence of the spirit. In Heb.ii.14. xgaro; S-/u\ <rx Davarx denotes

one that has a death-bringing command.
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by the righteousness of one, (Christ,) righteousness (<5i-

xaiuy.cc), came to all men, bringing salvation” which sen-

tence is explained by verse 19 ; since the causes of the

condemnation of Adam and the righteousness or abso-

lution of Christ, namely of the former sragaxoy of the lat-

ter uaaxoy, are more expressly mentioned, and a great

number of men, on account of the Sixaioffuvyv or wffuxoyv,

not of themselves, but of Christ, are said not less to

be constituted dixaioi. that is, not less to obtain Sixaiuaiv guys

than on account of disobedience, nagaxoyv, not their own,

but Adam’s, to be constituted ayagruXoi,* that is, said to be

obnoxious to xuraxgiya. (verse IS.) The same meaning of *a-

-gavTuya is found in verse 15, where it is opposed to-%agi<rya;

and a little after is explained more clearly by xgiya substitu-

ted in its place, which in verse l(i, answers oppositely to

’Xugtffyu. In like manner passing by verse 20, in which we
find xapairruya to be uyagnu, but in 21, connected with 5a-

va-ros, (vide vii. 10, 13), we also find the same word, xi.ll,

signifying not only the impiety of the Jews but also, <ro <m-

vsiv, their misery, to be opposed to durygiu. For in verse 12,

rraewxruya is explained by the word yrryya, as xoffyos is by

the word sbvsa. See § vii.

* AyugruXot xarzCTa^yffav, were constituted sinners, that is, were

brought into the condition ofsinners and treated as such and punished,

(seel Kings, i. 21,). So also the opposite phrase <5ixaioi xaraoru-

5l)(fov-7ai denotes constituted righteous, treated as righteous. But

that those who have not committed Adam’s act of disobedience
;

nay those who have not had the divine law expressed in words, as

those that lived before Moses, [Rom. v. 14,] and Gentiles, and those

who do’-not at all know the divine will, as infants,are notwithstanding

on account of Adam's disobedienc, •xugaxoy, numbered among sinners

and under the same condemnation, xaraxgiyu, as Adam [ver. 18,] the

proof of which is before us constantly in the universality of death,

appears more fully in verse 12, to which verse 18 subjoins a furth-

er illustration, where by one man, or by the disobedience of one [ver.

19,] sin, or corruption ayuenu, [Com.vii.8, and ver. following] is said

to have been introduced into the world and by it death, which for this
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§ HI.

But we proceed now to the word •jrXripwp.a itself, to which

also we see a passive signification attached, as many inter-

preters* explain it, in Eph l. 23, as meaning that which

is filled,
namely the church, which is filled by Christ, who

fills all the members of his body with gifts of every kind;

or as the very learned Teller prefers, the church which

is dwelt in by Christ or God. But it is allowable for us to

doubt altogether about any passive signification, because

neither in that place nor in the rest (Rom. xi. 25, xv. 29,

Mark viii. 20; Matth. ix. 16.) mentioned by Grotius or

W. A Teller, has it necessarily a passive signification, as

we shall attempt to demonstrate, (§ xii. xiv. viii. vi.), it

is therefore assumed, whilst it cannot be established by

other proofs. Nor is there much assistance to be derived

from the phrase irX^wpara uda-rwv which is the version in

the LXX. of O’ft ’p’jDNj Cant. v. 12. For it is by no

means clear that channels filled with water are here meant,

since the LXX. take Q’p'GN as denoting fountains,

(Ps. xviii. 16.) or a rivulet, (Ps. c. xxvi. 4.) which, rath-

er than the water, fill the land. Finally, the authority of

the Valentinians,t if any one be disposed to use it to pro-

reason, that is, the introduction of sin, has come upon all men,because
all have sinned, y}[J.agrov, that is, because all equally with Adam have

been brought into the conditionof sinners. Because all are partakers, not

less of the condemnation, xavaxgip,a, than of the corruption a/xa^Tia

of Adam, communicated to all through the one parent of all. More-
over all must die

, as Adam, although there be no sin commited by

them [verses 13, 14,] for which specially death as a penalty was ap-

pointed as for Adam’s first disobedience, and for various offences in-

terdicted by the Mosaic laws.

* See Grotius, in his two Comments on Eph. i. (both of which
have been translated into English).

f That Ccrinthus used the word 'rXrjgwp.a in this sense is to

me doubtful.
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duce conviction, is by no means to be received, since no

one is able to prove that, that lucid space, which they

feigned* to be inhabited by the thirty seonst was on that ac-

count called by the name of ^X^pcd^a, which word, was used

before them to designate a place occupied, including that

which occupies it. Further, since the place which Tertullian

calls (ad v. Valent, c.xiii. p. 251.) Pleromatis Coetus, or, the

thirty aeons, is called by the same name, K^rigupa, it is

very probable that the plenitude of the tricenarian divinity,

that is, the coetus aiwvwv, of which God himself is the

head or chief, and the rest embraces those natures next to

God in excellence, (a notion derived from a perversion of

Col. ii. 9,) was first and properly called •jrXv^wfju* ;
but that

the seat or abode of this Pleroma, by metonomy, was cal-

led at length by the same name. In this way the sect of the

Valentinians did not adopt the passive but the active signi-

fication of ff'knguiM as denoting multitude, coetus, and from

this, by the same word they name the abode of the seons,

not because it was filled or inhabited, but because it was

the abode of the Pleroma.

* Compare Pseudo-Tertullianum de prescript. adv. lixret. c. xlix.

p. 216. ed. Franck. A. 1597.

f See Irenseus L. 1. c. iv. i i. p. 18, [ed Massueti] where beyond

(pus xai •rX^wp.a there are said to be (fxiai xai xevupa.~os rowoi, or, to

use the translation of Turtullian [contra Valent, c. xiv. p. 251.] loca

luminis aliena, quod (lumen) Pleromatis res sit, vacuum atque inane

illud Epicuri. It is manifest thatthey used •n’k^^upa to denote a place

to which they oppose rov <rr\S fj.$ioTr
i
<roS tokov ana this ^r^upu they

called “rov v’jfKpwva, bride’s chamber. [See Iremeusl. c. vii. p. 32.]
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§ iv.

The active force therefore remains
;
which is double.

For as things are said to befull, as well those which are

filled, as t; ose which wee perfect, entire, and absolute, so

also itXrigou (I make full) means both to fill, replenish ,

(ysfu^u,)* and to make perfect, to supply, to finish ,

(«Asiow). Whence it happens that irX^wjxa signifies, either,

the perfection, consummation of a thing, and by me-

tonomy of effect for the cause (see § ii.) that which perfects

and makes entire anything, or finishes it, that is, a supple-

ment, or complement, boundary ; or the impletion of a

thing, and by metonomy, that which fills. This latter mean-

ing is very common in the Greek writers, among whom
the wAi^wiJUM-a vewv are those things which fill ships; which

are in ships, especially the rowers, t marines, and those

things which pertain to fitting out a ship. In like manner

also Aristides, (see Eisner upon Eph.i.23) calls that which

is in a city, namely, its inhabitants, ^X^w/xa rr)g voXsws, and

the LXX. translate the Hebrew word very frequent-

ly by 7rXr)£w/jt,a, and use the expressions TrX^wfjia yrjg, Ps.

xxiv 1, oixx/u-ev-yjs, Ps. 1. 12 , SaAafftfrjg, xevi. 11
,

to denote

that which inhabits the land and the sea. But which mean-

ing is best adapted to the several places in the New-Tes-

tament is to be ascertained only from a more accurate ex-

amination of the individual expressions. To these we now

come.

* See John. iii. 29, xv. 11; CoL iv. 12; and compare Dan. x. 3, in

version Theodotion, sws 'irXrjgurfsws rgiwv s/3(5op.«<$wv, with the LXX.

sws ts tfiivTsAetfai rag Tgs is £/3<5ojxa<5as.

f Suidas, and after him, Phavorinus, affirms that not only the men
on board of a ship, but also the burthen or cargo, is called irXi^wfAa-

<ra. But as Kuster well remarks, no more is established by the ex-

amples adduced by Suidas than that the sailors and marines are

called by this appellation.
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§ V.

Galatians, iv\ 4.

In Galatians, iv. 4, we find the signification of

complement, derivative from the idea of consummation,

where Paul compares the ancients under the law of Mo-
ses to children under guardians, [Schoolmasters, iii. 24,]

and subject to their power a^Pi <7755 c?oSetf|aio£ rs cra-^os iv.

2, 3. But when the ‘zXr^ufxa, the fulness, the termina-

tion, of the time pre-appointed by the Father came, God is

said to have sent his son to free the sons of God from tne

power of the law, that they might attain uioSsuiav, adoption,

see ver. 4, and those following. In like manner Hero-

dotus calls an advanced termination of life %ov£ crX-^w,ua /xax-

P'jTUTO'J.
b

§ VI.

Matth . ix. 16. Mark, ii. 21.

In Matth.ix.16, and Mark ii. SI, the word man-

ifestly has the meaning of supplement. No one, says our

Lord, sews a piece of new, or undressed cloth, which the

fuller has not rendered smooth by scouring it, to an old

garment. For if he does otherwise, <ro crX»jpwju.a, the part

added, that which is new, taketh something away from the

old garment, and the former rent is made worse.

§ VII.

Eph. i. 10. Rom. xi. 12. Eph. iv. 13.

When two parts make a whole, one may be said to be a

supplement

,

«Xr
(
£wjuux,to the other, because there is need of

its accession before the thing can be entire and perfect.

From this it happens that the \vord remainder sometimes
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answers to crXrjgufjia, as for instance Eph. i. 10. oixovofm* m
jrXriPwaaros rwv xaipuv appears to he the dispensation, or ad-

ministration. of the times which remain, or of the affairs

to he accomplished in future times. The whole passage

seems to denote this, namely, that the hidden counsel of

God, according to his most gracious decree, is made knovvn

to us. in which he determined within himself [Col. i. 27,

and Eph ii. 4. i. 20, in which compare vjv for xaT fjv] to

commit, in relation to the administration of things in

future times, that is, the times of the dispensation of the

new covenant,-the chief authority! overall things that are

done either in heaven or earth to Christ, which is very fitly

said in that place [compare Matth. xxviii. 12. and fol. Is.

liii.10,] in which [see Eph. i 9, 11, 14,] the subject is the

salvation both of the Jews and Gentiles, (Mark xvi. 20,

Eph. iv. 10, i. 22,) which would be effected by the gos-

pel.

* Oixovoyua
. which properly denotes the administration of family

affairs, (Luke xvi. 1, 4,) and also from that, theadministration of other

things, the office or management of any thing ;Col. 1, 25, lCor. ix.

17. iv. 1. &.c ),sometimes is used in a general sense to denote the con-

stitution and nature oi a thing, as Eph. iii. 2, 8, whence in the place

under consideration it may mean the manner and nature of the time

to come, unless the word avaxs.paXaiwa'aa'ifai compel us to prefer the

meaning of dispensation.

| KspaXaioui [Sirac, xxxii. 8.], avaxspaXaiow, Rom. xiii. 9. and

tfuyxspaXaiisij.ai [vide Raphelii Annot. ed Polvbio ad T. n.] signify to

comprehend summarily. Thence ffuyxapaXaisSai Taj: that is,

to reduce to a summary, things to be done, [vide Raphelii A_nnott. ex
Xenophonte] is said to be done by one, who, that he may not himself
manage things, commits them to others, and making known to them
his will in a summary manner rests secure about the details of his

affairs. From this form ofexpression might arise the custom ofusing

tfuyxsipaXaistfSai or avax^aXausffSai ra; £v nvi, as equivalent
to giving the chiej'authority to sonic one, to appoint some one over (iji iai's\

although as is usual in other forms of speaking, the etvmology and
origin of the form of expression are not considered.

o
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The passage in Rom. xi. 11. 12, may he thus paraphra^

sed: Have they therefore stumbled, or offended, namely by

unbelief v. 20. 23. ix. 32. that they might fall, [might

perish, might fall into punishment and misery, xi, 9, 10r

22.] ? May it not be so ! Rut ont of the very evil into

which the Jews fell, by their own fault, divine benignity has

brought blessings as well for the Gentiles as for the Jews

themselves. For through their crap«c-7wfjux (fall and ruin

conjoined, «vsi5;i«v ver 30, and punishment following v.

15, 17, com. § II.) salvation has happened to the Gen-

tiles, (com. Acts xiii. 46) that they also (the Jews) may
be provoked to jealousy with the Gentiles, and to the same

desire of salvation. But if the fall of them (the Jews) has

turned to the riches (Com. 2 Cor. viii. 6 ;
James ii. 5,)

of the rest of the world, and their destruction, to the rich-

es of the Gentiles, how much more will the

(remainder) of them (the Jews) turn to the riches of the

Gentiles. That is, if the very ruin of the unbelieving

part of the Jews gave an opportunity for the promulga-

tion of the Gospel among the Gentiles; or, if the Gentiles

owe something to the unbelieving Jews and their fall as

the occasion of their own salvation, how much more will

they owe to the remaining part of the Jews, by whose

accession the nation is made entire ? How justly may it be

said that this remnant (Rom. xi. 5. 7,) which stumbled,

not, but remained free from the unbelief and misery of the

rest, have enriched the Gentiies whom they have blest

with the Gospel! (Rom xv. 27. 2 Cor. vi. 10.) There

arises also a commendation of this interpretation from

the ready connexion between verse 12th, when explained

in this manner, and the 13th. The Apostle, that I may
repeat the narration more from the beginning, is occupied

in reprimanding the arrogance, ver. 20, 25, of the Gen-

tiles who were taking an insolent and invidious pleasure

from the miseries of the Jews
;

and with this design, he

commands them to consider the present condition of the
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Jews, and foretells the very joyful change of things which

awaits them. In verse 23d and those following, he

makes use of another argument But he so treats it

that he, in the first place
,
shows that the Jews ought

to have the pity and love of the Gentiies, if they were

viewed with a proper eye, rather than their contempt and

indignation. For whether we consider the greater and

worse part of the nation, they certainly gave an oppor-

tunity to adorn the Gentiles with the benefits of the Gos-

pel, ver. 11: or if we consider the less and better part

(irA^ojjaa tojv tsCovtojv) they performed an acceptable service

to the Gentiles teaching them the Gospel of salvation,

ver. 12 For it was proper for himself, a Jew, ver. 1, to

bring back the minds of the Gentiles to a lemembrance of

the benefits they have received, and to boast of the merits

of himself and his nation towards the Gentiles, ver. 13,

that he might in this way exciie some of his own nation,

ver. 14, to the benefits of the Gentiles, which would

be attended with their own salvation, rather than that

they should be merely the joyful occasion of blessed-

ness to the Gentiles, com. verse 11. For if the very

rejection, ver. 15, of the Jews, there being few com-

paratively that have believed, has conferred such blessings

on the world, that a large multitude of Gentdes should be-

lieve the Gospel, and return to favour with God, [com. 2

Cor. v. is, 20,] we may form some opinion of the great

facilities, which the restitution of the greater part of the

Jews to Christ would bring, that is, what life to the

world, , blessedness and vigor, com. Luke xv. 32 ; 1

Thess iii. 8, the turning of so great a multitude to the

propagation of the Gospel, with a life corresponding to

this rule, would occasion, by their proclaiming the Gospel.

Wnence it happens that all the favours conferred upon the

Gentiles are derived from the Jews They have no ground

therefore, for treating the Jews with insult. In the lust

place,
the Apostle shows that the rejection of the Jews,
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although it was the occasion of salvation to tlje Gentiles,

which however, gives them no >uitable matter of boasting,

should strike them with tear, that, since God did not spare

the unbelieving Jews, who refused, ix. 30, x. 3, to acknow-

ledge his free grace and unmerited pity, they should much

less expect that their exultation, so contrary to a deep sense

of the divine grace, would be unpunished, xi. 20. 22.

Finally, since the body is the supplement of the head,

which being added, the man is entire ;* and since in this

Fourth Chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians, [see ver.

4, 12, 15, 16, compared with Col. ii. 19,] the church is

compared to a body , the head of which is Christ, it may
be believed that cXr

/
?u|j.a «* Eph. iv. 13, is that body ,

which with Christ as its head, forms something entire, that

is, a church
,
which in verse 12 had been called the tfw/ju/.

<rai xiiffrs. In the time of Paul, our Lord appointed heralds

of the Gospel endowed with ex raordinary gifts, ver. 11,

that by their ministry other Christians also might be pre-

pared for assuming the office of teachers at a future time,

that the church might greatly increase, ver. 12, until,

which are the words of the Apostle, we alt arrive at the

unity of the faith and knowledge of the Son of God,

t

until we all arrive so far that we become a grown man, one

perfect of years, who has maturity of age, visible in the

perfection of his strength
;
that is, that we may be a church

perfect in number and all parts, [com. V. 27,] worthy of a

perfect Christ
;

until we, who form the body of Christ, all

* Chrysostom [Homil. iii. upon the Epistle to the Ephes. i. 23,]

says tXr,fu^u xsaaXr,; ffw/xoeroff xspaXij.

t That this was not yet the case, is fully proved from the dissen-

sion in their minds concerning the Son of God. But as long as there

is not one faith [Col. i. 9, 10.] and living knowledge of Christ, as

there will be in another world, the ministration of the Church outrht

to continue. The word failh may here mean persuasion concerning

Christ, [Rom. xiv. 22.] in opposition to false opinions and doubts.
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together* arrive at the measure of mature and grown age

<rs wXv)^ij|AaT05 ts ^pioVa, that is, of the body, which is the

supplement of Christ, and which ought ]to attain a maturity

corresponding to his greatness, ver. Id, that there may
he no longer any , as there are of ns, (ns by participa-

tion, for you), even many who, like children, fluctuate

in their minds , and are driven about as by a wind
,
by

even/ doctrine invented through the fraud of men,

through a cunningness, not commendable, but devoted

to seductive arts. Afterwards, ver. 14 and 15, the apostle

fully treats of the admonition, concealed in verse 14th, and

goes on further; “ let us, by being more studious of holding

fast the truth,than of admitting error, and of charity rather

than mutual dissension which may be cherished either by

our own error, ver. 14, or an unbecoming reprehension

of others ver. 2, leave the childish age, ver. 14. 1 Cor.

iii. 1—3, and let us grow. &c.”

§ VIII.

1 Cor. x. 26. Mark viii. 20.

We have considered one class of the meanings of tX?]-

that of consummation, supplement, termination

(sections V.— VIII;) the others, which contains those

meanings which are derived from the idea of filing up,

or repletion, remain. Of this class to tfX'qewixa tt,; yrjs,

1 Cor. x. 26, which fills the earth, that which is in it,

(com. §. iv. ), and ffvjpSuv rXijgwp.aTa, Mark viii. 20, those

things which fill the baskets. But the following geni-

tive xXao'fAocTojv is in apposition
;

whence the whole sent-

ence means this;—“The fillings of how many baskets,

namely, fragments, took ye up ? or how many baskets

which the fragments filled took ye up?”

* The word vjXixia is often said, bv way of eminence, of adult and

perfect age which is equ;. ly removed from puerile and senile imbe-

cility. See Lysias, Demosthenes, Philostratus quoted by Wetstein,

and the celebrated Loesner upon John ix. 21.
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§ IX

But since properties are said to be in any thins;, it

ought not to appear strange that they also should be cal-

led the iXi)£w|xa of the thing, and that in a two-fold manner.

For as corporeal things have the word irX^wfjia applied to

them, whether they more or less fill the place, so also

properties, which are called by the name of irX^w^a are ei-

ther simply in the thing, or sofully in it, that the thing is

thought to be full either of certain virtues or vices
;

just

as we say to Jill the mind with superstition, that is not

only to tincture the mind with superstition, but to lill it

completely. So also in common language we blame the

man that is full of perjury, and praise him that is full

ot genius,
duty, uJJ'ection, &lc. Examples of this may

be found in Rom. xv. 13 ;
Col. i V; Rom. i. 2y; Acts

xiii. 10; vi. 5, ix. 36. Phil. i. 11; Rom. xv. 14.

§ X -

Col. ii. 9. i. 19. Eph. iii. 19.

Consequently, from what has been said, <ro vXy,^uij.u rv^s

SeK-Tjro? signifies that which is in the divine nature

f

when
we read Col. ii. 9. sv Xfu xaroacen to -TX^wjuia ty)S Sso-r;roj

ffufLarixus, whatever is in the divine nature, every divine

attribute, or that we may say with Tittman (in his work
on the traces of Gnosticism sought for in vain in the Mew
Testament,) the divine essence is said to dwell, that

is, to be in Christ o
,

w/j.a<nxws,t which meaning well agrees

* Jamblicus, or whoever was the author of the book on the Mys-

teries of Egyptians, calls those things which are in the Gods to. Tkrr

fioju.a-ro. <rwv irscjv.

t AVe doubt whether we should translate this word or not, be-
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with the design of Paul. For his design has this end,

namely, that the Colossians, as they had known Christ

Jesus the Lord,* should so live, adhering constantly to

cause we hesitate between the explication of those interpreters who

interpret the word, to denote really and truly, and another, which

explains it to mean in a corporeal, visible manner. Yer. 17, of Chap,

ii. seems to favour the former of these explanations. And indeed, the

perfect in habitation of the divine'nature in Christ might very proper-

ly be opposed to that temporary and less perfect manifestation of the

divine glory in the temple of old, which the Jewish teachers appear

to have boasted of in favour of the Mosaic institutions. But the

other sense also disquiets these same men. For if the sum or es-

sence of the divine nature dwells in Christ in a bodily manner, so

as to imbue and pervade as it were the very body of Jesus, with what

propriety could they despise the human body, which he did not con-

temn, so that they might be reproached with neglect of the body [yer.

23 ]
And if the essence of the divinity is in Christ in a bodily man-

ner, why should they seek other mediators who are not only des-

titute of those divine attributes necessary to bring us assistance, but

do not approach us with that nearness with which he approaches men
in whom the essence of divinity is, but in such a manner that he has

truly a human body, and can be numbered amongst us his kindred?

It cannot be denied indeed, that it is an unusual expression, to say

that the divine nature dwells bodily in Christ. But the union of the

divinity with human nature of Christ, including soul and body, is also

a singular and unheard-of thing: such, and so great is this union,

that the Xoyoj, who is God, [Joh. i. 1.] was made man, invested with

a body ver. 14.

* nagaXaptSaveiv is the same, Cor. xi. 23, as gav^avsiv Eph. iv.

20, which when said of a person, signifies to know that person, as

Raphelius shows from Xenophon [in his Annot, from Polybius, upon

Eph. iv. 20.] For neither in this place, Col. ii. 6, is the discourse

solely about the doctrine of Jesus Christ, whom, and whose dignity,

ver. 9, 10, the Colossians are said to have acknowledged, and whom
as their future master, they are commanded to worship, by Tightly

esteeming his majesty and forming their lives according to his will;

nor in the other passage, Eph. iv. 20, is put for the doctrine

of Christ. The Ephesians had, from the evangelical history, far

otherwise known Christ than to hope that he, whose life and pre-
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him, not following other teachers that would lead them

away from Christ. For a teacher could not be found

greater than he, in whom is the essence of the divine na-

ture, (com. Heb. i. 1— ii.3, John iii. 31,) and adhering to

whom, or through whom, (sv airu Col. ii. 10.) the Colos-

sians are made complete, (•s’g'R-Xvjpwp.sviis com. iv. 12.) so that

they need no other discipline, and nothing is wanting to

their perfect salvation. And now they have no need of

the worship of Angels, which foolish teachers insist upon

(ver. IS.) but ought to flee to him, whom, under the in-

struction of Epaphras, they had known as the Lord, as to

their head, ver. 19, who, since the essence of the divine

nature is in him, ver. 9, is the head and Lord, Col. ii. 10,

of all created things, also of all authority and power, even

of Angles of the highest order, Eph. iii. iO.

From what has been said, it is manifest that in the simi-

lar passage of Col. i. lt>, to crX>]|ij,aa means to TXv/Pwga tjj;

$5ot?)tos, that is the fulness of him whom it hath pleased

that r. a.v to ‘TX'/jpojpa (dors) should dwell in Christ. It hath

pleased the Father, (com. John xvi. 15,) or God, that what-

ever is in Himself, that is, every divine excellence, should

dwell in Christ. And from this is learned, in the first

place
,
the reason wherefore (com. oti Col. 19.) Christ, al-

cepts had been so holy, could approve, ver. 17., of a wicked manner

of life. Certainly verse 21st does not oppose our interpretation.

For the message of salvation is often attributed to the Lord himself

,

by his servants, ii. 17. Acts xxvi. 23., and an Ephesian Christian

might be said to have heard him, and to have been taught by him,

[Com. cv Phil. ii. 5. and ^ Num. xxxvi. 2.] That the word axasiv

should be construed with an accusative of a person, by a Hebraizing

writer, [Com. Rev. v. 13 with xvi. 5. Acts vi, 11. 14.,] is not to be

wondered at. For writers of that class also in turn often use the

genitive of a thing , where Greek writers seldom use it [consult Yiger-

ris de praecipuis Gr.dict. idiotismis, p. 219.) instead of the accusative.

[Compare Mark xiv. 64. John v. 28. x. 16, 27. with Matt. xxvi. 65.

John v. 37. Rev. v. 11.]
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though a man, and in this respect xtkj’is, takes precedence

of every creature, and may be called the perfect image of

the invisible God, tver. 15, and has obtained the supreme

authority in all things, ver 18, and still more, may be

called the author and preserver of all things (verses 16 and

17). All these things belong to Christ, not because he is

a man, but. because he is that man in whom the fulness

of the divine nature dwells. In the second place

,

we

are informed with what design (ver. 20.) it. hath pleased

God that every divine excellence should dwell in Christ,

viz., to reconcile through him, all things which are in

heaven or earth to himself, making peace through the

blood of his cross ,—through him that poured out his

blood upon the cross. Christ had procured again for us

the good will of God (Eph. ii. 16. 2 Cor. v. 19. Rom. v.

10,)* whilst his justice is safe (Rom. iii. 25,) and has ef-

fected peace between the Judge of the universe and men
deserving punishment, so that he has procured the pardon,

or justification, of sinners (Simiuffiv Rom. iii. 26 v. 1,)

whilst the dignity of the divine laws has remained unim-

paired. To accomplish this it was necessary that he

should be a man, that he might pour out his blood on the

cross, and also the man in whom was every divine attri-

bute. But whilst he obtained the favour of God for the

inhabitants of the earth, he in the same way reconciled all

the inhabitants of heaven to us, so that we are freed from

the worship of angels (Col. ii. 18). And when he restor-

ed all men equally to the favour of God, and united them
in one family of God, he also determined to bind together

mankind by mutual benevolence, and by this divine

* Ka<raXXay»)vai tivi, and similar forms of expression, are equiva-

lent to the expression, to recover thegood will ofany one. See Matt,

v. 24. 1 Cor. vii. 11 . In Rom.v. xa'raXXayi'ivai cw verse 10, is ex-

plained by Xaociv rr)v xaTaXXay»]v
; that is, in ver. 1. (Jixaiwa'iv, Jus-

tification.
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and human reconciliation he abrogated (Eph. ii. 1 3,) or

annulled the law (ceremonial) which had separated the

Jews from the Gentiles, and had b( en a barrier to the union

and harmony of men. But seeing that the fulness of the

divine nature dwells in him, he is a fit person to govern

the universal family of God, whether in heaven or earth

(Eph. iii. 15). And since he has effected a recon filiation be-

twixt the sons oj God, it is becoming that they should

be reconciled to him (Col. i. 20, that is, that they should

become subject to'him, and become his people, whom he

should govern, that at the same time he should have su-

preme authority over all things, Eph. i. 10, 20, that he

might the more perfectly consult for the interests of this

divine family. Therefore having undergone death, Acts

ii. 24. iii. 15, which it was necessary he should undergo

in effecting this peace, but in which he could not be held,

inasmuch as the fulness of the divinity dwells in him; and

having himself first obtained a glorious life, which he

has made accessible to men by his own death, he now pre-

sides over the whole family of God, and especially the

church, Eph. i. 22. Therefore also for two causes, (Col.

i. 19, 20. ver. 19, o-i,) Christ is Lord ofthe Church, name-

ly, because every divine attribute dwells in him, so that

he possesses the power of governing the universe, and be-

cause what he has done fur the church gives him the right

to preside over it. He also ought to be the first to ob-

tain a glorious resurrection from the dead, since among the

number of those whom this glory awaits, he is incompara-

bly the most eminent, whether we consider the dignity

of his person, or his claim as founded on his merits Col. L
IS, 19,20.—For in him dwells the perfection of the Deity,

and those who shall obtain a giorious resurrection of the

body, are indebted to him, its author and finisher.

The same signification do we attach to the phrase cav-roc

rs ‘irX^w^avos vs Sis in Eph. iii. 19. The Apostle had been

supplicating great blessings for the Ephesians, which he
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particularizes in verses 16 and 18; and subjoins this ge-

. neral petition, viz.. “ that ye may be filled sis <irav<ro v'kri-

gu/jia ns Sen. ” The expression to fill any one

,

sometimes

means to satiate any one, (com. Phil. iv. 18, and /O
Jer. xxxi. 2j,) and that not so much with food or drink,

which properly fills, as, metaphorically, by satisfying

the desires. And as in Eph. iv. 10, the expression, that

he mighi fill all things ,
means that he might fill all

things with gifts , so the phrase which we are considering,

denotes a petition that the Ephesians, in addition to the

great blessings just before supplicated, might all be filled

withgood things,according to(sis that whichis inGod, that

is, according to the divine attributes of benignity, wis-

dom and power. With this explanation the two follow-

ing verses coincide very beautifully, in which the Apostle

proceeds to laud Him whose favours exceed our highest

conceptions.

§ XL

The preceeding passages compared with Eph. i. 23.

He must be guilty of deliberate obstinacy who refuses

to hear Paul who is the best interpreter of his own lan-

guage, and understands him as speaking of the church in

the passages just treated (§ X.) which, however, the Apos-

tle himself, Eph. i. 23, declares to be <ro 'j’Xrigu/j.a ns <ra iravra

sv ffaa'i, irX^ii(x£v!s. Ifwith the most of criticks we should say

that it is Christ that filleth all in all, we must, with

Chrysostom, Zegerus and others, understand ffX^wjxa as

denoting the supplement of Christ, whom, as the head
,

the church, which is his body, supplies and renders per-

fect. But the church cannot be called the supplement of

God ; for it is not usual to call it the body of God. Nor
therefore does it follow, that the church is meant in those

places (§ X.
)
which speak of the fulness oj God, or, of
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the divine nature, although we should take the express-

ion fulness of Chi'ist, (Eph i. 23,) as referring to the .

church. But if the word Eph. i. 23, refers to

the church, it must be taken in the sei.se of supplement
;

for this meaning of the word can be supported by authori-

ties (see § VI. & VII). But if any one thinks that to •r’Kt,-

g uaa, in this place, denotes that which is filled,
that is,

filled with good things, or inhabited, we readily concede

that the church may be called, in this ~>ense, the ^rX/iPw/xa

of Christ, and also of God ; but we deny that this mean-

ing of the expression is either confirmed by a customary

mode of speaking (com. § III.), or is assisted by the

analogy of the other significations of the word, all of

which we think to be active (§ IV.) We are utterly un-

able to perceive how the expression xX'/igunu tv^ yrj?, in the

LXX, which does not denote that which is filled, but

that which fills, can lead any one into that opinion.

The opinion of Koppe, who thinks that cX/]|wfxa in Eph. i.

23, is simply synonymous with ti e word orXvjSos, is more

probable. For this signification of the word can be clear-

ly established by examples (§ XIV.) And although the

genitive case when added to the word flrXijSos, in by far

the majority of passages in the LXX, Apocryphal books

of the Old Testament, and also the New Testament, usu-

ally designates the subject concerning which the idea of

the multitude is predicated, yet it cannot be denied that

it is sometimes used to denote those that are appointed

over a multitude, or army. See Ez. xxxi. 2, IS. xxxii. 32.

xxxix. 11, 12. But since these passages when compared

with those that convey the idea first mentioned are very

few, and since the people of God, of whom there is fre-

quent mention both in the Old and New Testaments, are

not called «X7]5os Ses, we very much doubt whether orX'/^w-

p.a rs Sss can with propriety be interpreted to denote the

numerous people , or church of God. But granting that

rr'Kij^a, &c. in Eph. i. 23, is the church, and that, be-
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cause it is adorned with gifts, or is inhabited by God
;

the form ofexpression, in the passages explained in secti-

on X, is not adapted to denote the church. If we take

Eph. iii. 19, for instance, we shall find that the idea of

a church is not suitable to the passage. For if, with

Teller, we translate irXij^w&nvai £15 nav to wX^wna m Ses by

the phrase, to be fully united into one family of God,

that is into one church, the word orav is converted into lv,

which we confess to be necessary, yet only that it may not

be apparent now destitute of meaning the expression of

the Apostle is, when thus rendered. For who can endure

such an expression as, to be perfectly united into all the

church ,
or the whole church ? Nor is the place freed from

difficulty, if with the learned Koppe, we translate the

expression crX»j£wSr,vai £15 , &c. by the phrase—to be receiv-

ed into the universal church, that is, into the universal

kingdom of God. For it is much to be doubted whether

orX/)|2s<rSai ever has that meaning. For neither do -rrX^stf&ai

Gal. v. 14, and avax£<paXaixtfSai Rom.xiii.9, necessarily mean
the same thing ; since the former passage may be proper-

ly translated,—fur all the law is fulfilled in one com-
mand (§ IV.) Again, if the words were usually synon-

ymous, so that each of them might denote, to be summa-
rily comprehended, yet it would not necessarily follow

that the unusual signification of ava*£<paXaiw<ra<rSai in Eph.
i. 10 , could interchange with ir>

;

since in that passage

the word does not mean to embrace in a common domin-
ion

,
but has another sense, and one that is more similar

to the ordinary use of the word. It remains therefore,

that the phrase rrXrigufia m 0es (Col. ii. 9. i. 19. Eph. iii.

19.) does not relate immediately to the church, although

the other irXrjgu/xa, &c. in Eph, i. 23, may; nor is the idea

of a church suitable to the passages explained in Section X.
Notwithstanding however, we have not said that the sen-

tence under consideration Eph. i. 23, does certainly re-
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late to the church. '* For we see nothin®; that compels us to

follow the received punctuation which joins to nXygu/j.a ns

‘tol oravror sv oraffi orX->]fi!p.£vs with the words Tig £xxXr\Gia, ig-ris

sit to rfwfjia auTs immediately preceding. For in the very

similar connexion of words in 1 Tim. iii. 15, scarcely

any one now hesitates to separate the words tf-TuXog xai l<5-

£aiwp.a tt;s aXog&sias from the proceeding vjtis sffnv ExxXr}Giu Sisis

^wvtos. But the subsequent context, in the second chap-

ter (Eph. ii.) seems to demand that we should make some

remarks upon it, beginning with the controverted clause.

The arrangement of these sentences appears to us to be

exceedingly intricate ;

—

1. Kai ujJias ovtixs vexeiss tois ora|aorTwp.ac'i xa i Taif «p,«£riais,

(verse 1st.)

2. sv 5.is wots <rej>is<na.TYi<tars, and what follows, verses 2d

and 3d, to be considered as parenthetical.

3. o 5s Ss os, irXscrtos wv sv sXsst, 8ia tjjv <oXX-/]v aycwngv oujtx,

Tjv ogyatf'/gStv oj/joas.

4. xai ovras rjfius vsxpss tois ora^acrTw.uaai tfuvs£wairoi'/](J's tu

^irfTw. verse 5th.

For it is manifest that the words which we place in the 3d

paragraph (ver. 4,) are to be placed at the beginning, if

we would make the discourse complete. But it will read

smoothly, if a nominative belonging to the 1st paragraph

answer to o dsos in the 3d, as the similar expiession in the

This also interpreters who differ among themselves deny ;

—

both those that strenuously insist upon connecting to jrXr^ojp.a as

well as xsrpuXriv to sSuxe, and also Bengelius who separates the words

under examination from eSuxe. This we acknowledge might be

done by supposing the words o scti to be understood, as they are be-

fore to fxagTupiov (t Tim. ii. 6.) and sv5siyp,a (2 Thess. i. 5, compared

with Phil. i. 28.) see also Heb. viii. 1.
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1st answers to that in the 4th. Now we suppose to tiXygujAa

<rx to. Kavra sv iradi ntXv)g>iiJ.sv!s to be that nominative. But the

meaning of this whole passage we shall presently investi-

gate more particularly.

§ xir.

John i. 16. Ep/i. i. 23.

We understand the word irXr^wp.a in Eph. i. 23, as de-

noting that which is in God, as we have explained the

passages in § X, only with the additional idea that a

in the text before us denotes that which may be said to be

abundant in God. The same idea we also find in John

i. 16, where the 7rX7)Pw(Aa, or fulness, of Christ means that

with which he abounds, (see ver. 14.) namely, grace and

truth,* “And of his fulness, says John, have all we received

grace for grace,” that is, grace upon grace in abundance.

In the same way the Apostle Paul in Eph. i 23, ap-

pears to speak of some divine quality which is so abund-

antly in God, that it may be called to ffXr^u^a tx Ss*. What
this quality is, we readily ascertain from the additional

phrase ts ra iravra sv iram irXij|xp.svs
;

just as we learn from
verse 14 of Joh. i., what aura in verse 16 denotes

namely, grace and truth. Truly, no one can comprehend

* yaps xai aXr]6sia maybe considered as meaningtrvegrace. Cer-

tainly in Eph.v. 9, uyadudvvri xai dixaiwffuvT] xai «X'»j0sia denotes good-

ness and true piety
(
TV1S uXrfiiioS iv.24.) Rom. ii 20,yvuffiS xai aXr)6sia,

as Bengelius suggests, is true knowledge, orthodoxy. John iv. 23,

sv irvsu,uaTi xai aXyAsia is equivalent to £v orvsufxaTi aXydivu. And

many other places are more readily understood when attention is

paid to the Hendiadys. For instance, there is no difficulty in Phil,

i. 19, if we render it thus, “Through the supply of the Spirit of

.Tesus Christ, supplicated for me by you, by which being aided 1

shall be able sv irao'-/) la to defend the honour of Christ.”
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the abundance of the divine benignity and grace which

the Apostle most expressively calls the fulness of him

that completely fiileth,* or satisfies, all with his blessings.

Nor can a nominative, (§ XI), be found which could either

more beautifully correspond with the other nominative (o

6zos irXoua'ioj, &c. ii. 4.) which continues the train of dis-

course after the parenthesis contained in verses 2d and 3d

is ended, or«could better suit the whole context, both the

preceeding, [i. 3—14,] and the succeeding [ii. 4— 10.]

That we may see this fully, let us examine the whole pas-

sage from the 1st to the 10th verse of the 2d chapter.

“ The abundant grace of Him that fiileth all things

with blessings, as it raised up Jesus from the dead, and ex-

alted him to heaven, i. 20, hath in like manner raised up

you also, who are descended from Gentiles, who were

dead in sins many and great,t in which ye lived accord-

ing to the example (com. xara 1 Pet. t. 15, Eph. iv. 24,

with Col. iii. 10,) of this world (tov cuwva tx xoffpx ‘touts,)]

* The verb irXi^sfrtSai, in the middle voice, is used in the same

sense as the active voice of that verb in Eph. iv. 10, see also its pas-

sive form in Eoh. iii. 19. (} X.) The words sv tndi may be trans-

lated in all places, every-wliere

;

or, in all times, always ; since neuters

are used to denote both time and place. See 2 Cor. iv. 8, where

sv tfav-ri is a little afterwards explained, (ver. 10, 11,) by the words

tfavTOTs and asi
; and Phil. iv. 6, where sv tcwti is equivalent to £v

tkvti xcugu.

f The words n<xgatfTwp.aTa and «p.a£nai, here used in the orig-

inal, do not differ in meaning, [com. Eph. ii. 1. 5,] but are used to

strengthen the expression, as the conjunction of synonymous words

has this effect.

| The expression o aiuv xros and b xoC^os aros are synonymous

[1 Cor. i. 20.] The former, metaphorically denotes the men who

live in this aton or age
,
and especially those men of the present times

who live as the most are in the habit of living [Rom. xii. 2. 2 Cor.

iv. 4. &c.] ; the latter denotes those that live on the earth, and after
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according to the will of that powerful Prince (xaTa tov «j-

-/o'j-rj. r»)g cgojJia;)* of darkness, t the spirit that
, (as form-

erly in you that are rescued from this misery), even now

the manner of the majority [Joh. xvi. 11. xiv. 30. xv. 18.] In the

passage before us the Apostle uses a manner of speaking which is

well suited to the uature of his subject, and to express in the strong-

est manner the greatness of our misery, and the greatness of the

grace of God which rescued us from it, makes use of the genitive of

apposition [{ VIII.] The words tov aiwva ts xosjxs touts mean, after

the manner of the age , namely, of this world ; or if .any one prefer,

the manner of the age , or this world. In like manner, Eph. ii. 14,

to fA£ffoToij(ov ts (pPaypa may be translated the wall of partition, or

the partition ; for the latter word explains the former, which is less

usual. And indeed generally the genitive of apposition serves to add

an explanation, as for instance, to the words ouodopr^ [Eph. iv. 29,]

ayVG [ver. 16,] avspx [ver. 14,] used metaphorically, are subjoined

in the genitive, £VIX°§r>7taS and SiSatfxaKm. Sometimes

an ambiguous word is defined by the addition of the genitive, see Eph.

iv. 23. Luke iv. 33, compared with Mark i. 23, also Joh. xi. 13.

Similar to this form of expression is that in which a word in the ge-

nitive case is added, signifying nearly what the former does, but with

an additional idea. For instance Col. i. 22, sv tw Cupar

t

tr
tg

Gaey.o; «jts, through his body, or his flesh, see also Col. ii.

11, where Cupa ttjs ffaexog is used for dupci In Rom. viii. 13, the

word teaches us that the Anostle is speaking of the (Supa ren-

dered corrupt by it, namely, the Gupu ttjs apagriu;. Whence also

in Col. ii. 11, the words twv apagriwv were written in the margin as

explanatory of the words t-<£ Hupcos, and afterwards slided into the

text.

* This is again a genitive of apposition, and is equivalent to t»;v

sgoutfiav. The genitive ts tvSu(j.«tos has the force of the accusative,

being like the word sgstfiocs', in apposition with tov a^ov-ra.

t This translation of the word Aegos, which Wolfius, Koppe and
Doederlein have preferred, we adopt, because in vi. 1 2, Satan and
his angels are desciibed as the rulers of the darkness, ts (Txotous

of this world. And tins lamentable dominion which Satan holds

Q
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workefh (by means of his angels Eph.vi. 12,-) in those wko
do not believe and obey the Gospel ; ivith whom we also

,

although descendedfrom the Jews, have had our conver-

sation in the lusts of our fiesh, doing what our carnal

hearts desired, and icere liable by nature, [through the

(tag% above mentioned, with which we were born, John iii.

6, and which, in after life manifested its disposition, or na-

ture, by manj' acts of wickedness] to divine, (Eph. v. 6,)

punishment as were others, to whom the Jews so readily

apply tins sad description Rom. ii. 1. 17, Eph. ii. 1. 2, and

to whom they consider themselves far superior even on

account of their birth Gal. ii. 15, Matth. iii. 9, John. viii.

41. Rom. iii 29 But God, tcho is rich in pity, on ac-

count of his great love wherewith he loved us, whether

deriving our origin from Gentiles or Jews, not only raised

up Christ, but us also, who were dead in sins, to life with

Christ, {by grace have ye received salvation,) that he

might display to the ages to come. Col. iii. 4, the ex-

ceeding riches of his grace, through his benignity to

us for the sake of Christ Jesus. For not by any' merit

of yours, Rom. iii. 22, but by the grace alone of God,

have ye received salvation by faith yielded to the ac-

count of what has been done by others, namely God and

Christ Rom. x. 6. 7, through confidence in the death and

resurrection of Christ (verse 9. iii. 25, Eph. ii. 4, 6,) and

over miserable men, who are called in this same Epistle to the Ephe-

sians [V. 8.] CjcWos, as it is in many other places [2 Cor. iv. 4. Joh-

xvi. 1 1. vii. 44,] so also in the passage before us [Eph. ii. 2,] is very

strikingly described. Nor does the expression sv <rois sirspotviois lead

us to think that air is here the meaning of [vi. 12,]. For this

form of expression seems to be a circumlocution for the adjective

heavenly, as in i. 3. Evil spirits are called heavenly, not because they

dwell in Heaven, but because they are celestial in their origin, as are

the good angels, to whom the epithet heavenly is applied, iii. 10. Matt,

xviii. 10. xxii. 30. But the evil spirits are distinguished from good

by the epithet ti)s wovr^ioc.
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that

,

viz. your receiving salvation by-faith, teas not at-

tained ofyourselves; not even your believing the evangeli-

cal history so mercifully made known to you, has left you

room for boasting, for it is the gift of God ; not of
works

,
lest any one might boast. For we are his work-

manship , created anew by Jesus Christ
, that we might

be qualified for those good works for which God alone

prepared

,

or destined us when he created man.”

§ XIII.

Rom. xiii. 10.

We come now to another place in which the word ‘irXfjrw-

fia signifies that which fills, (j. IV.) or, by a metaphor similar

to one in § IX, that which is in, the law, viz. the sum or

the entire of the law. Unless that meaning of the word

which denotes satiety, as the primitive word <jrXr,-

sometimes means § X, be preferred. In this case, the

word would denote the fulfilling or satisfying of the

law
;
just as we often speak of fulfilling a duty or office.

Love
,
says the Apostle verse 10, doth not injure anoth-

er. Therefore love is the sum
,
or, substance of the law ;

or love is that which fulfills the law, that is, satisfies it.

But surely to do no injury to another* does not satisfy the

divine law. The Apostle appears to be treating, in this

place, of those duties which individuals owe to individuals

* That the law is fulfilled by love, is proved from this, that love

doth not injure any one. From whence it appears, that the law con-

cerning which the apostle is speaking cannot be the diyine law, which

requirs the performance of ill duties
,
positive as well as negative, but

the civil, which as far as relates to the mutual duties of citizens, es-

pecially requires that one shall not injure another. But tile meaning

of Glal. v. 14, is different. For there the whole law is said to be ful-

filled ($ XI.) by one precept,namely this

—

thou shall tone thy neighbour

as thyself. This certainly means more than not to injure any one, and
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in society, and by the performance of which peace and har-

mony among men are promoted. Fur having spoken of

the duties which men owe to magistrates verse, 1, he pro-

ceeds in verse S, to Teat of those social duties which would

be discharged by owing no man any thing but the love

which the law of Christ requires. Possessing this love,

Christians at Rome would certainly fulfill those duties

which, according to the civil law, they owed to their fel-

low citizens. For all the divine commandments, which

have also the authority of civil law, as far as they relate to

the pnblick good, and those statutes of the nation which

contemplate thCmutual duties of citizens, are contained

in this one precept, thou shalt love thy neighbour as thy-

self verse, 9. The requirements of the civil law amount to

this, that one should do no injury to another. He there-

fore is certainly free from a violation of this law, who pro-

ceeds further, and endeavours to love others. It is plain

then, that love satisfies the civil law which prescribes the

mutual duties of citizens.

expresses the spirit of the law of Christ, (vi. 2). There are two

things (v. 6. 1 John. iii. 23. Eph i. 15, Col. i. 4,) which the Gospel

requires ;—-faith towards Christ and love towards men. Gratitude for

favours received and love towards a benefactor arise spotaneously

[1 John. iv. 16, com. with 9, &c.]. But if together with faith,

which the Apostles assume as the foundation, a man have love to

God, lie will not only be observant of those things which relate im-

mediately to God, but he will endeavour to keep all the other com-

mands of God. Whoever loves God truly, will study to do his will

(1 .Toll. v. 3,) nor can he be negligent of the duties which he owes to

his neighbour, (iv. 29. ii. 9. iii. 10, 14, 17.)
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§ XIV.

Bom. xi. 25. xv. 2 9.

Finally, since the word may be applied to a

multitude of material things, or to any thing which oc-

cupies space, (§ IV, VIII); it may also be applied to a mul-

titude of all other things. Accordingly we read in Rom.

xi. 25, that blindness has happened, not to all Israel, but

to a part, until to irXv]£wf/,a twv-sSvwv, the multitude of the

Gentiles, that is, many Gentiles ,
have come in, that is,

into the society of that better part of Israel to which blind-

ness has not happened, ver. 5, 7 Or, according to the

metaphor here used by the Apostle,—until many Gen-

tiles shall have been grafted into the good olive tree,

some of whose branches have been broken off.

The same signification of the word irXv^wfAa appears in xv.

29, where the Apostle expresses a hope that he should come,

with a multitude of the blessings av xXYigufiuri suXoyias, of

the Gospel, to Rome ;
that is, that he should bring to them

the richest blessings of the Gospel. We are not unwilling,

however, that the word should here be considered

as denoting a supplement (§ IV. VI), and should be thus

interpreted ;—I trust that when I come, I shall bring with

me a supply of the blessings of the Gospel of Christ, that is,

the remaining ^a^io'fjuxTa tfvsufAowtxa Rom. i. 11, which the

Church at Rome, for the most part, needed. For the

Church of Rome had not yet been»visited by any one of

the Apostles, whose peculiar office it was, as we learn from

a few remarkable facts 2 Tim. i. 6, to impart extraordi-

nary gifts.
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The most ancient manner of trafficking we know of,

was that of exchanging one commodity for another. In

the beginning, every one gave what to him was useless or

superfluous, in lieu of something necessary, or convenient.

But as it did not always happen, that what one had occa-

sion for, another had by him
; or if he had, that he was

willing to part with it ; men soon found themselves ob-

liged to agree to make use of some precious metal, whose
knowm and fixed value might serve to settle the price of

things, and remove the inconveniences that attended the

way of bartering. In process of time, they thought it ex-

pedient to put a public stamp upon this metal, in order to

show its value, warrant its weight and goodness, and rend-

er it fitter for trade and commerce. The design of this im-

pression at first was only to save tne trouble of weighing

the metal, and examining its fineness. The kings and heads

of states, and commonwealths, reserved to themselves the

prerogative ot setting the stamp, of ascertaining the value,

and of making the money pass current among the people ;

but it must not be imagined, that all these things were done

at once, or at the same time in the several nations of the

world. Accordingly, we can trace out successively among
the Persians, Greeks, and Romans, the original of coin in

ages very distant from one another
;
and several whole na-

R
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tions are to be met with, who carried on the old way of

trading by exchange, a good while after ihe invention' of

money.

At the time of the Trojan war, the use of money was

unknown among the Greeks. Homer and Hesiod, who
lived after that period, say not a word of gold or silver

money; they express the value of a thing by saving if is

worth such a number of oxen, or sheep : they denote the

riches of a private man, by the multitude of his flocks and

herds ; and of a country, by the largeness of its pastures,

a id plenty of its metals. Homer* acquaints us, that Glau-

cus exchanged with Diomedes bis golden arms, for the

other’s brass ones. Glaueus’s were valued at a hundred

oxen ; and Diomedes’s only at nine. The same poett de-

scribing the manner of trafficking in the camp before Troy,

says that they purchased Lemnian wines, in exchange for

brass, iron, skins, oxen, and slaves.

The ancients and moderns are divided about the first in-

vention of money among the Greeks. Lucan, 1 gives it for

Ithonus king of Thessaly, the son of Deucalion: others

will have it, that Erichtonius first taught the Athenians

and Lyciansthe use of it. He was, as it is said, the son

of Vulcan, and brought up by the daughters of Cecrops,

kingof Athens
;
from whence one may judge of his an-

tiquity. Aglosthenes, as cited by Pollux,§ attributes the

honour of his invention to the inhabitants of the Isle of

Xaxos
;
but the general opinion is, that Phido, king of

Argos, who was contemporary with Lycurgus and Iphitus,

introduced the se of money into the island of JEginus,
||

to enable the people the better to get their livelihood by

trade, the barrenness of the place not permitting them to

do it any other way. Some of this Prince’s coin is still

in being ;T on one side is represented an oval buckler

* II. Z. 234.

J Luc. Pharsal. 1. vi.

I! Strabo- 1. viii.

f II. H. 473.

$ Lib. ix. c. 6.

f Sperl. de Num. non cusis.
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like the Roman ancile
;
on the other a little pitcher and a

bunch of grapes, with this incription 4>lAfi. Lycurgus, on

the contrary, to prevent the Spartans from having any

dealings with foreigners, made a cumbersome sort of money,

of iron, tempered in vinegar, to render it good for nothing

else.* His desire was, says. Trogus,t that trade should be

carried on not with money, but by exchange of commodi-

ties. The use of gold and silver was prohibited at Spar-

ta.:}: The widow of king Polydorus, who reigned about

130 years after Lycurgus, had a present of oxen made her

to purchase an house with. After Lysander had pillaged

Athens, the Spartans began to have gold and silver mon-

ey ; but it was expended only upon public occasions, pri-

vate persons being forbid the use of it upon pain of death.

The i i libitm s of Clazomenes, like the ancient Britons,

had none but iron money, as well as the Byzantines; who,

as Aristophanes remarks, § were wont to swear by their

money.

As to the form of the ancient grecian money, Plutarch||

thinks it was like so many small spits or rods of iron and

brass. Hence, says he, it is, that our smallest money is

still called to this day Oboli ("O/SfXos, signifying in Greek,

a spit), and that the piece worth six Oboli, is termed drach-

ma, (or handful), so many of these small rods being re-

quired to nil the hand. Some ancients affirm there was

money in Lydia and Persia before there was any in

Greece. Herodotuslf assures us, that the Lydians were

the first who coined gold and silver money, and made use

of it in trafick. Xenophanes, as cited by Pollux,** says the

* Plut. in Lycurg.

t Just. 1. iii. Emi singula, non pecuia sed compensatione mercium

jussit.

| Athen. 1. vi. c. 4. & Arist. Nubes, Act. i. Sect- 3.

||
Plut. in Lysand. ^ Herod. 1. i. c. 94.

** Polux. 1. ix. c. 6.
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same thing. But they do not tell us when the Lydians

began to do this. In Croesus’s time, they do not seem to

have had any coined money : the riches that prince was

so famous for, consisted only of gold and silver bullion
;

as may be gathered from Herodotus’s own words ; who

says,* that Croesus having given Alcmaeon leave to take as

much gold as he could carry off, Alcmaeon puts on a large

suit of clothes, enters the treasury, and fills every place

about him, even his shoes, and his Hair with small bits or

Shavings (Yijyfxa-a) of gold. The Ancients called gold in

ingots, Aurum factum ;
but in the ore, as it came out of

the mines of sands, aurum infectum.

Before the time of Darius Hystaspes,t it does not appear

that the Persians had any money. This prince made an

order, that the gold and silver he received for tribute

should be weighed, the silver by the Babylonian, and the

gold by the Eubcean talent. The gold and silver thus

paid, he melted down seperately in earthen vessels ; and

as he had occasion, he broke the vessels, and cut off as

much of the metal as he wanted. Herodotus! remarks,

that this same prince, desirous of rendering his memorj^

immortal, caused medals to be struck of the purest gold,

which had never been done by any King before him.

These medals, as is said, were what they called Dar-

ics.

Other historians agree pretty well with Herodotus in this

matter. Polyerites, as cited by Strabo, § assures us that

the Persian Kings laid up in their palaces and strong-holds,

the silver they received for tribute, and made no more of

it into money, than what served to defray their necessary

expenses : and this is the reason that almost all their silver

was in ingots, and so very little in specie. Diodorus Si-

culusj| confirms what Polyerites says
;
he observes, that

* Herodot. 1. vi. c. 125. f Herod. 1. iii. c. 89, &c.

} L. iv. c. 166. $ Strabo 1. xv. ad finem.

||
Diodor. 1. xv.
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Alexander found at Susa above 40,000 talents of gold in

ingots, which had been a long time lying up against the

pressing occasions of the state, and but 9000 in Darics.

Quintus Curtius makes it 50.000. * The kings of Persia

at this day coin no gold money, except a few pieces to

throw among the people at their coming to the Crown,

which are not of a fixed and certain value. Justint informs

us, that the antient Parthians made no other use of gold

and silver but to adorn their arms.

After the time of Darius Hystaspes, there was plenty of

Darics in Greece. It appears from Plutarch, J that these

pieces of money were stamped on one side with the effi-

gies of an archer. Agesilaus, king of Sparta, being called

home out of Asia, to the assistance of his own country,

said he was driven thence by 30,000 archers, because Ti-

mocrates had distributed that number of darics among the

Athenian and Theban orators, to get a war declared against

the Lacedaemonians. Mardonius was left behind in Greece

by Xerxes with a great quantity of gold and silver in in-

gots and money. §

What has been said of these Darics being first coined by'

Darius Hystaspes, is contradicted by some other writers,

who will have an ancienter Darius and not Darius Hystas-

pes, to be the inventor of this money. To confirm their

opinion, they cite the Scholiast of Aristophanes, and Sui-

das, who say that the darics were made not by Darius the

father of Xerxes, but by a more antient Darius, who is

supposed to be the same with Darius the Mede|| in Scrip-

ture, and mentioned also in iEschylus by the same name.^I

It is pretended, that the Darkmonim and Adrakon of the

* Argenti non signati forma sed rudi pondere.

f Just. 1. xli.

5 Herod. 1. ix.

| Plut. Apop. Lacon.

||
Dan. v. 31.

IT A^sch. in Persis,
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Scriptures,* are the darics of this ancient Darius, which
were in being from the time of the beginning of the reign

of Cyrus. There are some that even assert, that these Ad-
arkonim, (called Darkonorth by the Talmudists) were in

use ever since the time of David : but otherst are of opin-

ion, they were only a plain bit of gold or silver of a cer-

tain weight without any stamp ; and that they are de-

rived from the Greek Drachma, and not from the term

Daric.

However this be, there is at this time no ancient money,

either of the Lydians, or Persians, in being. The oldest

coined medals to be met with in the cabinets of the curi-

ous, are all Greek
;
and of these the most antient are those

made in the reign of Amyntas, father of Philip King of

Macedon, and grandfather to Alexander the Great.

There is mention in history of Decaboei and Hecatomboei

in the time of Theseus
;
but it is not certain whether they

were a sort of coin, or no. Sperlingius takes them to be

pieces of silver, without any impression at all, of a certain

weight, and worth one, ten, or a hundred oxen.

We must not then imagine, when we hear of the antient

Grecian money before Amyntas, that it was like ours or

stamped with any symbolical or natural representation. If

it had any mark, it was in all likelihood only to warrant its

goodness, fix its weight, and save the trouble of putting it at

every turn into the scales. 1 can hardly believe that the

gold money of Phido, before mentioned, was coined in his

time, or that any gold or silver coin was current in Greece

before the Persian money came among them. It is surpri-

sing to think how extremely scarce gold and Silver were

formerly in that country. AthenseusJ tells us, that Philip,

king of Macedonia, every time he went to sleep, laid un-

der his bolster a little gold-cup he had
;
so highly did he

* Ezra ii. 69, 1 Chri. xxix. 7. f Sperling, de Num. non Cusis.

t Athen 1. vi. c. 4.
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value it, because of the great scarcity of that metal. An-

aximenes of Lampsacus, as quoted by the same author,

says, that Eriphilus’s golden collar became so very famous

throughout Greece, only upon account of the rareness of

gold ; and adds, that they looked upon a silver cup at that

time with admiration, as it was something very new and ex-

traordinary. Gyges, king of Lydia was the first who sent

presents of gold and silver tc the temple of Delphos : they

had never seen before that any thing but brass or cop-

per, and instead of fine statues and other ornaments, had

only trevets and kettles. The Lacedaemonians designing to

gild the head of Apollo’s statue, and finding they could get

no gold in Greece, sent to consult the Oracle, where they

might get some. They were directed to Croesus king of

Lydia, who supplied them. Hiero King of Syracuse,

having a mind to present at Delphos a tripod of gold,

sought throughout all Greece for some of that metal
;
at

length he meets at Corinth with some at the house of one

Architeles, who had by little and little amased vast quan-

tity. Architeles,over and above what was demanded of him

threw in, as a present to the King, as much gold as he

could hold in his hand. Hiero in return sent him a vessel

freighted with corn and other things. Can it be supposed,

after all this, that gold and silver money were at that time

common in Greece, or the adjacent Islands? Lycurgus*

and Platot banished from their Commonwealth both gold

and silver, thinking brass and iron were sufficient. Plu-

tarch describes the ancient money to be like little brass or

iron rods. And the PerouviansJ heretofore made use of

small spits of iron instead of money. I have already ta-

ken notice, and shall again hereafter, of several nations

that had formerly no other sort of money.

* Plut. in Lycurg. f Plat. 1. v. de Legib.

t Latius ap. Horn. 1. iii. de Orig. Gen. Amer. c. 3.
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Some ancients* have affirmed, that Janus was the first

who coined gold money in Italy. The image of that god

on one side, and a ship on the other, which were to be seen

on the oldest medals of Italy and Sicilv, and of some cities

of Greece, gave some weight to this opinion, which for all

that has no solid foundation : for these pieces with the im-

pression of Janus on them, were of a much later date than

his time, and struck only to preserve the memory of his

arrival in Itkly. +

Although the Romans in the beginning made use of me-

tals in commerce, their chief riches however lay in their

lands and flocks. 1 They did not count, but weigh their

ancient money§ which consisted of rough bits of brass

without any impression : ^Es rude. King Servius first

stamped on it the figures of sheep and oxen, whence it was

termed Pecunia.
j|

Varrolf assures us, that the same

Prince began to make silver money. Though Pliny asserts

that no silver coin was made use of at Rome till fifty years

before the first Punic war. They had nothing of this

kind, says he, till after they had vanquished Pyrrhus. In

all probability therefore Servius’s silver money was not

coined. Pliny adds moreover, that they did not till sixty-

two years after begin to stamp any gold money.

In the time of the first Punic war, they made two sorts

of brass money. The thickest and heaviest sort (..Es

grave) was marked on one side with Janus’s two faces, and

on the other with the prow of a ship. On the As of two

ounces were represented ships ; aud on their silver coins

were to be seen chariots with two or four horses,]which for

that reason were called Bigati or Quadrigati* Pliny, from

* Draco. Corcyr. ap Ath. 1. xv. c. 14.

f At bona posteritas Puppim. signavit in .Ere Hospitis adventum

testificata Dei.

t Plm. 1. lxix. c. 3. 1 Id. 1. xxxiii. c. 3.

r
t Id. 1. viii. c. 3
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whom I have taken these particulars, seems to think that

the gold coins were stamped only with the figures of some

domestic animal.

We have no proof of the Egyptians or Phoenicians

having any coined money before the Grecian Monarchy

was erected in the East. There are no antient coins or

medals of these nations now extant.* The Gauls

do not seem to have had any money till they were

conquered by the Romans. The gold and silver

found at Toulouze in the temple and sacred lakes, were

without any shape or form,t Aurum atque Argentum in-

elaboratum. When Csesar landed among the Britons they

had no money but small plates of metal without any mark,

Solinus assures us, they had neither markets, nor coins

but trafficked by exchange. X Some antient nations of Spain,

before the arrival of the Phoenicians, and even a long

while. after, traded in the same manner
; they exchanged

one commodity for another, or cut off a piece of a gold

or silver-plate, in proportion to the value of the thing they

wanted. §

The Scythians|| and SarmatiansIT knew not what gold

and silver meant
;
they carried on their trade by way of

exchange. The Albanians and those who inhabited along

the Araxis had neither money, nor weights nor measures,

and never reckoned above an hundred, says Strabo.** At
this time the Circassians and Avocassians had no money.

Bernier tells us, there is no coin in Ethiopia
;
and that at

Bengaltt they make use of little shells found on the Maldi-

vian sands, instead of small money. The whole trade of

* In the cabinet of M. Girardon is a sort of leaf of gold, like a rose

leaf, said to be found in the mouth of an Egyptian Mummy. Lucian

says, they put an Obolus under the tongues^ of the dead, to pay

Charon for their passage.

f Strabo 1. iv. J Solin c. xxxv. i Strabo 1. iii.

||
Id. 1. vi. • li Mela 1. xi. c. i.

** Strabo 1. xi.

f Bern. Tom. IT. et Lettre de l’Etat d’Indoustan.

s
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Mingrelia* is carried on by exchange of merchandizes

;

silver has no settled price among these people, and all the

money they have is foreign! In Tartaryt they make
their money of the middlemost bark of the Mulberry Tree,

which they harden and stamp with the seal and arms of

the king : strangers can put off i o other money in the ter-

ritories of the Great Cham. Haiton says, in the kingdom

of Cathay the money is made of square bits of paper or

paste-boa d,on which is the impression of the king’s arms.

The Chinese money are small pieces of bars of geld and

silver, whose value dej ends upon their weight. For which

reason, they wear at their girdles a pair of scales to weigh

their money with. They have only brass farthings mark-

ed with the arms of their country ; or a sort of rings, which

they cany about them upon strings. In the kingdom of

Siam and Japan the money is not stamped like ours. In

Mexico the fruit of the cocao-tree, of which chocolate is

made, serves for money. It is not above an hundred years

ago, that the Laplanders first made use of money. In

Ethiopia their money is made of gold and salt : the gold

is in ingots, and the salt is in pieces of a foot long, three

inches thick, and of the same breadth. The money of the

kingdom of Lnr| conquered about 150 years since by the

Ptrsians, wras a small round silver lod about the bigness of

a goose quill, bent two double, and an inch in length.

There arc soma to be seen still in that country.

After all that has hitherto been said concerning the ori-

gin of coin among the Persians, Lydians, Greeks, Ro-

mans, and other nations, it will be a difficult matter to be-

lieve that the I ebrews had any money like ours, at a time

wherein the use of it was most certainly unknowm to all

the world besides
;
and if it be true, that neither the Phce-

* Chardin. Voyage de Perse. f Id. T. II.

J See Tavernier and Paul of Venice.
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nicians nor Egyptians, who bordered upon the Jews, and

had the greatest dealings with them, had no money before

the use of it was introduced by the Persians and Greeks,

we may venture to affirm the same thing of the Hebrews.

Ezechiel, in his long description of the trade and riches

of Tyre, says not a word that intimates the use of coined

money
;

he mentions only gold and silver, tin and lead,

brass and iron, that were exposed to sale in their fairs.*

But it will not be sufficient in this case to make use of

negative proofs, sin(;e the Scriptures frequently speak of

the traffick and silver of the ancient Hebrews. The ques-

tion is, to know whether this silver is to be understood of

coined money or no. M >ses informs us, that Abraham

was exceeding rich, not only in cattle, but in gold and sil-

ver, t The same Abraham purchases a cave to bury Sarah

in, for 400 shekels of silver, current mo ley with the mer-

chant. 1: Abimelech King of Gerar made him a present of

a thousand pieces of silver ;§ Joseph was sold by his

brethren for twenty pieces of silver
;||

Jacob sent his sons

into Egypt to buy corn, and gave them in mey to pay for

it ;1f and the Egyptians themselves bring to Joseph all

their money^to buy bread during the famine.** All these

passages evidently prove, that they traded with silver, and

even with silver money. But what sort of money was

this ? Was it stamped and of an uniform weight like ours,

or was it only of a good fineness and a certain weight,

without any mark or impression?

If this question was to be put to the vote, the opinion,

that coined money was in use in Abraham’s time, would

no doubt have the majority on its side
; but in matters of

this nature, not the numbers, but the reasons are to be con-

sidered. We must examine the original text itself, and

*
Ezek. xxvii. f Gen. xiii. 2.

& Gen. xx. 16.

If Gen. xlii. 43.

j Gen. xxiii. 16.

(I
Gen. xxxvii. 16.

**.Gen. xlvii. 14. •
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see how far these expressions of Moses do naturally lead

us. We find in the Hebrew text, the names of gold and

silver, their weight and fineness, and their passing current

with the merchant : but all this amounts not to the least

proof of their having any mark or stamp
;
there is not so

much as one word that intimates the impression, shape or

form of this money. The terms Shekel, Talent, ’Gerah

and Bekah, are all names of weights, and not of coins.

The passing of silver among the merchants, is no argu-

me'nt for its being stamped or coined, .gince there are whole

nations at this very day, who trade with uncoined gold and

silver. We may conclude then, that the passages of Scrip-

ture above mentioned do not prove that the Hebrews had

any silver coin in the time of Abraham and the other Pa-

triarchs.

The expression of weighing the money made use of in

some places of Scripture, is a farther proof of this ancient

custom of paying the pieces of silver by weight, before

the value of each piece came to be ascertained by its mark;

Abraham weighs* the 400 Shekels he paid for Sarah’s

burying place. Joseph’s brethren brought back the mo-

ney they found in the mouths of their sftks in full

we-ight.t The shekel and talent were the common weight

for all sorts of things. Moses} says, the bracelets Eliezer

gave Rebecca weighed ten shekels, and her ear-rings half

a shekel. The Lord commanded Moses§ to take 500 she-

kels of myrrh, and 2 50 of cinnamon, after the shekel of

the sanctuary, to make an holy ointment. Elsewhere it is

said,
||

that the brass of the offering was seventy talents

now it is well known, brass was not used in commerce.

We read in 2 Sam. xiv- 26. that the hair Absalom cut off

yearly from his head, weighed 200 shekels. If Zechariah,

* Gen. xxiii. f Gen. xliii. 21.

f xxiv. 22. $ Exod. xxx. 23, 24.

||
Exod. xxxviii. 29. IT Zech. v. 7.
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instead of saying a lump of lead, says a talent of lead, be-

cause that term was general, and did not signify any sort

or sum of money in particular.

In the books of Scripture written after the time of Mo-

ses we find the same expressions in the payments of mo-

ney. IsaialW* represents the wicked weighing their silver

in the balance to make an idol of it. Jeremiaht weighed

in the balance seventeen shekels he paid for a field -he had

purchased. To weigh their money, I am apt to believe,

they generally carried about them at their girdles a balance

and stones of a certain weight; or it may be copper or lead

weights, termed stones in Scripture. MosesJ forbids them

to have in the same bag divers weights (in Hebrew, a stone

and a stone) a great and a small. The covetous man in

Amos§ is brought in saying, when will the moon be gone

that we may sell corn, making the ephah small, and the

shekel great, and falsifying the balances.

In order to prevent these and the like impositions, there

were weights and measures laid up in the temple, as stand-

ards. The Scriptures, to denote a perfect and just weight,

make use of this expression : the shekel of the Sanctuary.

In 2 Sam.
||
mention is made of the King’s weight, because

to him belonged the regulation of the money, weight and

measures, and every thing relating to public trade and

commerce. ’Sperlingius imagines, that the King’s weight

and that of the Sanctuary are put in opposition to the for-

eign weights of the Egyptians, Phoenicians, and Ca-

naanites. The Hebrew shekel, say they, was heavier than

the weight of those other nations, the Hebrews were con-

cerned with. The generality of commentators give into

the notion, that the Hebrews had two sorts of weights.

The one holy, or of the sanctuary
;
the other profane, or

* Isaiah xlvi. 6. f Jer. xxxii. 10.

t Deut. xv. 13. i D'eut. xxv. 13,

||
Am. viii. 5. f xiv. 16.
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lor common use : and that the first was as heavy again as

the second. But the reasons made use of to support this

opinion, do not seem at all convincing. M. Pelletier, in

his dissertation on Absalom’s hair, will have it, that by

the king’s weight was meant the Babylonian weights used

by the Jews during'the captivity, or in a very little time

after.

The ancient Jews trade only with gold and silver : we

meet with some of their medals in brass
;

but they are

either counterfeit, or struck in the time of Simon Macca-

baeus. The Turks, Arabians, Egyptians, and the other

eastern nations in general, have at this day none but gold

or silver money. *

I am apt to believe, that the ancient gold and silver mo-

ney consisted of bars, ingots, or small rods like the Chinese

money before mentioned. We read in the Psalmst of bits or

pieces of silver, which may be understood as cut off. from

the Ingots. We meet likewise with this expression in

Scripture, bundles, of silve.r^t which possibly may denote

the small rod, or spits of silver bound up together, as Plu-

tarch describes the oboli, a handful of which made a drach-

ma. It must however be owned, that to bind up silver sig-

nifies sometimes to put it into a linnen cloth or purse, or in

their girdles; but this . contradicts not my conjecture.

Achan§ found among the spoils of Jericho, a wedge of gold

of fifty shekels weight, and 200 shekels of silver besides.

David leaves Solomon nothing but gold and silver and brass

in ingots and lumps. TJie gold Aaron made the calf with,

and what was offered*for making the Tabernacle, and what'

the people gave in Josiah’s time for repairing the Temple,

was none of it in coined money.

Although the ancient Hebrews carried on their trade

* Bellon. Observ. I. ii. c. 193. f hcviii. 30.

I Gen. xlii. 35. Prov. vii. Hos. xiii. 12.

5 Josh. vii. 2).
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mostly with silver, yet they continued to traffic likewise

by. exchange. The Septuagint, Vulgate, and Chaldee

paraphrase assure us, that Jacob bought of the children of

Humor, a parcel of a field tor 200 kesitaths. This term is

very unknown. But if any one will insist upon it,that kesi-

tath means a piece of money stamped with the image of a

lamb, and in use in Abraham’s time, he is too absurd to be

seriously reasoned with, and must be left to enjoy his own
fancy. Jacob demands of Laban for the reward of all his

labour^ nothing but cattle ;* and makes no other present

to his brother Esau.t The author of the book of Job,.t

alludes to the way of trafficking by exchange in these

words : skin for skin, yea, all that a man hath will he give

for his life. The Prophet Isaiah§ plainly expresses the

way of trafficking Loth with silver -and by exchange :

Come, says he, buy wine and milk without money, and

without price (or exchange). Wherefore do ye spend

money for that which is not bread ? and your labour for

that which satisfielh not? Judah only offers Tamar a kid

from his flock.
j|

Solomon in return for the timber and

workmen he was supplied with from Hiram, sends him

only corn and oil. IT Hosea** purchases a wife for fifteen

pieces of silver, and an homer and a half of barley.

The credit of certain pretended ancient shekels, supposed

to have been coined in Judea in the reigns of David, or

Solomon, is very much lessened among the learned. And
although these pieces, in comparison of the times of Moses

and the Patriarchs, are of a late date, yet would they be

good proofs of the antiquity of the Hebrew moneyT above

that of the Grecian or Persian. These sheckels being

stamped with Samaritan letters, it was concluded they were

made before the Babylonish captivity7
,

it being the coin-

* Gen. xxx. 33. f Gen. xxii. 18. J Job. ii. 4.

$ Isai.lv. 1, 2.
||
Gen. xxxviii. 17

T 1 Kings v. 10. 11. ** Hos. iii. 2.
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luori opinion that the old Hebrew letters were entirely laid

aside after that time
;

and as these coins had on one side,

Jerusalem the Holy, and on the other the shekel of Israel
;

it was inferred, they must have been made before the sepa-

ration of the ten Tribes under Jeroboam, because after that,

Jerusalem was not looked upon by the Israelites any longer

as the Holy City.

But it is an ea->y matter to show the weakness of these

arguments ; the very supposition they are built upon, name-

ly that the Samaritan characters were never used by the

Jews after the captivity, is contradicted by a plain matter

of fact, for the Hebrew money coined in the time of Simon

Maccabaeus, is marked with Samaritan, (or rather Phaeni-

Cian, or old Hebrew letters) and Antiquaries are agreed,

that all the coins with Chaldean characters, such as are now
in the Hebrew Bible, are counterfeit. The same may be

said of the medals which are put upon us for David’s or

Solomon’s : they carry with them the marks of their being

forged
;

the metal 'they are made of, is modern, the impres-

sions are often trifling; some of them are of brass, and I

have shown the ancient Hebrews made use of no such thing

in commerce. Sperlingius assures us, that it is not above

a century or two since these pieces appeared in the world,

and that he knew a man in Holstein, that had a forge where

he privately coined them.

M. Patin says, that among the vast number of collections

of medals he has had a sight of, he never met with one

true ancient shekel. M Morel owns, there are true Shek-

els, but avers they are no older than the time of Simon

Maccabeeus
;
and this is the opinion of all the great Anti-

quaries I have consulted in this matter. Accordingly, I

reckon among the false ones, the medals of Abraham, with

an old man on onesidp, and a calf on the other ; the medals

of Moses, whereon he is represented with horns like Al-

exander the Great, and some of his successors, with these
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words on the other side, thou shalt have no other Gods but

me. In the same class are to be put the medals of Joshua,

stamped on one side with a bull, and on the other with a

unicorn
; of David, with his scrip, and a tower; of Mor-

decai, with sack-cloth and ashes, and a crown. 1 reject

also the shekels that are shown in some of our ancient

Churches for the thirty pieces of silver Judas received for

betraying our Saviour. These last are ancient Rhodian

medals, with the head of the famous Colossus dedicated to

the sun on one side, and a rose on the other.

As for the true shekels struck in the time of SimonMacca-

baeus,we read in 1 Macc. xv. 6, that Antiochus,king of Syria

gave Simon the High-Priest leave to coin money of his

own. But seeing it was unlawful for the Jews to make

any images, Simon was satisfied with ordering to be en-

graved on his money some emblematical figure, or some

vessel of the Temple ;
for instance, a water-pot or a cup,

or a Lyre, on one side, and on the other, a palm-tree, with

its fruit, or a vine leaf, or a sheaf of corn, or some such

thing: the inscription on one side, a shekel, or half shekel

of Israel, according to the value of the price ;
on the other,

the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, or 5th year of the deliverance of

Sion. Though Simon was High-Priest above eight years

we do not find any of his money for more than four or five

years of that time
; and we meet with none at all of his

successor Joannes Hircanus, though he was High-Priest

twenty years. It is supposed, that the Jews in all likeli-

hood represented to Simon, that these impressions on his

money, were no less contrary to law, than the figures of

men, or animals ; ami therefore he was forced, upon that

account, to desist from making any more money.

There are some who are of opinion, it was not in Ju-

dea, but in some Samaritan cities under his obedience, that

Simon caused these medals to be struck ;
because, as they

think, the Samaritan characters, with which they are mark-

T

/
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ed, were disused by the Jews, and because he durst not

stamp on his money any figures or images within the

bounds of Judah. But as he might be told, that ihe do-

ing that in a Samaritan city, which he would not venture

to do in a Jewish one was a mere evasion of the law, Si-

mon entirely droped a privilege he could not make use of

without infringing the lawr of the land. All this indeed is

but conjecture, but then these conjectures are not without

some grounds. It is well known, what a stir the Jews

made to oblige Pilate to erect without the city, the images

of the emperor he had brought into Jerusalem. * Vitel-

lius going to wage war with the Arabians, and designing

to pass through Judea, the Jews went to petition him not

to spread, as he marched, the Roman ensigns, on which

was represented the effigies of the emperor.

Herod the Great having placed, by way of ornament,

some trophies in the Theatre he had built at Jerusalem, the

people mutinied, taking them for armed statutes, and

would not be appeased till by taking off the arms they were

satisfied they were nothing but trunks of trees dressed up

in that manner.! Hero 1 the Tetrarch having adorned his

palace at Tiberias with several figures af animals, Joseph-

us the Historian was deputed! by ttie Jews at Jerusalem,

to go and persuade the people of Tiberias to pull it down
to the ground. The same historian was of opinion, that

Solomon acted contrary to law§ in supporting the vessel

called the Brazen-Sea, in the temple, with the images of

oxen. He takes notice in another place,
||

of the great

commotion the Jews were in at Herod’s placing an eagle of

gold over the gate of the temple. Tacitus tells us, the

Jews were inflexible in the point of statues
;

that they

would suffer none in their towns
;

that neither out of con-

* Jos. Antiq. 1. xviii. c. 4 f Jos. ibid, c- 7. I Lib. de vita sua-

$ Antiq. 1. 8. c. 2.
||

Antiq. 1. 17. c. 8.
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sideration for their own kings, nor respect for the Roman
emperors, could they be induced to receive them.* Ori-

genf assures us, there was notin the whole nation any car-

vers, painters, or statuaries.

Although the Jewish Doctors are not agreed concerning

the meaning of the law, which forbids the making the re-

presentations, or images of things : and although some hold

it lawful to represent Enigmatical or Hieroglyphical figu-

res, which have no real existence in nature
;
yet is it mat-

ter of fact, that the greatest part of them maintain the ut-

ter unlawfulness of making any image of what kind soever,

even of the very stars, though done merely for ornaments

sake ;J and Leo of Modena§ affirms, that the modern Jews

have no such thing as an Image, or statue, neither will

they suffer any in their houses, much less in their Syna-

gogues : but however, this does not hinder them from mak-

ing use of coined money, and even of images or figures

made by others, and that not only upon account of trade,

but likewise for ornament ; and most certainly in the time

of our Saviour|| in Judea, they made use of the Roman
money with the impressions of the Caesars.

Hence may be inferred the reason why Simon did not

continue to coin money as he had begun. The Asmonean

princes, who succeeded his son Joannes Hircanus, were

not so scrupulous
; they were represented on their money

with some mark of the fertility of Ju lea on the other side.

This practice continued among the Jews till toe entire

ruin of their state and nation by the arms of Vespasian.

We meet in Scripture with sev >ral sorts of money ; for

example, the talent, the shekel, the bekih, or half shekel,

the gerah or obolus. Some more unknown pieces, as the

kesitath, and the adarkonim, or darkmonim ; the mina, the

* Tatit. 1. v. \ Lib. iv. contra Celf.

J Selden. de jur. Gen. 1. ii. c. 6. & Leo Mutin. p. 1. c. 2 .

|1
Mat. xxii. 17.
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denarius, the stater, which were foreign coins. The opin-

ions of those who have written of the value and weight of

the Hebrew money, are so very different, that it is a hard

matter to be determined in this particular. The shekels -

of Simon Maccabaeus. are not all exactly of the same

weight, as I am informed by those who have weighed sev-

eral of them.
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ON THE GENUINENESS

or

ISAIAH’S PROPHECIES,

<S-c.

Douerlein, Iuoppe, Eichhorn, and many others have

disputed the genuineness of many of the Prophecies of

Isaiah : especially of those relating to the foreign nations,

and those of the second part from the Fortieth to the Six-

ty-sixth and for the most part they refer them to the times

of the Babylonish captivity. That they have, to say the

least, carried this matter too far, after renewed investiga-

tion, is admitted even by Rosenmueeler in Jesaiae Va-

ticin. 1791-1793, Paulus in his Clavis ueber Jesaia

1793.—and by Bauer in Schullzii Scholia, in V. T.

vol. VIII, & XI. 1794, 1795. Upon the other side Hexs-

ler in his Iesaia neu uebersezt 17SS, Piper in his lute-

gritas Iesaise
, 1793, Beckhaus ueber die Iategritaet der

Prophetischen Schriften 179G, and I myself in the first

edition of this Introduction have defended the old opinion.

Beckhaus however, towards the end expresses himself

doubtfully, and I have often wavered in my frequently re-

peated studying of this Prophet, but still I believe that all

these prophecies really proceeded from Isaiah. I will first

present the grounds of my opinion, and then examine the

objections to it. I premise a remark of Cicero Tusculan.

Quest, ii. 1. “ Quamquam non sumus ignari, multos stu-

diose esse contra dicturos, quod vitare nullo modo potui-

mus, nisi nihil omnino scriberemus.”
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I. The style in all these prophecies is very much the

same. Every where the analysis of the subjects is of

the same kind. The same figures, drawn from trees ; the

Cedar, the Fig, the Oak
;

from the pains of birth, from

history, from the happy age of the church, respecting

which, the very same figure is used, the wolf and lamb

lying down together, c. lxv. 25, as in the xith chap. 6 ;

every where the commencement of the prophecies is ab-

rupt ; every where hymns are intermingled with the dis-

course—as in chap. iii. 1, xii. 1, xiv. 4, xxiii. 16, xxv. 1,

ix. xxvi. 1, xxvii. 12, so also xlii. 10, xliv. 23, lii. 9, Ixi.

10, Ixiii. 7. There is every where also similar in-

stances of obscurity and perspicuity, even the same kind

of repetitions and euphony. The same expressions

are common to all these prophecies, even such as seldom

elsewhere occur as trip, c. i. 4; v. 19; x. 17,

21; so in xliii. 3, 14, &c. &c. inn which elsewhere in

the whole Bible only occurs nine times, is to be every-

where met with in Isaiah, c. xiv. 29; xxiv. 10; xxix. 21;

xxxiv. 11; xl. 17, 23; lxiv. 9; xiv. 18; xlix. 4; lix. 4.

occurs in Isaiah xxii. 24 ;
xxxiv. 1 ; xlii. 5 ;

xliv. 3 ;
xlviii. 19 ;

lxi. 9; xv. 32 ;
which never occurs

elsewhere except in Job xxxi. S; v. 25; xxi. 8; xxvii. 14.

JVTJ’' c. xxxiii. 9; xxxv. 2, and lxv. 10, which is seldom

to be met with. Thus also HI IT in c. xl. 1; xli. 7,

21; lxvi. 9, occurs as in c. i. il, 18; xxxiii. 10; yet in

the other prophets, the phrase is almost always HlIT

Further of the Sabbean's, it is said in xiv. 14, that they

were men of stature n“p ’C’JN, and in xviii. 2, the

epithet atretcht out. is applied to them; a poeple

of whomJigarthareides in Bochart's Phaleg and Chanaan,

L. II. C. xxvi. says <r« ffufj-ura s-i ruv xacoixsvtwv agioXoywrsga,

an I Solinus even writes, c. xxx, Aethiopes duodecim pe-

des longi.
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II. The sublimity of the style, is throughout these pro-

phecies, as much the same, as could be expected from an

author, writing at different times, and consequently un-

der the influence of different feelings as was the case

also with David, in his various Psalms. And there

is nothing in the style of Isaiah which savours at all

of the Babylonish captivity. It may indeed be said, that

the style depends not merely upon the time in which a

book is written, but also upon the talents of the author.

But it only follows from this, that there is a possibility,

that so polished a work as Isaiah might have been written

during the Babylonish captivity, which from the circum-

stances of the times is very improbable
;
and without any

historical evidence or even national tradition cannot be

admitted; especially since in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, who
were certainly not deficient in talents, we find an entire-

ly different style.

III. The language also, is not Chaldaic, and its charac-

ter throughout is not such as we find in Jeremiah and Eze-

kiel. A Prophet could, indeed, during the captivity

form his style upon the genuine parts of Isaiah, and upon

other writings ; but this again is only a possibility, and

that this was in any instance actually done, is contradicted

by all the later productions of the Hebrews. Even in

Zechariah, who may be adduced as an example, the lan-

guage and style are of a different character.

IV In every part also the arrangement and manner is

very similar. As in Chapter vii, an historical account of

Ahaz is united with a prophecy respecting the Assyrians,

succeeded in viii.— vii, b). prophecies respecting the Assy-

rians withoutany inscription ; so in c.xxxix, there is an his-

torical account of Hezekiah, with a pr phecy •abbut Baby-

lon, c. xlvi 66 ,
without any inscription. As in the first

part many prophecies occur relating to Sennacherib, (which

indeed Eichhorn in part denies to be Isaiah’s, though he

has now no follower in this opinion,) so in the second part

u
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there are many concerning the fall of Babylon, and the

re urn of the Hebrews from captivity. Thus in chapter

viii, it is said that the Frophet would secure no hearing

for his discourses and exhortations, and that he would ef-

fect nothing ; accordingly in ihe second part c xl, 15, 23 ;

xliii, 8, iv, 5, 4, and especially c. xl, 4, lix, 6, we. find

him mourning that his exertions were in vain.

V. The tone of reprimand which pervades many of

these later prophecies c. vli. 9, lix, 2 ; lxv, 11— 16, and

C. 66, 1— 6, does not suit the latter times of the captivi-

ty, as is obvious from a comparison with Haggai and 2ech-
ariah, who urge to the rebuilding of the Temple Much
less could a Prophet say, in the captivity, as Isaiah has

done, xlvii:., 4—8, that the destruction of Babylon had

not been previously fortold, when it is plainly and fully

predicted by Jeremiah, c 1—li. A proph t also in the

captivity-could not have spoken merely7 of the Egyptians

and Assyrians, as the oppressors of the Hebrews and pass

over the Chaldeans in entire silence.

VI. The denunciation oi the want of Pastors or kings,

Isaiah Ivi, 11, 12, does not c rrespond to the state of

things during the last years of the captivity, when the

Hebrews had already been long destitute of them ; it bet-

ter suits the age of Manassah, and must have been deliv-

ered when the Hebrews still had kings of their own.

Thus also Idolatry, the immolation of children, and the

great corruption of morals are described in a manner only

suited to the reign of Ahaz or Manassah, and as they cer-

tainly did not exi-t during the latter part of the captivity.

On the other hand, from the times of the captivity we
should expect some mention of Jeremiah, such as we find

in Daniel c. ix, 2 ; and more decisive traces of the doc-

trines of the Magi or the religion ol Zoroaster, than are

afforded by the single allusion to light and darkness,

and the two fundamental principles of Zoroaster, Isaiah xl,

7, which are certainly older than he.
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VII. An important fact is, that Jeremiah had read those

parts of Isaiah which are called in question, which, conse-

quently, must have been long in existence. That they

did not first come into the hands of Jeremiah, after the

destruction of Jerusalem, appears from his prophecies con-

cerning Babylon c. 1. and li. which according to his

own declaration were published seven years before the

destruction of Jerusalem. The relation of this prophecy

of Jeremiah c. 1, xli. to the contested portion of Isaiah

connot be questioned, and it is really strange that it has

not been previously remarked. I do not arrogate to my-

self any thing on this subject, as I candidly confess, that I

have been led to notice this resemblance only by a fortunate

accident. The suspicion that the author of the disputed

portions of Isaiah, had on the contrary read and used the

writings of Jeremiah, is entirely with ut foundation; for

these portions evince their author to have been an original

and independent author (such as Isaiah in other parts if

his prophecies, who has not founded his style, language,and

mode of exhibiting his subject upon writings ofothers where-

as of Jeremiah it is universal y admitted, that he, especi-

ally in his prophecies against oilier nations than the Jews,

has used the prophecies of others. And in the present

instance this must have been peculiarly the case, as his

prophecy c. 1. xli, is a regular commentary on Isaiah’s

prophecy concerning Babylon, and Jeremiah c. xliii, is a

commentary upon Isaiah xv. 16. Compare also Jer.xiii.

with Isaiah xlv. 9; xlvi. 8, and Jeremiah xxiii. 1, 2, with

Isaiah lvi, 11, i2. We find also in Zephaniah c. ii. 14,15,

an imitation of Isaiah xiii, 21, 22, and so also in Ezekiel

xxxix, an imitation of Isaiah xxvii. 10, in Ezekiel c.xxvi.

20; xxxi. 14— 17; xxxii. 18— 13, of Isaiah xiv. 9—28;

in Ezekiel xxvi. i3, of Isaiah xxv. 15 ;
in Ezekiel xviii.

30, oflsaiah lxvi ixtx, 24. Of the Prophet Habakkuk it

has long been remarked, that he had something in com-
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mon with Isaiah, I remark only the striking peculiarity

of his representing c. i. 6, the Chaldeans as a people just

rising and seeking a place of abode which did not belong

to them, just as Isaiah has done c. xxiii. 13.

[The author here collects from the prophecies of Isaiah

respecting Babylon, numerous expressions which he com-

pares with the similar passages in c. 1. anti li. of Jere-

miah. But as he himself remarks that the impression made

by the comparison of detached passages, is by no means as

strong as that which is produced by a comparison of the

two Prophets, they are here omitted.]

VIII. F inaliy, Cyuus says in the document, Ezra i. 20,

that Jehova the God of heaven had given to him all the

kingdoms of the earth, and had commanded him to build

the Temple at Jerusalem. These words, and the very

striking circumstance, of his favour to the Jews, which is

put beyond all doubt, by the giving up of the numerous

and costly vessels of the Temple, and the direction respect-

ing the expense of rebuilding it, are unaccountable upon

any other supposition, than that the prophecies of Isaiah,

as Josephus states, had been previously shewn to him, and

that these prophecies were then universally esteemed gen-

uine. Cyrus was not so easily imposed upon, that any

person would dare to palm on him a work just written for

one of genuine antiquity. And a follower of the Magi,

who had built no Tempel to his own God Ormuzd, wouid

not be very easily excited to build a magnificent Tempel

to Jehova.

It may be objected, that Isaiah never expressly predict-

ed the Babylonish captivity, and yet c. xiii. 14; xxi. and

xl. 52, is so full and explicit, respecting the return from

this captivity. But this may be easily accounted for, as

the prophecies of Isaiah have not all been preserved. Isai-

ah it is probable said more of this captivity than what we

now find in his writings, as Micha had already plainly
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predicted the carrying away to Babylon and the final des-

truction of Jerusalem. There would be no contradiction,

as Justi in his Miscellaneous Discourses 176 ,
l Th.

s. 323, imagines, if Isaiah who had previously in his pro-

phecies against Sennacherib promised to the kingdom of

Judah, perpetuity and happiness, should prophecy the de-

struction of that kingdonf
;
since Jeremiah, not only pre-

dicted the captivity but the happy condition the Hebrews

in after times were to enjoy. If then the prophecies of

Isaiah respecting the captivity were lost, it would be no-

thing peculiar, as it is certain that some of his discourses

have perished. There are however, not only in c. xxxix.

but also in c. xv. 5, 9 ; c. vi. 11 13; xi. 11, 16, some-

thing which evidently refers to the entire desolation of

the land, to the captivity and the return from it. The
passage in c. xxxix. cannot relate to the Assyrians, whose

capital was Nineveh, but must relate to the Chaldeans,

since it was only their kings, who dwelt at Babylon,

where the posterity ofHezekiah were to be used as servants.

• • That Isaiah, if he prophecied of the Chaldeans, must

also have predicted the destruction of the Assyrian Mon-
archy, as Justi s. 342, supposes, can only be true upon

the supposition that the Prophets must set forth the future

in historical or chronological order. It is not for us how-

ever to prescribe to God, how he shall foretell events ; but

that he has not unfolded the future in the order of history,

is proved by the whole contents of the prophets ; in all

cases we have only perspective views. To give a very

appropriate example, Zechariah predicted to the High

Priest, a kingdom, without mentioning the destruction of

the Persian kingdom and the division of the Grecian mon-

archy. Isaiah himself foretold to the Israelites their re-

turn from the Assyrian captivity, without saying any thing

of the intervening revolutions by the Chaldeans, the Medes
and the Persians. A History must in essential particulars
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pursue the order of events, but in prophecy they are re-

presented as they appear at a distance, when the more re-

mote are often brought into view, whitest the intermediate

are not hinted at. This Justi has not remarked
; he has

made thereforein his Treatise on Isaiah xl.lxvi, many fool-

ish mistakes, which it is here unnecessary to quote. The
destruction of the Assyrian kingdom was not so interest-

ing an event for the Jews, as the destruction of the Chal-

dean monarchy which occasioned their release, and there-

fore Isaiah speaks only of the latter.

Although the contemporaries of Isaiah might not live to

witness the events which he predicted, and consequently

could not profit by his prophecies, this does not prove,

that these discourses are of iater origin, since the Pro-

phets have foretold much which was first fulfilled in af-

ter ages, as Haggai c. ii. 1— 9, the revolution by Alexan-

der and the consequent splendour of the Temple, fiom

the gifts of other nations ; Zechariah, the progress of

Alexander, the kingdom of the High Priest, and the times

of Maccabees ;
Micha, the final destruction of Jerusalem,*

and Isaiah himself, the return from the AssyrianCaptivily,

the extention of divine knowledge, &c. If we regard the

Prophets as mere statesmen and leacners of the people,

we shall indeed not be able to conceive why they should

speak of events so far distant ; but they were evidently

something far more than this, they were the messengers

of God, the King ot the Hebrews, to his servants and sub-

jects ;
they were teachers for tneir own age and for poste-

rity, they spoke and wrote not merely for their contempo-

raries but for fuLure ages.—If they be not regarded in the

light, in which, by virtue of the constitution of the Jewish

State, and according to the drift of their own writings

they ought to be viewed, there is no wonder, that men

find difficulties where none really exist.

It may be said, that it is contrary to the analogy of the
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prophpcies that they should ext nd to times so distant, as

those of Isaiah from the Chaldeans,Medes, Persians,Cyrus

and the return of the Hebrews to their own land.—But this

analogy is by no means uniform as has already been shown.

It is here also very improperly taken for granted, that the

Chaldees, Med' s, and Persians, in the time of Isaiah were

entirely unknown : for the Medes under their King Arba-

ces and the Babylonian Governor Belesys destroyed the

first Assyrian monarchy, 82b B. C 149 after the Separa-

ration, and 100 before Isaiah and Hezekiah. They fell

indeed into a state of anarchy after this for 79 years, but

they then chose Dejoces king, 728 B. C. 257 of Separa-

ration, and consequently in tne 10th year of Hezekiah,

who, during his good reign of 53 years, built the splendid

Ecbatana. His son Phraortes, 665 —643 B. C. 310—332

of the Separation ventured himself against the new Assy-

rian empire, and perished before Nineveh. Under his suc-

cessor Cyaxercs I. Zoroaster found in Media a flourishing

kingdom.—Elam was from the earliest antiquity a distin-

guished nation. In Isaiah it always occurs, under the an-

cient name Elam G
1

? y, whereas in Daniel vi. 38; 2Chron.

xxxvi.22, and Ezra i. 1, 2, iv.5, it appears under the more
modern designation Persia D"l2- This people are men-

tioned even among the hosts of the Assyrians in Isaiah c.

xxii.6, a prophecy which is unquestionably to be referred to

Isaiah, as appears from v. 8— 1 1, compared with 2 Chron.

xxxii. 2—5. Assarhadon had already, Ezra iv, 9, 10, sent

Elamites with other people into Samaria. At a later date

Jeremiah numbered Elam among the mightier kingdoms
which should be conquered by the Chaldeans, c.xxv. 25, &c.

and their kingdom with other famous empires is represented

as already in the other world by Ezekiel xxxii. 24. Nations

do not of a sudden, nor in a short period become so fa-

mous,that all writers, even those belonging to a different part

of the world must necessarily often make mention of them.
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Lons; before they attract this general attention they act a

conspicuous part among; those immediately around them
;

and it is only as their victorious arms gradually extends

their conquests, that their fame is widely disseminated, al-

though it does not follow that immediately previous they

were entirely undistinguished. The Chaldeans, theMedes,

Elamites or Persians were in this situation, and before the

erection of their great kingdoms were neither so little fa-

mous nor so little known, as they are commonly represent-

ed. When therefore Isaiah prophesied of the destruction

of a Chaldee-Babylonian kingdom by the Medes and Ela-

mites, it no doubt appeared strange, but it was as intelligi-

ble to his cotemporaries as when Zechariah, c. ix. 13, pro-

phesied of the Greeks in Syria at the time of the Macca-

bees and of the wars of the Jews against them. Isaiah also

might name Cyrus or Kmresch, for the name imports no-

thing more in itself than king. It is in Persian Khor,

the S'j/rc,and Schid brightness ; hence Khorshid brightness

of the Sun It is further compou ded with Pae or Pai a

dwelling. Khorscnidpae, the dwelling of the Sun’s

brightness ; and this was with the Persians the common

name of their kings. This name might and doubtless was

known to the educated Hebrews in consequence of mer-

cantile intercourse; and thus Isaiah may have used the

term subjectively, as an appellative for that king who actu-

ally was Koiesch or Cyrus, and objectively as the proper

name by which he ’was called, as he did not hesitate to

call him rPCTJ, anointed.














